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PREFACE 
This report describes the application of methods presented in Engineer 
Technical Letter (ETL) "Energy Efficiency at Water Supply Pumping Stations'' to 
the Washington, DC, and vicinity water system. Both the ETL and this report 
were prepared under the Water System Operation, Maintenance and Rehabilitation 
Work Unit (CWIS 31794) of the Water Supply and Conservation Research Program. 
The technical monitors for this program in the Office, Chief of Engineers, 
were Mr. James Ballif (DAEN-ECE-B) and Mr. Robert Daniel (DAEN-CWP-D). 
The work was conducted at the US Army Engineer (USAE) Waterways Experi-
ment Station (WES), Vicksburg, Miss., and the University of Kentucky (UK), 
Civil Engineering Department. The report was written by Dr. Lindell E. 
Ormsbee, assistant professor of civil engineering at UK, working with WES 
under an Intergovernmental Personnel Act agreement; Dr. Thomas M. Walski, a 
research civil engineer with the Water Resources Engineering Group (WREG) of 
the Environmental Engineering Division (EED), Environmental Laboratory (EL), 
WES; and Messrs. Donald V. Chase and Wayne W. Sharp, UK students employed by 
WES under the contract student program. Mr. Anthony C. Gibson of the WREG 
assisted in field data collection. 
Work done with the Washington Aqueduct Division (WAD) of the USAE Dis-
trict, Baltimore, was performed under the purview of Mr. Harry C. Ways, Chief, 
WAD; Mr. Perry Costas, Assistant Chief, WAD; and Mr. Douglas B. Pickering, 
Chief, Plant Operations Branch, WAD. 
The report was reviewed by Mr. M. John Cullinane of the Water Supply and 
Waste Treatment Group, EED, and Dr. Keith W. Little of the Research Triangle 
Institute, Research Tr~angle Park, N. C. The report was edited by 
~s. Jessica S. Ruff of the WES Information Technology Laboratory. 
The study was conducted under the supervision of Mr. F. Douglas 
Shields, Jr., Acting Chief, WREG: Dr. Raymond L. Montgomery, Chief, EED; and 
Dr. John Harrison, Chief, EL. 
Commander and Director of WES was COL Dwayne G. Lee, CE. Technical 
Director was Dr. Robert W. Whalin. 
This report should be cited as follows: 
Ormsbee, Lindell E., Walski, Thomas M., Chase, Donald V., and Sharp, 
Wayne W. 1987. "Techniques for Improving Energy Efficiency at Water 
Supply Pumping Stations," Technical Report EL-87-16, US Army Engineer 
Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss. 
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TECHNIQl'F:S FOR IMPROVING ENERGY EFFICIENCY AT WATER 
SUPPLY PUMPING STATIONS 
PART I: INTROOPC:TIO~ 
Background 
~t~nttlcant changes in the cost and availabilitv of energv in the 
· nlted "tates have made energv management an important prioritv. Almost 
percent ,,f the electricitv consumed in the l'nited States is used bv munici-
pal water utilities (Brailev and Jacobs l4RO). In conventional surface water 
-;'.·stems, pumping mav comprise up to 40 percent <)f the total energv budget. In 
>!rn•·nd-water svstems where there is no treatment other than chlorination, 
pump!n~ mav account for more than 95 percent of the energy requiremE>nt (Reheis 
.tnJ l.ritfin ~4~0:.\. From these pE>rcentages, it is clear that the ma1or effort 
In ~ner~v consE>r~Ation programs for water systems should be spent on improving 
p•1mping nperation efficiencv. 
In rE>cent vears, several authors have shown that significant energy 
savlnKs can bE> obtained bv improving the operation policies associated with 
trPated water pump svstems (Trainer and Clopton 197h, T.izardos and Amato 197R, 
a:1d RP1d lYiill). Attempts to improve pump operation E>fficiency mav focus on 
thrPP different nperation problems: inefficient pumps, inefficient pump com-
binatlnns, and inefficient pump scheduling. Each problem is discussed in 
detail in the following paragraphs. 
1. For single-pump operation, improved efficiencv mav be obtained bv 
red•tctinn of the pumping heRd, reduction of the volume of water pumped, or an 
Increase in the pumping efficiencv (Patton and Horsly 1480). In order to 
P'Jal11ate the efficiency of an existing pump audits driver, the pump unit must 
nnrmallv he field tested (~ros 197h). An evaluation of the energy consumption 
anrl performance of a pump can also provide valuable information on its general 
cnndition. From this information, a rational decision can be made on the 
cnst-effectiven~ss of repairing or replacing a low-efficiency pump (Aldworth 
!4Rl). Hodnik and Frye (19R3) provided some methods for identifving ineffi-
cient pumps and incorporating efficiency into pump selection. 
4. In addition to evaluating the efficiency of individual pumps, it is 
also important to evaluate the efficiency of multiple-pump combinations. For 
5 
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pumpin~ stations with multiple pumps, energy savin~s may be identified bv 
examination of the overall efficiencies associated with operation of different 
romhinations ,,f pumps. Although different combinations of similar pumps mav 
deliver the same approximate flow rate for a given head, some combinations mav 
he Jess costlv because of differences in pump efficiencies. In some cases, 
the efficiencv of a pump when running alone can be significantlY different 
than when It runs in conjuction with other pumps. Since the majority of water 
plants do not have written guidelines for operators to follow for obtaining 
optimal performance from their pumps (i.e., least-cost energy), pump selection 
at any time mav he inefficient in terms of energy usage even though the opera-
tor's selection of pumps meets the flow and pressure demands (Reheis and 
Criffin 1984). 
S. Although the evaluation of pump efficiencies may lead to a reduction 
in total energy usage charges, the reduction of time-of-day energy charges 
requires a modification of operation procedures over time (Chao 1979, 
Lackowitz and Petretti 1983). Real-time operation of a pumping system 
involves two different decision-making processes: development of an operating 
rule curve (tank level versus time of day) and implementation of the rule 
curve. For pumping systems that operate under essentially constant condi-
tions, the rule curve may remain the same from day to day. For systems whose 
conditions vary greatly from day to day, the rule curve may have to be updated 
daily or even hourly (Shamir 1985). 
6. Clingenpeel (1983) described the results of some studies to reduce 
energy consumption by taking advantage of off-peak power rates. Brunzell 
(1983) described how storage could be used to take advantage of electric rates 
and reduce demand charges. 
7. Procedures for generating operation rule curves have been developed 
by DeMoyer and Horwitz (1975), Sterling and Coulbeck (197')a, b), and Sahet and 
Helweg (1985). The majority of these procedures were based on dynamic pro-
gramming and were developed for relatively small, single-reservoir systems. 
Attempts at developing rule curves for more complex systems have been pre-
sented by Donachie et al. (1976), Damelin and Shamir (1976), Carpentier and 
Cohen (1984), and Sha;.dr (1985). 
6 
Purpose 
R. Although several authors have addressed individual aspects of pump 
~peration efficiencv, there remains a need for a comprehensive methodologv for 
use in evaluating and improving the overall operating efficiencies of treated 
water pumping svstems. The purpose of this study is to provide such a method-
ologv. As part of this program, the District of Columbia (DC) and vicinftv 
water svstem was selected for use as a case study for the application of the 
developed methodologY. 
9. The proposed methodology has been divided into three basic compo-
nents. The first component concerns the field testing and evaluation of indi-
vidual pump units. A review of fundamental concepts of pureping sYstem design 
and operation is provided in Enclosure 1 of Appendix A. A discussion of the 
influence of changes in operating conditions on the system head curve is pro-
vided in Appendix B. Guidelines for pump field tests are provided in Enclo-
sure ~ of Appendix A. A summary of the results of field tests for the two 
maior pumping stations of the DC and vicinity system is provided in Appen-
dixes C: and D. 
lO. The second component of the methodology concerns the determination 
of optimal pump combinations for specified operating conditions. Guidelines 
for determining the optimal combinations are provided in Enclosure 3 of Appen-
dix A. A computer program developed for use in determining the optimal cornbi-
natfn~~ is described in Appendix E. 
I I. The third component concerns the determination of an optimal oper-
ating pnlfcv for each pumping station for a given set of operating conditions. 
This is accomplished using a sophisticated computer program based on dynamic 
rr•'grar1mfng. :\ detailed description of the program is given in Appendix F. A 
swnl'!1<lrv of the theoretical basis for the program is provided in Enclosure 4 of 
Appenrlix A. 
Overview 
1' Tn investigate the feasibility of the proposed optimal pump opera-
tf•m r1ethnrlnlogy for a large, real system, the methodology was applied to the 
~r and vicinitv water distribution system. Part II of this report presents a 
SU1'1TT1ar'l nt the general characteristics of the nc system. Part III presents a 
7 
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high-service area, and the FOWM was included as a demand to the first high-
service area. 
Pipe Distribution Facilities 
20. The distribution system consists of about 1,286 miles of water 
mains ranging from 2 to 78 in. in diameter. In addition, the Federal Govern-
ment maintains and operates 12.3 miles of transmission mains within DC, which 
deliver water to the first, second, and third high-service area reservoirs. 
The water distribution system has approximately 18,500 valves, 8,800 fire 
hydrants, and 132,000 services. 
Distribution Storage Facilities 
21. Storage facilities in the modeled system (low-service and first, 
second, and third high-service areas) are either ground-level reservoirs or 
elevated steel tanks that are connected directly to the distribution system. 
Storage is designed to equalize pressure during periods of heavy consumption 
and to equalize pumping power loads. All distribution system reservoirs are 
constructed of reinforced concrete and are covered entirely. Including the 
cl~arwell storage, the modeled system has a total available storage of 
127.7 million gallons. Elevations and capacities of the distribution storage 
facilities considered in this study are indicated in Table 1. Capacities of 
the storage facilities in the adjacent areas are indicated in Table 2. 
Pumping Station Characteristics 
~~- The DC water distribution system contains four treated water pump-
ing stations. The Dalecarlia pumping station is located at the Dalecarlia 
water treatment plant and is operated by the wAD. The total rated capacity of 
the Dalecarlia station is 477 million gallnns per day (mgd). The Bryant 
Street, Anacostia, and Reno stations are located at various points in the 
system and are operated by the Department of Environmental Services. The 
total rated capacities of these three stations are 310, 157, and 22 mgd, 
respectively. Because the rated capacities of Anacostia and Reno are much 
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Table 1 
Reservoir Characteristics 
Service Area Jurisdiction Location CaEacit~* 
Low DC WRMA Brentwood Park 25.0 
WAD North McMillan 12.9 
(clearwells) South McMillan 20.3 
Subtotal 33.2 
First high WAD Foxhall Rd. NW 14.5 
DC WRMA Soldiers Home 15.0 
Subtotal 29.5 
Second high WAD 44th and Van Ness 14.6 
Third high WAD New Reno NW 20.0 
DC WRMA Old Reno NW 5.4 
Subtotal 25.4 
Total 127.7 
* In millions of gallons. 
Table 2 
SupElemental Reservoir Storage 
Service Area 
Fourth high 
Anacostia first high 
Anacostia second high 
Falls Church 
Arlington 
FOWM 
Total 
* In millions of gallons. 
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Max. 
Elev. 
172 
159 
159 
250 
250 
335 
424 
424 
Min. 
Elev. 
135 
135 
135 
233 
233 
318 
406 
406 
CaEacity* 
0.24 
13.0 
2.5 
14.0 
32.0 
0.0 
61.74 
.":.' 
I~· .. . -·: ~· . -.-.. ~·. r·• 
• 
smaller than Dalecarlia and Bryant Street, only Dalecarlia and Bryant Street 
pumping stations were analyzed in this study. 
nalecarlia pumping station 
23. The present Dalecarlia pumping station, which was completed in 
1958, consists of an underground reinforced concrete substructure, with a 
headhouse and electric substations aboveground. The underground portion is 
205 ft long, 101 ft wide, and 47 ft deep, or approximately the depth of a 
four-story building. The station contains 15 Worthington, Inc., vertical-
shaft centrifugal pumps, each of which is connected to a 4,000-V, 60-cycle, 
three-phase, water-cooled synchronous electrical motor. The pumps have a com-
bined capacity of 477 mgd. All pumping units are designed to run safely in 
reverse rotation, in case of power failure, at maximum runaway speed, for 
5 min under heads equal to the rated heads. Each pump is equipped with a cone 
valve for surge protection during start-up and shutdown. In addition, a but-
terfly valve that is located downstream may be used to throttle the pumps. 
Three 8- by 8-ft finished-water suction conduits supply the pumps. These con-
duits draw water from the 14.5- and 30-million gallon clearwater basins 
located immediately north of the pumping station. 
24. The station is completely air-conditioned to provide dehumidifica-
tion and temperature control. The control center includes a supervisory 
switchboard for operation control of all major pumping units and auxiliary 
equipment contained in the station. It also provides for remote control of a 
325-mgd raw-water booster pumping station including all major pumping units 
and auxiliary equipment installed in the raw-water supply intake works and 
pumping station at Little Falls. Water from the Dalecarlia pumping station is 
supplied to the low-service area and the first three high-service areas. All 
15 pumps in the Dalecarlia station were manufactured by Worthington, Inc., and 
are driven by synchronous motors. Pump service areas and capacities are 
listed in Table 3 . 
Bryant Street pumping station 
25. The Bryant Street pumping station is located on the north side of 
Bryant Street between 2nd and 4th Streets, NW, and south of the Mc~1illan 
reservoir. The station is operated t.o maintain pr~determined minimum pres-
sures on its pumped services. Suction is from 78-, 60-, and 4R-in. connec-
tions from the McMillan clearwater basins. The maximum elevation of the 
McMillan clearwell is 159 ft. 
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Table 3 
[Jalecarl ia Pum~ins Station Data 
Head Pump 
Pump Serial :--;0, Model Service Area mgd rpm ft 
___.b.L 
14613/6 30-MC-Ol-\'RT Low 50 <; !4 'SO 'iOO 
2 146137) 30-MC-Ol-\'RT Low 50 )14 'iO 'if\0 
3 I4ni37-'+ 30-~!C-0 l- \'RT !.ow ')0 'i !4 'iO ')()() 
4 14h1l7Cj 2h-~A-4 3-\'RT First high 3'i r,oo !45 1 • 000 
') 1-'+61378 2h-~A-4l-\'RT First high l"> nOO 14'i 1 • 000 
h 1-'+h1377 -:.n-~:A-41-nn First high IS i)()() 14 5 I • non 
14h1lR_l 18-:\A- 3 3- \'RT ~econd high -) j J q ()(' _l_lf) ~' 6 (, 
8 !!,6!381 18-~A- 3 3-\'RT Second high ·' () Cj()() nn Hhh 
q 14h!380 !R-\A-33-\'RT Second high .'0 900 no Rhh 
[() 1461385 24-~;A-lR-VRT Third high ,~ -I 900 300 l. ')QO 
11 14h1J84 24-~A-38-\'llT Third high ,., ~. 90() 1()0 1 • 'i90 
1 ~ 14h !3Wl 24-\A-38-\'RT Third high .'7 900 300 1 • ')9() 
I 3 1507034 24-~A-38-VRT Third high l-•. I QO() 300 l • 'i9() 
14 1507(13) 24-\A-38-VRT Third high 17 900 'l (}() 1. 590 
l 'i !4h1li<h ~4-'JA- JR-\'RT Third hi ~.h ., - 900 300 1 • 590 
!h. The ~rvant Street Station was cnmpletelv rehabilitated as of 1954. 
Pumps are prnterted from reversal nn power failure hv automatic closure of 
cone valves. l'.,llke the valves at Dalecarlia, these valves cannot be set at 
1ntPrmediate settin~s and must either he open or cl0sed. The contrnl panels 
incl11de switrhi-,Pards, flnw and pressure recorders nn pump dischar~e lines and 
nearb~ 1nw-servfce trunk mains, and a piping diagram with position-indicating 
sf~nals and controls for remote operation of important valves. Pump services 
and r~pRcfties for the Rrvant Street pumpin~ station ~re given in Table 4. 
F'11mpc; 1-)1) were manufactured bv \..'orthin~ton, Inc., while Pumps 11 and 1:'. were 
manuf.1ct11red hv Allis Chalmers. Pumps 1-10 nperate in parallel; Pumps 11 and 
!~ oper~te in series. 
Water Demand Schedule 
fhe ;1vera~e water r·nnsumptlnn hv servfre areas nf llC inr fiscal vear 
19R~ is ~fven fn Tahle s. The average svstem demAnd fnr each pressure znne 
tends tn varv depenrlin~ upnn the season and the dav nf the week. 
I 7 
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Table 4 
Bryant Street PumEing Station Data 
Head Pump 
PumE Serial ~o. ~lode 1 Service Area mgd rpm ft __2!L 
13!.1171\5 26-:\A-43-VRT First high 35 'i 1 :, 1 1 () ROO 
13!.67Rh .:'h-SA-43-VRT First high 35 cl J 4 1 1 () ROO 
J 134A7R4 .:'h-~A-43-VRT First high 35 '11.'. 11 I) ROO 
' !34h,S! 30-~·1\-0 1-VRT Low 35 'j 1 -~ .'.') 32'1 -+ 
) l 3 4 h, ,c: .' 10-~C-01-VRT !.ow )') '114 !, ') 32') 
h l 341>," 3 10-'1<:-0 1-\'RT Low 35 '1[ -~ .'.'i 32'i 
1 \.:.1->,'-', 
.'.'.-\A- 3R-\'RT ~econd high ..'') .. '(\ .' 1 () 1 , 1 on 
-~ I 1.'. h, .c:" ..' !, - \A-1 R- \'RT Second high 2') .. l(i '1 () I' 100 
n \ .• h-."·'' IK-\A-37-\'RT Third high 1 'j q! 1( 1 ' I 0 1 '000 
l (\ i. h, ~!! ;\....,_"<:\-)-. 
- \'R'l Third high l r) \n1!1 ; I 1\ I '()()(I 
I; .. c;i7e .'I) 1R Third high ..'() 1 ,_ ~ . ) ) l:''i 
) :::\h -, qze .'(' IR Third high 20 7 .'I) : .) rl 1.:' r, 
i 1 lustr.tte the impa•·t 11f these factors on the d~~1v average svstem demand, the 
de!'lands for eilch sen:ice area for four difterent davs in 1qRh are shown in 
~ilhle h. The selected davs were ..'0 March (winter, weekdav), ..'q ~arch (winter, 
weekend), ·'l June (surnmer, weekend), and 11 .June (summer, weekdav). For each 
service area, daflv demand patterns mav varv constderahlv from dav to dav. As 
il resttlt, a single representative demand pattern could not be obtained. 
Electric Rate Schedule 
2R. All pumping stations receive their power from the Potomac Electric 
Power Company. The general electric rate schedule is provided as Appendix G. 
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Table 5 
Water Consumption, Fiscal Year 1985 
Service Area 
I.o~ (f~c1udin~ Anacostia) 
First :'igh (inciuding FO\-.~) 
~e,·,)r'tl! 1:igh (including Falls Church) 
:>;tr,~ 1dgh (including Fourth High and Arlington) 
' . 't a I 
:\ r ' : ·~ ~ : n r_ 
Table n 
Typical Demands, 1986 
Service Area Date 
I o~ (:?0 March 19fl6) 
(29 March 19~6) 
(8 June 1986) 
(11 June 1986) 
First high (20 March 1986) 
(29 March 1986) 
(8 June 1986) 
(II June 1986) 
Second high (20 March 1986) 
(29 March 1986) 
(8 June 1986) 
(ll June 1986) 
Third high UO March 1986) 
( 29 March 1986) 
(8 June 1986) 
(11 June 1986) 
Total (20 March 1986) 
(29 :March 1986) 
(8 June 1986) 
(11 June 1986) 
Average Demand 
mgd 
72.5 
38.7 
39.8 
64.6 
215.6 
3. 2 
23.3 
16.0 
42.5 
Water Use 
mgd 
100 
73 
118 
116 
36 
33 
41 
53 
38 
40 
52 
50 
51 
54 
65 
69 
225 
200 
276 
288 
PART III: PUMP FIELD TEST RESULTS 
29. Before the general methodology was applied to the DC and vicinity 
distribution system, each pump within the Dalecarlia and Bryant Street pumping 
stations was first field tested. The guidelines for the field tests are pro-
vided in Enclosure 2 of Appendix A. The following paragraphs present the 
results of those tests. 
Dalecarlia Pumping Station 
30. The ~umps at the Dalecarlia station were field tested on 30 and 
31 September 1985. At the time of the tests, Pumps 13 and 14 were out of ser-
vice and were not tested. In addition to tests of the individual pumps, mea-
surements were made where several multiple-pump combinations were operating. 
31. w~ere possible, each pump was tested individually. The test was 
begun bv first running the pump with the discharge line closed in order to 
d~termine the shutoff head. The valve in the discharge line was then opened 
partially and pressure, flow, and power readings were obtained. This process 
was continued until the valve was completely opened. Before each reading, 
time was allowed for the flow and head to reach steady-state conditions. 
After the valve was completely opened, it was slowly closed in incremental 
steps, and another set of readings was obtained. 
32. Pressure readings were obtained using a calibrated Bordon tube 
pressure gage that was connected to the discharge line of the pump. The suc-
tion head was calculated using the elevation of the center line of the pump 
and the clearwell elevation. For the Dalecarlia station, the clearwell is 
above the pump center line which, coupled with short, large suction lines, 
results in a positive suction head. 
charge lines of each pump is 106 ft. 
The center-line elevation of the dis-
During the field tests the clearwell 
elevation varied between 134 and 135 ft. 
33. Power and flow readings were obtained using the instrumentation in 
the control room. The flow meters were calibrated on 18 October 1985. All 
flow meters were found to be within acceptable limits, with the exception of 
the meter on the third high-service area, which was found to be 16.9 percent 
high at the 35-mgd rate. As a result, flow readings for the pumps on the 
20 
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third high-service system were adjusted accordingly. The results of the field 
tests for each pump are provided in Appendix C. 
34. After the field data were collected for each pump, the results were 
compared with the most recent pump curves available from the manufacturer. 
According to available records, these curves were developed in 1959. Compari-
sons of the percent differences between measured and manufacturer's values of 
flow rate and power as a function of pump head are given for each pump in Fig-
ure 4. As shown, the percent differences for the power readings are generally 
much smaller than the flow rate readings. The reason for the much larger 
deviation in the pump head versus flow rate curves can be explained in terms 
of changes in the pump characteristics over time or in terms of measurement 
errors. Since the pump head versus power curves matched very well, it was 
concluded that the deviations were due to measurement error. 
35. To determine the possible cause of this apparent error, a careful 
review of the data was performed. Based on this examination it was concluded 
that the measured flow rates were the most likely source of the error. This 
conclusion was based on the accuracy of the measuring equipment. While the 
pressure and horsepower measurements were obtained directly from power and 
pressure gages, the flow rate readings were obtained from circular pen charts. 
The range of measurement error was thus much greater for the flow rate mea-
surements than for the power and pressure measurements. 
36. Since the measured flow rates were concluded to be in error, wire-
to-water efficiencies based on the measured data could not be determined. 
However, since the measured pump head versus power curves showed such a good 
correlation with the manufacturer's pump head versus power curves, and since 
this relationship is a function of flow rate, it was concluded that the actual 
wire-to-water efficiencies were most likely very close to the original manu-
facturer's values. As a result, all wire-to-water efficiencies were obtained 
using the measured values of pump head and the original manufacturer's effi-
ciency curves. 
37. In addition to testing the efficiency of each pump under conditions 
of single-pump operation, the efficiency of each pump whi]e operating in com-
bination with other pumps was also determined. The maximum observed effi-
ciency for each pump for different pump combinations is illustrated in 
Table 7. 
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Figure 4, Summary of field test results for Dalecarlia pumping station 
Bryant Street Pumping Station 
38. The pumps at the Bryant Street station were field tested on 
31 Septe~ber 1985. At the time of the test, results were not obtained for 
Pump 1. In addition to single pump tests, tests were also performed for 
several combinations of multiple-pump operations. 
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Pump 
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Table 7 
Observed ~ire-to-Water Efficiencies for Multiple-Pump Combinations, 
Dalecarlia Pumping Station 
~umber of Pumps Operating 
~----------~~-- 2 
0.84 
0.82 
0.84 
0.84 
0.87 
0.85 
o. 70 
0.82 
0.82 
ll.RS 
O.KS 
rl. R 'J 
II.>\') 
0.75 
0.74 
0.85 
0.85 
0.84 
0.85 
0.85 
0.86 
0.86 
0.85 
0.84 
3 
0.85 
0.84 
0.85 
0.85 
u, ·:•,., p<I:np" ilt L)rvant :;treet statfnn were not e(juipped with valves on 
t~:e 'llsc';n-ge l!ne<: thilt cnuld he throttled in increm~ntal steps. Instead, 
Pressure, flow, and power 
~.,_,,-lfrL'c: ·,;p~e tren ''"talner' as the ·:a]•.;e was 0pened. (iven the resulting 
tr:>r<:;ent ~J .. w "it•;at!nn, •>nl-.· t!:e readings with the pump closed and the pump 
• • 1 l : .,. ,-, ~· e r-. e d c -1 n : e a c r red I ted w 1 t h an v r e l far. f ] it v . 
• . ;'rpc;<;::rP reading"' at the Rrvant ~~treet station were ohtained in the 
sa~,e r::il:l:·:er .1s .1t the :l;decarlla station. As hefore, the suction head was 
nhtair.ed •1s!ng tl:f' rlearwell ele\·atinns and center line of the pumps. ~·or the 
~rvant ctreet station, the center-lin~ elevation of the pumps was 118ft. 
Durin~ the tests the clearwell elevation varied hetween 155 and 157 ft. Tran-
sient flow readings were nhtained using pressure transducer instrumentation. 
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Steady-state readings fro~ the pressure transducer were augmented with the 
readings from the control room instrumentation. 
41. [nlike the Dalecarlia station, the Bryant Street staLicn pumps are 
driven with squirrel cage induction motors. As a result, the instrumentation 
in the control room did not provide power readings in kilowatts directly. 
Instead, instrumentation was provided for power in kvars and current in amps. 
However, using this information and the voltage drop across the pumps, the 
resulting kilowatt power can be determined (see Appendix A). For the Brvant 
Street station, the voltage drop across the pumps is equal to 2.3 k\'. The 
pump field test results for the Bryant Street station are given in Appendix D. 
42. As before, after the field tests were completed, the results were 
compared with the data obtained from manufacturers' pump curves. Percent dif-
ferences were obtained for different values of wire-to-water efficiency. For 
the Bryant Street station, onlv three manufacturers' pump curves could be 
obtained (i.e., for Pumps A, 7, and R). As a result, wire-to-water efficiencv 
comparisons could be obtained for onlv these pumps. 
43. As with the Tlalecarlia station, several multiple-pump c0nbinatior. 
tests were also conducted. The resttlts of tl:ese tests .'Ire sr'own in Table 8. 
Pump 
~o. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
n 
7 
H 
9 
IO 
II 
!able ~ 
Observed ~ire-to-~ater rfficler.cies for ~ultiple-Pump Combinations, 
P,rvant Street i'umping StAtion 
'\~1::1her of PumEs OEerating 
2 
0.76 
0. 76 o.6n 
(). 73 o. 77 
o. 31 0.54 
O.R4 0.52 
O.RB 
0.80 
0.5n 
0. 76 
0.85 
o.n7 
24 
·. 
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Summary 
44. In general, all tie pumps in the Dalecarlia station appear to be 
operating near their pea~ efficiencies. These results are somewhat clouded, 
however, due to accuracy problems encountered in measuring flow rate. Since 
the pump head and power readings are accurate, the pump efficiency readings 
obtained are at least consistent. In general, increasing the number of pumps 
operating in parallel does not seriously affect the peak pump efficiencies of 
the individual pumps. This indicates that the pumps were correctly selected. 
45. The field test results for the Bryant Street pumping station are 
probably less accurate than the results obtained for the Dalecarlia station. 
This loss of accuracy resulted in part from the inability to obtain multiple 
readings by throttling the pumps. In addition, four parameters had to be 
measured for each pump at Bryant Street while only three parameters had to be 
measured for the Dalecarlia pumps. Although manufacturers' pump curves were 
obtained for all the Dalecarlia pumps, curves were available for only three 
pumps in the Bryant Street station. As a result, an evaluation of the effect 
of pump wear on the Bryant Street pumps was greatly limited. 
46. In general, the majority of the Bryant Street pumps appeared to be 
operating at reasonably efficient levels (although lower than Dalecarlia). 
Two excepti~ns to this trend were Pumps 4 and 8, which were operating at much 
lower efficiency levels. It should be noted, ho~ever, that only two measure-
ments were obtained for these pumps and, in both cases, these readings were at 
extremes in their operating range. 
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rtgure c), Optimal pump combination flowchart 
<:sin? the results nhtained from the application of a network analysis program 
t• ~ ~nrle! of the distribution system for a wide range of operating condi-
: i .•n"'. '··tf,~e1 lnes for the construction of the curves are provided in Enclo-
-ure .~ Arrendlx A. Two groups of operating curves are required. The first 
.:r '''" ,,.- oper,H :or. curves are called tank levels versus flow rate (TLF) curves 
':••rnallv, three different curves are required for each pump 
·':'"' '• l" ,J t I on. For a given pump combination and average tank level, these 
· :r·:e•; ·an "e <Jse,J to determine the flow supplied bv each pump combination 
~er .1 sreci~lerl time interval. The second group of curves are called tank 
:e·:e: '/ers:1s ·mit cost (TlU curves (see Figure 7). As with the TLF curves, 
three ·li~··erent c11rves fire recpdred for each different pump combination. 
· · e t E' r~ I nat 1 n n n + 
~a 1 pu':'.!' cnmh in at ions 
Fnr a given pump combination and average tank level, the pump oper-
Jtinn CIJrves can he used tn determine the operating cost associated with a 
r;n·t!•-•Ilar ptimp combination. To determine the optimal pump operating policy 
:r•r a ,<!·;en p11mring station, manv possible pump combinations must be examined 
:nr .1 '"'ide ri'ln~e nf nperi'lting conditions. The TLF and TLC curves provide a 
:tr--;"::!ted wa-.· fnr :-tppro:dmating the hvdraulics and operating costs of a par-
t J,·,:J;Jr P'l"'f' c0mhlnilt lnn without resorting to a complete hydraulic and eco-
'· :he optimal pump cornhinntion for a particular operating condition 
r·a, ;,., de•ermined h·; applvtng an optimal pump combination program (PCP) devel-
A description of the program is given in 
,., 
~I 
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Figure 6. Pump operation curves - tank level versus flow rate 
TANK LEVEL, FT 
Figure 7. Pump operation c1:rves- tank level versus unit costs 
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•. Appendix E. A discussion of the theory behind the program is given in Enclo-
sure 3 of Appendix A. Basically, the program uses the TLF and TLC curves as 
input data and then enumerates all the possible pump combinations that will 
meet a specified set of operating conditions. Once the combinations have been 
identified, the program determines the cost associated with each combination 
and ranks the combinations from the least to most expensive. 
Optimal Tank Operation Problem 
54. The optimal tank operation problem may also be solved using a two-
step solution methodology. As before, each step requires the application oF a 
different computer program, as shown in Figure 8. Each step of the methodol-
ogy is discussed in the following sections. 
Development of cost operation curves 
55. The first step involves the development of a set of cost operation 
curves (see Figure 9). These curves can be used to determine the minimum cost 
required to change from one tank level to another over a specified period of 
time for a required flow rate from the pumping station. The required flow 
rate will be equal to the sum of the system demand plus (or minus) the flow 
PROCEDURE 
STEP 1 
DEVELOP COST 
OPERATION 
CURVES 
STEP 2 
DEVELOP TANK 
TRAJECTORY 
CUR'vfS 
REQUIRED DATA COMPUTER PROGRAM 
PUMP PUMP 
OPERATION COMBINATION 
CURI/ES PROGRAM (PCP) 
' COST OPERATION CURVES TANK ELECTRIC RATE OPERATION 
SCHEDULI:S PROGRAM (TOP) 
DEMAND PATTERN 
Figure 8. Optimal tank operation flowchart 
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Figure 9. Cost operation curves 
rate-equivalent of the change in storage in the tank. These curves are used 
by an optimal tank trajectory program for determining the optimal tank trajec-
tory for a given tank. Three curves are normally required to cover the range 
of possible operating conditions. Each curve may be obtained by fitting a 
polynomial through a series of data points. Normally a quadratic curve is 
sufficient to describe the variation of unit cost and flow rate for a given 
tank transition. As a result, only three points are needed to construct each 
curve. Each point on a particular curve represents the minimum cost required 
to supply a given flow rate from the pump station while operating over the 
specified tank transition. This minimum cost can be obtained by determining 
the optimal pump combination associated with the particular operating condi-
tion. The optimal pump combination can be determined by applying the PCP dis-
cussed previously. 
Determination of the 
optimal tank trajectory 
56. The second step involves the determination of the optimal tank tra-
jectory. This is accomplished using an optimal tank operation program (TOP). 
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,\ descrirt it•!l ,,f the rr''"ram is given ir Appendix F. A discussion of the 
tb.e<>r'.· ~·eldnd the [HP~r:l~ 1~ gh·en in Fnclosure !, of Appendix A. The TO!' ttcoes 
,l\·n.:J~ir f'l'"•'l.!ril:::r;,ing tr' dPterl"line the optima] tank trajectorY for a given Set 
In aprl'-·ing thnamic programming to the optimal tank 
tra 't'··t,,r•: r-~·,,h!er!l, the <•\·erall pr0l--lt•m is broken into a series of sub-
pro~: er·.". n:ic; l.s accomplished hv dividing the operating period (tvpical]v n 
dd'.·· int<• smal:er tir1e u:-1its ltvpicallv hours). The dynamic program then 
sc•h·es .1 coeries C't suhprohlems to determine the overall or global solution. 
:·<~ch "'11'-pr,rte~ involves determining the best possible tank transition for a 
For each subproblem, th~ d'.namic program 
c·u.;t e•:,llu:Jte numerous potential tank transitions. The cost associated with 
e J' 1' t.Jni< transition must he determined by solving the optimal pump combina-
One way to handle this problem would he to 
e~be,l the f•,·p directlv into the Hl?, Although this is a possible approach, it 
.\'<'· ~. •t rerres·.:>rt a computationallv feasible alternative. Another approach 
·~·,"::,; ~·e tn nppr<':dmc,te the results of the PCP with a series of curves. This 
is 3•COr!1plished t~rough tl1e construction of the cost operation curves dis-
For anv given tank transition associated with a particular sub-
~rnhlen, the required flow rate can be determined. As a result, the cost 
nssnciate~ with the required flow rate and an asso:iated tank transition can 
he deter~ined directlv from the cost operation curves. 
Optimal Pump Jperation Prohlem 
' . The CJclvantage of using the cost operation curves in TOP as an 
alternati.'.'e t~< directlv using PCJ' is that the resulting program is much m(He 
c , 1 ::· ~1, 1 t a t I < 'r. a 1 l v e f f 1 c 1 en t . Tre disadvi1nt!'lge is that TO!' vields nnlv the ('pti-
r n 1 L1 n ,< t :a i e r t n r '' ; t he r' 1m p ope rat 1 on p,.., 1 1 r v needed t n p r n d u c e t he t r .1 ; e r-
torv is nor determined. However, nnce the optir!lal tanl< tr;l :ectnn· ha'-' l•ppn 
deter:nfned, the p11:r1p operation pnJicV TPC]Ufred tO prodtiCP thP traiPC[c'r'.' Cilt1 
be determined hv rPApplvtng PCP tor e.qrh indl\·tdual tan~ tr.Jn'dt1Pn. {·in,- t· 
the lnitinl and fini1l tanl< levels fnr a given perind .1re nnw kn''""'n l!rnm :·>~ 
PCP rill"'. he tt.sed tn determine the nptlmal pump comh!nat!nn rP<11llrPd t<' pr,ducP 
earh such transition. 
sn]\·pd hv romhtnin,Q; ~he solution methodnlo,Q;ies tor bnth thP ''Ptimal pump 
..... ~ .-
.· 
combination problem and the optimal tank operation problem into a single solu-
tion methodology. The resulting methodologv is summarized in Figure 10. 
Summary 
'i8. The general optimal pump operating methodologv can be summarized in 
four steps: 
a. Develop pump operation curves for each possible pump combina-
tion associated with a given service area using the procedures 
outlined in Enclosure 3 of Appendix A. 
b. Develop cost operation curves for each service area using the 
curves developed in step a and the pump combination program 
discussed in Appendix E. 
c. Determine the optimal tank trajectory for each service area for 
a specified demand pattern using the curves developed in step b 
and the tank operation program discussed in Appendix F. 
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d. Determine the optimal pump combinations for each time interval 
in a given day using the pump combination program (Appendix E), 
the pump operation curves developed in step ~· and the optimal 
tank trajectory determined in step c. 
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PART V: APPLICATION OF METHODOLOGY TO WASHINGTON, DC, SYSTEM 
59. To illustrate the applicability of the optimal pump operating meth-
odology, the methodology was applied to two of the four pressure zones (ser-
vice areas) of the primary DC distribution system. The zones selected for 
this studv were the second and third high-pressure zones. Although the gen-
eral methodology could have been applied to the low-service and first high-
pressure zones as well, the second and third high-pressure zones were selected 
based on the fact that no gravity flows from the clearwells were present (as 
in the low-service zone) and only one tank policy was needed (two are needed 
for the first high-pressure system). Although both of these factors could 
have hcen incorporated into the methodology as discussed in a later section, 
their ~bsence simplified the problem. 
Second High-Pressure Zone 
~n. The second high-pressure zone supplies water to that portion of DC 
west cf the Anacostia River, with ground elevations between 140 and 210 ft. 
r~ addition, Falls Church is also supplied from this zone. During 1985, the 
average daily demand for the second high-pressure system was 39.8 mgd. On the 
average, 16. n rwcl was supplied to Falls Church. A schematic of the system is 
sh0wn in Fi£ure 1 l. 
~1. The secnnd high-pressure zone is supplied by three pumps in the 
:''<11 Pearl i<1 run:l'i n~e, stat ion anJ two pumps in the Bryant Street station. (The 
ph~sic<l1 chHrarteristics of these pumps are described in Part II.) The pres-
sure head i11 the s~stem is provided by a single 14.6-million gallon storage 
t~~~ lnc~te~ ~t ~~th Street ~nd Van ~ess. The maximum elevation of the tank 
J-c '';'i 't, ·Ad1e the rlinimum elevation is 318ft. Under normal operating con-
ditions the water level ln the tank is maintained between 334 and 32o rt. 
Third High-Pressure Zone 
f,:. The tltirr. hi~h-pressure zone supplies wctter to that portion of the 
;Jistr!ct ('f r·olunhln \.'est of the Anacostia 1\iver, with ground elevations 
between ')]n .1nd ·1:,n ft. _-\rlington and the fourth high-pressure zone are also 
s·1ppl led 'rnn the th!rr1 high-pressure svstem. During 19R5 the average daily 
14 
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Figure 11. Schematic of second high-pressure zone 
demand for the third high-pressure system was 64.6 mgd. Of this amount, 
23.3 mgd was used by Arlington. A schematic of the system is shown in Fig-
ure 1 2. 
63. The third high-pressure zone is supplied by six pumps in the Dale-
carlia pumping ~tation and three pumps in the Bryant Street station. (The 
physical characteristics of these pumps are described in Part II.) The pres-
sure head in the system is provided by two tanks located at the Reno pumping 
station. The combined capacity of the tanks is 25.4 million gallons. The 
maximu~ elevation of the tanks is 424 ft, while the minimum elevation is 
MH1 f t • Pnder normal operating conditions the water level in the tanks is 
maintained between 424 and 414 ft. 
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Svstem Demand and Elfrtric Rate Schedules 
1.~. The optimal pump operation pol irv for a particular system will 
ch~nge from day to day depending on: (a) the electric rate schedule and 
(h) the system demand schedule. The electric rate schedule for both the Dale-
carlia and Brvant Street pumping stations varies dependent upon the season 
(winter versus summer) and the particular day of the week (weekend versus 
weekdav). The system demand schedule also varies considerably depending upon 
tre season and day of the week. 
~5. ln order to examine the impact of these factors on the optimal pump 
operation policy, the optimal pump operation methodology was applied to hoth 
the second and third high-pressure svstems for four different days in 198h: 
.-'0 ~larch (winter, weekday); 29 March (winter, weekend); 8 June (summer, 
3h 
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weekend); and 11 June (summer, weekday). The electric rate schedules for 
these 4 days for both pressure zones are shown in Figures 13-16. The electric 
rate schedules were constructed from the Potomac Electric Power Company time-
metered general service schedule shown in Appendix G. 
66. The system demand schedules for these 4 days for both pressure 
zones are shown in Figures 17-24. The flow rate demand for each hour was 
obtained by performing a mass balance of pump flows and tank flows using the 
following equation: 
where 
Q(demand) 
Q(pump) 
llV(tank) 
Q(demand) 
flow rate demand 
pump flow 
Q(pump) ± _llV(tank) 6t 
change in tank volume during time interval Lt 
Values of Q(pump) and Lv(tank) were obtained from daily operation records 
for each system. 
< 
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Network Model Calibration 
67. Before the optimal pump operation methodology was applied to each 
pressure zone, a mathematical model of each system was constructed. Each 
model was developed based on the network schematics in Figures 11 and 12. The 
physical parameters associated with each model are shown in Tables 9 and 10. 
68. After a mathematical model of each pressure zone was developed, 
each model was calibrated using operational data for each day. In calibrating 
each model, a cont~rJOUS simulation run was made for each day using the 
observed pumping operating policy and associated system demand data. Each 
model was calibrated by adjusting selected headloss coefficients. Comparisons 
between the observed and simulated tank water levels for each day for the 
final calibration runs are sh0wn in Figures 25-32. As can be seen from the 
figures, the calibrated models were able to reproduce most of the observed 
tank water levels very closely for a wide range of system demands and pump 
operating conditions. The worst case was for the second high-pressure system 
on 11 June 1986. For this day a maximum error of 2 ft was obtained. Attempts 
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Table 9 
PiEe Characteristics for Second High-Pressure Svstem 
. 
Pipe Length Diameter Roughness 
No. ft in. (C-factor) 
1 10,550 30 100 
2 9,250 16 100 
3 9,000 20 100 
4 2,950 24 60 
5 800 36 60 
6 3,500 36 60 
7 11,200 36 100 
8 18,300 36 60 
9 3,250 36 60 
10 4,650 36 60 
11 6,900 36 60 
12 2,800 36 60 
13 14,330 42 60 
14 280 42 30 
15 500 42 80 
16 7,600 36 100 
17 700 36 100 
Table 10 
PiEe Characteristics for Third Hish-Pressure Svstem 
• 
Pipe Length Diameter Roughness 
No. ft in. (C-factor) 
1 580 36 80 
2 3,730 36 100 
3 6,620 36 roo 
4 7,050 36 100 
5 1,800 24 100 
6 9,200 24 80 
7 7,130 36 50 
8 1,350 36 I5U 
9 500 36 150 
10 17,490 48 100 
11 2,250 20 100 
12 12,480 48 150 
13 16,880 48 150 
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Figure 25. Sec0nd high-pressure system calibration results, 
Thursday, 20 March 1986 
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Saturday, 29 March 1986 
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Fi~ure 32. Third high-pressure system calibration results, 
Wednesday, 11 June 19Rn 
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to improve the calibration for this day were limited by some unresolvable dis-
crepancies in the recorded pump flows. 
Pump Operation Curves 
69. Once a calibrated model of each system was obtained, it was used to 
develop a set of pump operation curves for each possible pump combination. 
For the second high-pressure system, 11 different combinations of five pumps 
are possible. A listing of the possible pump combinations is provided as 
Table 11. For the third high-pressure system, 27 different combinations of 
nine pumps are possible. A listing of the possible pump combinations is given 
as Table 12. For each pump combination, different TLF and TLC curves were 
obtained for three different system demands. For the second and third high-
pressure zones, system demands of 10,000, 35,000, and 60,000 gpm were used. 
This resulted in three different TLF and TLC curves for each pump combination. 
?nth TLF and TLC curves were developed assuming a constant clearwell level. 
For Dalecarlia the clearwell level was set at 135 ft while Bryant Street was 
set at 155 ft. The extra 20 ft of head at Bryant Street is supplied by the 
'~c~illan pumping station. The cost of producing this additional head was 
included in the TLC curves for the Bryant Street station so that both pumping 
statior.s would be treated on an equal basis. 
70. Fac~ TLF curve was obtained by fitting a quadratic function through 
three cata points. Fach data point was obtained by applying the calibrated 
network model for each pump combination in each system for a specified system 
demand and tank level. The total flow rate for both pumping stations that 
~esults from this simulation was then plotted against the associated tank 
level. For the second high-pressure system, tank levels of 318, 326.5, and 
135 ft were used. For the third system, tank levels of 406, 415, and 424 ft 
t,·ere used. 
7 1. The data points used in constructing the TI.F curves for the second 
hi»h-nressure s:-'sten <~reshown in Table 13. A typical set of TLF curves for 
the second s·:stem is shown in Figure 33. The equations corresponding to these 
rnr•;es mav be written as follows: 
~aximum average demand curve: Q p 
so 
69,910- R5.6*h- 0.02076*h'2 
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Fum£ Combinations 
Pump 
Combination 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 l 
~:ate: X pump operating, 
Table 11 
for Second High-Pressure S~stem 
Dalecarlia Bryant 
Pum£S PumEs 
7 8 9 7 8 
X 
X X 
X X X 
X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X 
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Table 12 
PumE Combinations for Third High-Pressure System 
. 
fialecarlia Rryant 
Pump Pum s PumEs 
Combination 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 9 10 11 
X 
X X 
3 X X X 
I X X X X -1 
5 X X X X X 
I) X X X X X X 
, 
X 
' 
p, X X 
9 X X X 
10 X X X X 
ll X X X X X 
L' X X X X X 
I 1 X X X X X X X 
]C. X X 
I S X X X 
]I) X X X X 
l - X y ~: X X 
l,.; :: :\: X X X X 
''-I ~: 
·' 
.. X X X 
'() X 
' ·' 
\ X X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
..__, .. 
' 
:\ X X X 
\ X X X 
I, 
.. ' ' 
·' 
X X X 
\: \ X >: X 
';nt e: ' 
:-, l 
.J< .. 
• 
r :::. . . . . . ~~· ~- :: 
..•. , f . -
.: ::: 
~ .. . . 
... 
~- • .. -. 
.. ~ .. · 
... · ... 
::::~ 
.,~." 
Data Points 
Tank 
Pump Level 
Combination ft 
335. 
335. 
335. 
2 335. 
135. 
335. 
3 335. 
335. 
335. 
4 335. 
335. 
335. 
5 335. 
335. 
335. 
6 335. 
335. 
335. 
7 335. 
335. 
335. 
8 335. 
335. 
335 . 
9 335. 
335. 
335 . 
10 335. 
335 . 
335. 
1 1 335. 
335. 
335 . 
Table 13 
for TLF Curves for Second ~iBh··Pressure System 
Tank Tank 
Flow Rate Level Flow Rate Level Flow Rate 
BErn ft BErn ft ~u~m 
19,224. 3211.5 19,795. 318. 20,373. 
16,898. 326.5 l 7. 5 74. 318. 18,240. 
15,433. 326.5 16,032. 318. 16,629. 
33, 194. 326.5 34,234. 318. 15,250. 
29,289. 326.5 30,307. 318. 31,240, 
24,304. 326.5 25,465. 318. 26,525. 
42,368, 326.5 43,529. 318. 44,651. 
35,627. 326.5 37,036. 318. 38,350. 
27,147. 326.5 28,679. 318. 30,107. 
21,734. 326.5 21,988. 318. 22,232. 
18,225. 326.5 18,729. 318. 19,205. 
15,312. 326.5 15,912. 318. 16,464. 
38,937. 326.5 39,781. 318. 40,622. 
34,355. 326.5 35,586. 318. 36,770. 
29,444. 326.5 30,599. 318. 31,690. 
52,551. 326.5 53,906. 318. 55,239. 
46,317. 326.5 47,811. 318. 49,198. 
36,513. 326.5 38,204. 318. 39,771. 
61,584. 326.5 63,183. 318. 64,656. 
51,647. 326.5 53,506. 318. 55,245. 
38,518. 326.5 40,510. 318. 42,373. 
33,302. 326.5 34,228. 318. 35' 136. 
27,680. 326.5 28,562. 318. 29,386. 
18,954. 326.5 19,868. 318. 20,711. 
49,515. 3211.5 51,08:::. 318. 52,656. 
43,566. 326.5 45,076. 318. 46,520. 
32,445. 326.5 33,870. 318. 35,206. 
63,253. 326.5 65,354. 318. 67,371. 
54,547. 326.5 56,311. 318. 57,948. 
3El,626. 326.5 40,517. 318. 42,294. 
71,740. 326.5 73,933. 318. 76,014. 
59,195. 326.5 61,277. 318. 63,20(), 
40,349. 3211.5 42,497. 318. 44,502. 
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Figure 33. Typical se'~ of TI.F curves for second high-pressure svstem 
where 
~edian avernge demand curve: 
~inimur. average demand curve: 
I) 
p pur.p discharge, gprr 
h = t.:1nk water level, ft 
n = 47,29~ + 70.3*h- n.l2~~h*h"2 
'p 
0 p 
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Tahle 14 li'nnt lniied) 
Pump Tank Flow Rate T.1nk Flow f;a te T'!nk Fl0w Rate 
Combination Level ~Em l.evel gem J PV e 1 sem 
l ~ 424. 9h,h23. 41 '). 100,')9::.. C.Oh. !04,214. 
424. 8R,805. 41 '). 9:,821. 40h. 911,549. 
424. 78,765. 4I '). 83,023. 40h. 8h,91)0, 
l 3 424. I03,200. 4I5. 107,627. L()f,, 1 I I , 7 I I • 
424. 93,44I. 41 5. 97,943. 40o. l02,Il7. 
424. 81,715. 4I '). 86,391. 406. 90,745. 
14 424. 22,167. 415. 22,754. 406. 23,329. 
424. 21,491. 415. 22,111. 406. 22,68o. 
424. 20,825. 415. 21,479. 406. 22,088. 
15 424. 44,058. 415. 45,643. 406. 47,211. 
424. 43,257. 415. 44,882. 406. 46,450. 
424. 41,825. 415. 43,432. 406. 44,978. 
16 424. 64,900. 415. 67,360. 406. 69,762. 
424. 62,836. 415. 65,216. 406. 67,517, 
!:, 24. 59,576. 415. 61,899. 406. 64,144. 
17 424. 82,414. 415. 85,415. 406. 88,371. 
424. 78,573. 415. 81,562. 406. 84,326. 
424. 72,679. 415. 75,888. 406. 7 8. 821, 
18 424. 96,183. 415. 99,725. 406. 103,019. 
424. 89,798. 415. 93,487. 406. 96,916. 
424. 81,122. 415. 85,093. 406. 88,782. 
19 424. 105,704. 415. 109,889. 406. 113,776. 
424. 97,012. 415. 101,321. 406. 105,315. 
424. 86,018. 415. 90,593. 406. 94,857. 
20 424. 111,982. 415. 116,635. 406. 120,945. 
424. 101,383. 415. 106,161. 406. 110,589. 
424. 88,737. 415. 93,729. 406. 98,377, 
'.· 
.. 
21 424. 31,739. 415. 32,800. 406. 33,804. .. 
424. 30,205. 415. 31,316. 406. 32,371. 
424. 28,603. 415. 29,760. 406. 30,848. 
22 424. 53,501. 415. 55,576. 406. 57,613. 
424. 51,831. 415. 53,907. 406. 55,932. 
424. 49,203. 415. 51,284. 406. 53,286. 
(Continued) 
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Table 14 
Pump Tank Flow Rate 
Combination Level g;em 
23 424. 74,258. 
424. 70,986. 
424. 66,406. 
24 424. 91,360. 
424. 86,182. 
424. 78,962. 
25 424. 104,621. 
424. 96,916. 
424. 86,927. 
26 424. 113,708. 
424. 103,769. 
424. 91,507. 
27 424. 119,608. 
424. 107,870. 
424 • 94,022. 
(Concluded) 
Tank Flow Rate Tank Flow Kate 
Level s:em Level s:em 
415. 77,135. 406. 79,944. 
415. 73,784. 406. 76,503. 
415. 69,193. 406. 71,861. 
415. 94,761. 406. 98,089. 
415. 89,600. 406. 92,787. 
415. 82,600. 40f>. 85,973. 
415. 108,598. 406. 112,270. 
415. 101 • 04 5. 406. 104,852. 
415. 91,332. 406. 95,421. 
415. 118,254. 406. 122,524. 
415. 108,445. 406. 112,8::'2. 
415. 96,487. 406. 101' 11 3. 
415. 124,662. 406. 129,349. 
415. 112,992. 406. 117,786. 
415. 99,392. 406. 104,367. 
(Sheet 3 of 3) 
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third svstet' :,., shuwn ill Figure 34. 1he equations currespondinb to these 
II 
'p 
II 
'p 
1Ul,UoJ- 17l.J*h + U.OJUo6*h'...' 
~b.~~~- lll.7*h- U.U4J.'1*h'...' 
Y ... ,l...'h- ! ... ~.4*h ~ U.U0tJ17*h 
·1::1:lr r,• the T:F curve::>, the Til curve:. l..'ere obtai11ed bv fitting 
·-1~-·~.l(:r it~ .... :~.:;~ t l~.._l:! til:..-, i.~t-,!1 tf:rt..~t? di! lererlt Juta J)l_)it1ts. ,\s be lore, each 
t:::dl."! In this 
.i·c·, the :·,·..;<.t~iil.C p~'Li• l>c·dci, pump erticieJLLy, .llhi !low rate lor each pump 
· .• .- t r· L tnr the tl'tal re::,ulting flow 
,\,., :e;c,rc·, ti1l'-> unit Cclst wa,., plcttted against the speci!ied tank water 
The data pc1ints used in constructing the TLC 
A typical 
'I' l () ~- T 1 ~ ,_ l' The equations 
,_-,>rresr· ,ndir . .: tc> tiw"e Lurves r.av he written dS follows: 
'':IX iTi:t.r:i JVe rd,>.;t! liel::.l:lli c·u rve: L:C 1 • ...'76- 0.003954*h + 0.00007*h"2 
L'C 1.644 - U.006325*h + 0.0000l*h"2 
l'C l.6Y8- O.OU6828*h + U.OOOOl*h"2 
L l. is the urtit cust in K.i lowatt-hours per 1,000 gal. 
ust> ... i:t ccmstrtJctint-\ the 'ii..C curves for the third high-pressure system are 
,-,typical set elf TLC curves for the third system is shown 
The equations corresponding to these curves mav be written as 
tollut..·s: 
Jfl 000 
~. 
406 411 416 421 4~t) 
TII"J"- LICV~l ~ T 
Figure 34. Typical set of TI.F curves for third high-pressure svstem 
Maximum average demand curve: l'C 1.51~- 0.012683*h + 0.00002*h"2 
Median averRge demand curve: tTC J.R~I - n.Ol4513*h + o.nnon~*h-2 
Minimum averaRe demand curve: VC 1.J71- n.nttR21*h + n.nnnn2*h-~ 
For a ~iven pump combirqtion, svstem demand, and avera~e tank water levPl, the 
PCP program uses the correspondin~ TT.r and TT.I. curves to obtR1n a required 
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Table 15 
Data Points for TLC Curves for Second High-Pressure system 
Pump Tank Unit Tank Unit Tank Cnit 
Combination Level Cost* Level Cost* Level Cost* 
335. 0.7674 326,5 0.7713 318. 0. 7792 
335. 0.7816 326.5 0.7731 318. 0.7681 
335. 0.8112 326.5 0.7972 318. 0.7858 
·) 335. 0.7864 326,5 o. 7785 318. 0.7726 
-
335. 0.8320 326.5 0.8186 318. 0.8065 
335. 0.9028 326.5 0.8854 318. 0.8702 
3 335. 0.8470 326.5 0.8362 3!8. 0.8260 
335. 0.9116 326.5 0.8968 318. 0.8839 
335. 1.0311 32fl.5 1.0041 318. 0.9816 
4 335. 0.6744 32fl.5 0.665/· 318. 0.6555 
335. 0,7443 3::6.5 0. 73 80 318. 0.7314 
335. 0,7793 3:.!6.5 o. 7714 318. 0.7647 
335. 0.7::81 J~'ll,5 o. n-:.'13 318, 0. 7185 
335. o. 7n77 \-'h. 'i 0.759:: ]18. 0.7523 
J35. u • .sns8 3:.'6.5 0,7968 318. 0,7866 
h ns. 0,7h07 326.5 0,7515 318. 0,7434 
)J 5. 0.8069 J:.:h.S o.79n5 liS. 0.7865 
ll5. 0.8818 32h.S 0.8664 318. 0,8533 
l3'>. O.HObtl. l:'b,S 0.7971 318. 0.7878 
<. J 5. 0.8bl'\tl 126.5 0.8571 318, 0.8466 
'335. 0.9816 ) :.:h. 5 0,959'\ Jl8. 0,9405 
l'' c 
- ) .. ' . 0,76~5 32f1.5 0.7571 318. 0,7502 
l l s. 0,8031 'l;'f,. s 0.7952 3!8. 0,7fl84 
i l'J. IJ,llS()q 32h.S 0.92h7 318. 0.9063 
" 
l l 01 • (),771'1 L'll. 5 o.7n57 318. 0,;'610 
l l s. (J. 80 !4 l:' b. 5 O,?tl21 'l1 0. 0,7849 
l 'l ,, • fl,91h7 l.' h. 5 0,89SS 31 8. 0.8773 
] I \3 '). n. ~-l'l7'1 :l.'h. 5 0. 7790 318. o. 7715 
lie. n. RL', ':'r,. 5 0.8221 318. 0.8126 
\ \ -, . (I. q: (Jf-, J:'f,. s 0,9557 318. 0. 0 353 
l: \ \ '. ll. H.'S') l:'h. 'i o.~Jr,s '31 R. (',1'083 
J, J,rl • n.H~74 'l:.'h. ') ll,R,'S~' '\ l ~. (),R647 
'· l'·. l • (),' 4 H l c'h 0 5 I ,I 14 ·• ,, ll K. I,OifCI 
* ! :qHt"><;ed in ki l.•watt-h<'llrS rer I ,non ~~al at a ('()St nf $(),(1] rer kilowatt-
til 111 r. 
h(l 
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Figure 35. Typical set of TLC curves for second high-pressure system 
338 
pump discharge and unit cost. The total cost of a particular pump combination 
is obtained by multiplying the unit cost by the required pump discharge. Both 
the unit cost and the required pump discharge are obtained by fitting a quad-
ratic equation through three points obtained from the three TLF and TLC curves 
for a given average tank water level. The unit cost and required pump dis-
charge are then expressed as a function of the system demand. For the typical 
set of TLF curves shown in Figures 33 and 34 and tank water levels of 330 and 
419 ft, the following pump discharge equations are obtained: 
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Tahle 16 
nata Points for ru: Curves for Third High-Pressure Svstem 
Pump Tank l'n it Tank Unit Tank Unit 
r'ombination Leve1 Cost* Level Cost* Level Cost* 
424. 1.0478 4 15. l. 0182 406. 0.9893 
424. 1.0640 415. I. 0335 406. 1. 0040 
424. 1. 0779 415. I. 04 7 6 406. l. 0183 
2 4'24. 1.0736 415. 1.0453 406. 1.0179 
424. I. 0933 415. l. 064 7 406. 1. 03 7 2 
424. l. 1243 415. 1. 0966 406. 1. 0698 
3 424. l. 1140 ~ 1 5. 1. 08 7 2 406. 1. 0613 
424. l. 1408 415. 1. 1154 406, 1. 0908 
424. 1.1831 415. 1.1590 406. 1.1354 
4 424. l. 1596 415. 1.1365 406. 1. 1138 
424. 1. 1943 415. 1.1729 406. 1. 1520 
'.24. 1. 2386 415. 1. 2183 406. 1. 1985 
5 424. 1.2068 415. 1. 1874 406. 1.1685 
424. 1.2429 415. 1. 2249 406. 1.2074 
424. 1.2851 415. 1.2677 406. 1. 2510 
6 424. 1.2490 IdS. 1. 2327 406. 1.2169 
424. 1.2835 415. 1.2680 406. 1. 2532 
424. 1.3227 415. 1.3073 406. 1.2928 
7 424. 1.2967 415. 1. 3272 406. 1. 3665 
424. 1. 2798 415. 1.3025 406. 1.3338 
424. 1.2688 415. 1.2875 406. 1. 3248 
8 424. 1. 1345 415. 1.1228 406. 1.1138 
424. 1. 1389 415. 1. 1252 406. 1. 1146 
424. 1. 1460 415. 1.1312 406. 1. 1190 
9 424. 1. 1202 415. 1. 1020 406. 1.0864 
424. 1. 134 7 415. 1.1165 406. 1. 1003 
424. 1.1598 415. 1.1411 401. 1.1241 
10 424. 1.1422 415. 1. 1234 406. 1.1064 
424. 1. 1663 415. 1. 1480 406. 1.1314 
42!1, 1.2019 415. 1. 1842 406. 1.1673 
11 424. 1. 1785 415. 1.1615 406. 1.1457 
424. 1.2092 415. 1.1931 406. 1. 1781 
424. I. 24 70 415. 1. 2314 406. 1. 2168 
(Continued) 
* Expressed in kilowatt-hours per 1,000 gal at a cost of $0.01 per kilowatt-
hour. 
(Sheet 1 of 3) 
Table 16 (Continued) 
Pump Tank Unit Tank Unit Tank Unit 
Combination Level Cost Level Cost Level Cost 
12 424. 1.2188 415. 1. 2040 406. 1. 1905 
424. 1.2502 415. 1.2365 406. 1.2236 
424. 1. 2862 415. 1.2728 406. 1.2601 
13 424. 1.2553 415. 1. 2428 406. 1. 2315 
424. 1. 2853 415, 1.2733 406. 1.2625 
424. 1.3183 415, 1.3066 406. 1.2957 
14 424. 1.2552 415. 1. 2662 406. 1. 2812 
424. 1. 2449 415. 1. 2542 406. 1.2646 
424. 1. 2369 415. 1.2445 406. 1.2537 
15 424. 1. 1548 415. 1.1438 406. 1.1344 
424. 1. 1545 415. 1. 1431 406. 1. 1320 
424. 1. 1601 415. 1. 14 79 406. 1. 1363 
16 424. 1.1523 415. 1. 1452 406. 1. 1234 
4 2/+. 1. 1482 415. 1. 1323 406. 1. 1169 
424. I. 1697 415. 1.1535 406. 1.1383 
1 7 424. 1.1531 415. 1.1363 406. 1.1201 
424. 1.1749 415. 1. 1588 406. 1.1432 
424. 1.2063 415. 1. 1906 406. 1. 1755 
18 424. 1. 1854 415. 1.1701 406. 1. 1551 
424. 1.2129 415. 1.1984 406. 1. 181+5 
424. 1. 2465 415. 1.2326 406. 1. 2194 
19 424. 1.2218 415. 1.2087 406. 1. 1955 
424. :.2498 415. 1.2374 406. 1. 2256 
424. 1. 2817 415. 1.2697 406. 1.2582 
20 424. 1.2549 415. 1. 2436 406. 1.2328 
424. 1. 2815 415. 1.2708 406. 1.2608 
424. 1.3107 415. 1.3001 406. 1. 2903 
21 424. 1.5080 415. 1. 594 7 406. 1. 7153 
424. 1. 4268 415. 1.4807 406. 1.5555 
424. 1. 3761 415. 1. 4093 406. 1. 45511 
f~ 22 424. 1.3132 415. 1.3467 406 • 1. 3992 ..... 424. 1.2732 415. 1.2898 406. 1. 3165 ..... ;· .. : 424. 1.2494 415. 1.2527 406. I. 2622 
..... 
~- ... 
:?3 424. 1.2496 415. 1.2648 406. I. 2922 f:·: .:-
..... 424. 1.2316 415. 1.2340 406. 1. 2424 
· ... · .. 
...... 424. 1.2315 415. 1.2249 406. 1.2222 F·, . • .. ~ ::~ (Continued) .... 
'~<- ~~: (Sheet 2 of 3) ~ · .. · .. 
-=~--·-, ., 
Table 16 (Concluded) 
Pump Tank Unit Tank l'nit Tank \'nit 
C·Jmbination Level Cost Level Cost Level C:ost 
) ' _ ... 424. 1.2399 415. 1.2459 40f), ] . 2 59!, 
424. 1,2373 415. I. 2333 406. l. 2 34 l 
424. 1.2529 !,] 5. 1. 2430 406. 1. 2362 
25 424. 1,2540 !d5. 1.2557 406. 1. 2632 
424. 1,2617 415. 1. 2563 4011. 1.2543 
424. 1.2842 415. 1. 2742 4011. 1.2668 
26 424. 1. 2 785 415. 1. 2785 406. I. 2R3! 
424. 1.2902 415. 1. 2849 406. 1. 2824 
424. 1.3141 415. 1. 3048 406. 1.2978 
27 424. 1.3039 415. 1.3033 406. 1.3069 
424. 1.3167 415. 1.3119 406. 1.3097 
424. 1.3395 415. 1.3311 406. 1.3248 
(Sheet 3 of 3) 
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Figure 36. Typical set of TLC curves for third high-pr~ssure svstem 
27,980 + 0.2199*Qd - 0.000000484*Qd"2 
where od is the given svstem demand. 
shown in Figures 3S and 3h and tank w<Jter level<; ,,: 1· 'i 
following unit cost equatiGns are c'ht.lirwd: 
(~nd high) 
I \rd high 1 
f) ~ ·~· • I, , J [\"~-·c..: 
·~ : \ J ~ t ' t If' 
.· 
.· 
• 
uc 0.8175- 2.00E-h*Od + l.l..'E-l:'*C1d '..' (1nd high) 
rc 1.4111 - 3.86E-7*Qd + 2.72E-12*Qd'..' (3rd high) 
In each case, the quadratic eq11ations were fitted using Lagrangian polyno-
mials. For the equation form Y =a+ bX +eX'..' the coefficients were 
determined using the following equations: 
a RO*Xl*X2 + Rl*XO*X..' + R..'*XO*Xl 
h [-RO*(Xl+X2)]- [R1*(XO+X..')]- [R2*(XO+X1)] 
c RCl + Rl + R2 
\.;here 
: (XO-"-:l)*(X0-:\2)] 
y l 
- •. ' • · .. '- \: 'i • 
·•··· t' ;Pe ·:-1.'JE·" r•' the independent variahJes (tank water 
\. 1 V..' are the three correspond-
-·' ... : ·.>r 1:nit cost l'C ). 
l' 
·-:~"' ,. t'r•" se,··'i''~ .~r:d third high-pressure sys-
- t ~ ' •• I 1 " ~ .1 ·.' • · ' i red tank 1 eve 1 change , these 
-.:t•·r•l:~ti·:el\·, these curves can he 
· .t ·:···: ;t ~r·n ,.,.1r·:es fnr use in generating 
·. 
Cost Operation Curves 
74. Once the pump operation (TLF and TLC) curves were developed, a set 
of cost operation curves was generated. The cost operation curves are needed 
JS input in the TOP and are used in determining an optimal tank trajectorv 'nr 
1 ~i~en set of operating conditions. For both the second and third high-
:·ressure svstens, the rate of change in tank level was found to affect the 
·:,~r:1Ulics of the svstem much more than the actual tank leve1. As n re'-'tJ:t, 
•'e :o"t nperntion curves were developed as a function of tan~ fil~fng lnr 
'ri.'\ rate. For each pressttre zone, three different Ctirves 1,.;ere "~'t:! i·~···' 
, . :;:11res 17 .1nd 38). The top curve in each case corresponds t., the :--ire!~ 
:'st nssoci3tvd with the situation where the tank is filling at a rate ·· 
··~ !lPr hnur. The middle curve corresponds to the minimun cost assocL1ted 
the situation where the tank is neither draining nor fillfn~. Fi n.1: l '- , 
.e otto~ curve corresponds to the situation where the tank is drnining at ~ 
- < . · ,, ' I f t p e r hour . 
,---------.--------.---------,---------.----------r--------~r------~-, 
I 
I 
I 
r 
i 
I 
f 
_i 
)() 
Figure l7. Cost operation curves for second hlgh-pr•""'''·r•· '-'"'r··-~ 
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energy usage cost savings for the second high-pressure system were estimated 
to be $~~.330 (5 percent), while the total annual energy usage cost savings 
for the third high-pressure system were estimated to be $64,583 (7.5 percent). 
~imilar percentage savings can be expected for both the low-service and first 
high-pressure z0nes. 
Optimal Pump Operation Policies 
~1!, After the 0ptimal tank trajectories for each day for each system 
·.;.,•re Jetr>r~ined, t'1e corresponding pump operation schedules were determined by 
· ·•;,;·;·: •:ir..: the :' :• for each time period in the tank trajectory. Given dis-
~ ,1 !'" ~'-·, t ,i:l ~ f i l 1 rate~. and tank 1 eve ls, the PCP was used to determine which 
The optimal pump operation schedules obtained using 
r' e .-'.!'" tire intfn•al are shown in Figures 47-54. The cost in dollars asso-
! 1te ~ ·..;!t'• e,,,-h h<)\lr of operation is shown along the bottom of each figure. 
r e.L''· f''l:"lp, the period of operation is indicated by the shaded area . Since 
.. ''lrlr'tt···j-;ti,· curves for the pumps associated with each pumping station 
... ,, '"•·r·t L•l h· t'·e ..;ar.e, the important information obtained from each figure 
f' •. r1'l"'''er ,,• :1•1mps {for >'i-lch pumping station) operating at a particular 
,. ,., •:·"·"-erl t,, the actucll pumpa11.e. 
" "''!er t,, evaluate the sens1tivitv of the resulting putr.p opera-
'•'" r~~t· .tprrn:<lmattons tnvolved in the pum;:> operation and cost 
'I!"' '"'• Pilch d:J-.· \..Iii<; c;lmulated using the res'tlting optimal pump 
The tank level trajecto-
. ''"' rf•:• .,,r the«P «lrn1ilations were then <;uperimposed on the results of 
r·'~'"· ·'' '''"'wn ln FlRnres ~'.-h.'. 
·\'-' .1· ~-e <;ppn : '"~ theo:;e f 1~ures, the de~dred optimal tank traiec-
..... ·• ,:.,. ••• J .,.,,!" t~lt> ··il!'' wf'rP P<;o:;entiallv matched throu~~:h the implemen-
t'" :·•,~p •ppr.1t : •• n p<•l f,·., 1nhtillne;i frnm the PCP). The hi~~:h level 
~ t t. ' t 
,, ¥ I• I 
' .. r ..., ,. , .. : r h.. t .., ' · ... ,. t " , ' ! r' 11 r v f'" 1 1 lu ~ t rat e s the a c c 11 r a c v 0 f the 
.,," :•· ••'f''P'-'Pntlno: tht> hvdra11llc« ,,f tht> mPdt>led svstems. 
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:\ dirt>ct c"mparlc;on between the 0ri~lnal <'ptimal so1utlnns :lnd the 
c;r,lut! ''-' ,,htained ~-rom the modified st:lrting levels is n<lt p0ss!hle because 
t~tc- nri,!tn~l solutions di.d not stop and start at the s:1me elevation lsee Fig-
urec; \'1- J,•. ',,l,at is posslhle is a direct compar1snn between the solutions 
fnr the ··a·~s when the tanks started and ended <lt half-full and the cases when 
the tank" s·arted and ended at full. From this comparison it would appear 
that additi•>n;tl savings may be obtained bv having the tanks at half-full at 
midnight as opposed to full. for weekends, the starting elevations do not 
appear to affect the overall cost. 
Additional storage 
RA. The second case involved an examination of the impact of providing 
additional storage. For this study the tank volumes for both systems were 
doubled. This volume was considered to be a realistic estimate of potential 
additi0nal storage. Optimal tank trajectories for each day for both pressure 
zones were then obtained by applying TOP to the modified systems. The total 
costs associated with the resulting tra;ectories are presented in Tables 21 
and 22. From these results it would appear that addition of more storage to 
the second high-pressure system would result in an increase in energy usage 
costs. (The increase was due to initial tank water levels rather than a 
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Tahle 19 
Optimal Cost for Second High-Pressure System with Alternate 
Initial and Final Water Levels 
4-hr Tank 
Optimal Full 
!Jate, 1986 Tne of Dai: $ $ 
..:u ~rch Winter/weekday l • 3 :.' 7 I, 316 
~) q ~arch Winter/weekend 9 53 924 
R June Summer/weekend I, l 70 I, 179 
11 .June Summer/weekday J,H25 1, 824 
Pro; ected annual cost 492,285 488,659 
Projected annual savings 3,626 
Table 20 
Optimal Cost for Third High-Pressure System with Alternate 
Initial and Final Water Levels 
4-hr Tank 
Optimal Full 
Date, 1986 Tn~e of Da~ $ $ 
20 March Winter/weekday 2,002 2,046 
29 March Winter/weekend 1,410 1, 577 
8 June Summer/weekend 2,090 2, 169 
l.l June Summer/weekday 3,274 3,427 
Projected annual cost 797,114 833,082 
Projected annual savings -35,783 
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Tank 
Half-Full 
$ 
924 
I, I 7H 
I , 7 .!9 
471,529 
20,75h 
Tank 
Half-Full 
$ 
1,906 
1,574 
2,168 
3,255 
794,817 
2,482 
.. 
f: ,. 
.. l'' r • ~~··, 
I • 
I • 
'1.+' 
, • ~ • ' ' • 4 
~· ' ' ' I' ~ I' ' ! • 
Table .!:> 
<lptimal rnst tor Third High-Pressure System with Additional Stor~ge 
4-hr 
Optimal Additional Savings 
Date, 1936 TyEe of Dai: $ Storase, $ $ 
20 March Winter/weekday 2,002 1,989 13 
29 March Winter/weekend 1, 410 1,245 165 
8 June Summer/weekend 2,090 2' 102 7 
11 June Summer/weekday 3,274 3,075 199 
Projected annual cost 797.144 765,932 
Projected annual savings 31,182 
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'·" :r· t!tt> ! lnill case studv, tht> Impact nt an extremt• demnnd ( l.f'., a 
on the •lptlmill WPeklv trrtject<>ries was E'Xamin£'d. For each 
l.'ef'• ;t rr:t ;pr·tnn· was heK\111 ;H K pm on !'1ondav ni~~;ht with thf' tanks emptv. 
:·h!·; was ··nnslr~Pred tn he the extreme r11se for a fire or a main break. The 
(1hiP•·t~•·p ,.f earh run was to examine how long it took for the optimal trajec-
tnrv tl) re<'<•VE'r from an t•xtreme event. The optimal costs and trajectories 
resultln~ from these runs are shown in Figures 67-70, As shnwn, the system 
ran recover from such an event very rapidlv. For each case, the optimal tra-
jectorv returns to a tvpical pattern within a dav of the event . 
Impact of El~ctric Demand Charges 
R9. The total electric charges for each pumping station are a function 
of three different charges: usage charges, production and transmi~sion 
charges, and distribution charges. In the current study, only the usage 
chP.rges have been considered. In developing an optimal pump operation policy 
for both the second and third high-pressure systems, it has been assumed that 
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transmissi,'n, and distrihuti\'11 charges are \(>nsidered. 
and transmission ch<1rges are hased on the max imul" 'ln-rnin der.and rec; 1 rd,.,' ·.'t:r-
ing the on-peak weekdav period (noon to t' pm~ f,,r all suP:mer !"ontLs 1 ·,:;:,· 
through Septemher~. This charge is based on the total electrical ~eman~ 'in 
kilowatts) for each pumping station. I f the opera tors are n 0 t care : u ; i ~: 1 u ~ l' 
selection, it is possible that the additional energv cost savings result!11~ 
from the implementation of the optimal operating pnlicv for each pressttre ~one 
could be offset bv an increase in the production and transmission charges ~or 
the entire pumping station. For this studv, however, the optimal soltt~it'ns 
for davs with variable rate schedules were characterized bv pumping durin~ 
periods of nonpeak electric rates. As a result, it is quite possible that the 
overall costs will be even further decreased bv implementation of the <'pt:mal 
operating policy. 
91. Similar to the production and transmission charges, the distribu-
tion charges for each pumping station are also based on a maximum 30-min 
demand. This demand charge, however, is not restricted to the on-peak period 
nor the summer months. Instead, the distribution charge for each month is 
based on the maximum 30-min demand recorded during the previous 12-month 
period. In general, this kind of charge can be minimized hy using electricitv 
at a constant rat~. From an overall perspective this charge may be further 
reduced by dividing the load as equally as possible between the Dalecarlia and 
Bryant Street stations. 
9 ') '-• As with the production and transmission charges it is possible that 
the additional savings resulting from implementation of the optimal operating 
policy could be offset by an increase in the distribution charge. However, 
due to the nature of the yearly system demand schedule and the existing elec-
tric rate schedule, only 1 month of the year will usually control the monthly 
demand charge for that year. For the DC system this month is typically either 
August or September. For the controlling month, the demand charge will nor-
mally be more important than the electric usage charge because the resulting 
dem~nd charge will be in effect for the next ll months. During this month the 
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ated loss in Rrcuracv . 
age tar.;..: near the purr.ping station neec 1 he C\'nsidered in Jeter:"'f~i~.: -;~ ne~. 
In mnst cases with r.1Ultiple t-'lnks, the tanks will neither he sc' ,-',·'-'c' ~':.1t 
thev can be treated as one nor so far apart that one can he ignorez:. :·c'l'c'\t':· • 
it is not necessarv to increase the number of stat"s as Jramatirall\ J~ 
described in the previous paragraph. 
os. The kev to limiting the number of states is realizing t 1'1t tark 
w,qter levels '.Jsually follow one another fairlv closelv. Rarring a cranatic 
event, water levels in two tanks in a system are seldom more than ;I fe~ feet 
apart. For example if tank A is at 456 ft, tank R will almost alwavs ~e 
between 452 and 460 ft even though its possible range mav he from "311 to 
470 ft. Larger differences usually indicate inadequatelv sized pipes between 
the tanks. Therefore, if there are n tanks, the tank levels are divided 
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PART VI: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Sununary 
97. The purpose of this report was to provide a comprehensive method-
ologv for use in evaluating and improving the overall operating efficiencies 
of treated water pumping systems. The pump operation methodology has been 
developed to address three different problems: inefficient pumps, inefficient 
pump combinations, and inefficient pump scheduling. In order to identify 
inefficient pumps, pump field test guidelines were developed. An evaluation 
of the energy consumption and performance of a pump can provide valuable 
information on its general condition. From this information, a rational deci-
sion can be made on the cost-effectiveness of repairing or replacing a low-
efficiency pump. 
9R. To determine optimal pump combinations, a pump combination program 
was developed. This program uses a set of pump operation curves to determine 
the best pump combinations possible for a given tank transition (i.e., change 
in tank water level), system demand, and required pump flow. Methods to 
develop the pump operation curves are presented in Enclosure 3 of Appendix A. 
99. The last problem addressed by the methodology was the problem of 
inefficient pump scheduling. The current methodology was developed to mini-
mize the electric usage costs for a pumping station. The pump scheduling 
problem is solved by subdividing the problem into two smaller problems: the 
optimal pump combination problem and the optimal tank operation problem. The 
optimal tank operation problem is solved using a tank operation program. This 
program uses a set of cost operation curves (obtained from successive applica-
tions of the PCP) to determine the optimal tank trajectories (i.e., the varia-
tion of the tank water levels over time) for a wide range of operating 
conditions. Once the optimal tank trajectory is obtained, the optimal pump 
operating policy may be obtained by reapplication of the PCP. 
100. As part of this study, the DC and vicinity water system was 
selected for use as a case study for application of the methodology. In this 
case the methodology was used to obtain optimal pump operating policies for 
4 representative days for two different pressure zones. For the cases 
examined, average energy usage savings of between 5 and 7.5 percent were 
obtained. Similar percentage savings can be expected for the low-service and 
95 
first high-pressure zones. For the second high-pressure zone, annual energy 
usage savings of approximately $25,000 were projected. For the third high-
pressure zone, annual savings of approximately $65,000 were projected. 
101. Before the optimization methodology was applied to the DC system, 
the pumps in the Dalecarlia and Bryant Street pumping stations were field 
tested. In general, the majority of the pumps appeared to be operating close 
to their original design efficiencies. No extremely inefficient pumps or pump 
combinations were identified. 
Conclusions 
102. This study has shown that significant energy savings may he 
achieved through the implementation of policies obtained from the application 
of optimization procedures. The results of this study can be summarized in 
terms of three categories of increasing complexity: (a) general rules of 
thumb, (b) optimal pump combination strategies, and (c) optimal pump operation 
strategies. 
General rules of thumb 
103. For the DC and vicinity distribution system, the following gen-
eral rules of thumb are suggested: 
a. During the critical demand month (usually August or Septem-
ber), the pumps should be operated at a fairly constant rate 
to minimize the electrical distribution charge. 
b. In general, the demand load for the system should be equally 
shared between both pumping stations (especially during the 
critical demand month). Such a policy should lead to a 
further minimization of the electrical distribution charge. 
c. During the weekends, when the energy usage rate is constant, 
the pumps should be operated so that the tanks fill 
gradually. 
d. During the weekdays, when a variable energy usage rate is in 
effect, the pumps should be operated such that the tanks are 
filled during the off-peak (8 pm to 8 am) and intermediate 
(8 am to noon) periods. During the on-peak periods (12 noon 
to 8 pm), as few pumps as possible should be operated. 
Optimal pump combination strategies 
104. To obtain optimal pump combination strategies for each pressure 
zone, an optimal pump combination program was developed. For a specified 
system demand and a desired change in tank level, the PCP can be used to rank 
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the feasible pump combinations on the basis of economic efficiency. From this 
ranking, the operator can select the combination that is both economical and 
practical. The PCP is very practical and can easily be incorporated into the 
daily operation of ea~h pumping station. In applying the program to the DC 
system, the program was able to simulate the hydraulics and economics of the 
system very accurately. 
Optimal pump operation policies 
105. The development of optimal pump operation policies requires the 
application of a sophisticated optimization program along with the PCP. 
Application of these programs to the second and third high-pressure zones 
resulted in significant energy savings. Additional data and software will be 
required to develop and implement such policies for the entire system on a 
daily basis. However, given the results of the present study, such an effort 
would appear to be economically promising. 
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APPE~DIX A: ENERGY EFFICIENCY AT WATER SUPPLY PUMPING STATIONS 
1, As part of the work unit under which this report was prepared, the 
authors developed an engineer technical letter (ETL 1110-1-134) for use by 
Corps of Engineer personnel. This ETL, reproduced on the following pages, 
provides additional guidance on studies conducted to improve water distribu-
tion pumping efficiency. 
Al 
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DAE:;-ECE-B 
Engineer Technical 
Letter ~o. lll0-1-
l'FPARTME~T OF ARHY 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
Washington, DC :0314-1000 
Engineering and Design 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
AT 1->ATER SUPPLY Pl'HPING STATIONS 
ETL 1110-1-
l. Purpose. Tl1is letter describes techniques for evaluating the efficiency 
of existinb pumping stations, selecting efficient pump combinations, and opti-
mally scheduling pumping with the goa~ of reducing energy costs. This should 
assist in identi:ying inefficient pumps, combinations of pumps, and operating 
rn lie ies. 
~1 ~ca~. This letter is applicable to Corps-operated purr.ping facil-
ities ~uch a~ t~e ~ashington Aqueduct Division and water suppliPs at recrea-
tion areas, FDA's c0nducting specially authorized water supply studies or 
Sectior: ~~(Pl. 93-~'il) studies, and FOA's ..:onducting design work or performing 
ntl:er ser·:ices at military installations. Energy conservation is an important 
CGI~sideration at both civil (ref 3b) and military (ref 3c) projects. 
3. Re:erences. 
a. Section 22 of PL 93-251, Water Resources Development Act of 1974. 
b. ETL 1110-2-216, Energ:;· Conservation for Civil Works. 
c. ETL 1110-3-282, Energy Conservation. 
d. Orr.1sbee, L. E., and Walski, T. H. "Techniques for Improving Energy 
Efficiency at 1->ater Supply Pumping Stations," Technical Report EL-87-X, 
CS Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss. 
4. Background. Water supply pumps can account for a great deal of the energy 
consumed by a ounicipality or military installation. One of the largest energy 
use in the Corps of Engineers is the pumps at the Corps' Washington Aqueduct 
Division. Neither the civil (ref 3b) nor the military (ref 3c) guidance on 
energy consumption discusses water pumping or potential energy savings in water 
pumping. Pu~ps can wear out, carrying capacity can be lost in s~ction and 
discharge piping, pumps may have been improperly sized originally, pumps can 
be operated inefficiently, or equalizing storage capacity may be inadequate. 
Any of the above can result in wasted energy. Pumps should be evaluated 
periodically to ensure they are operating efficiently. This letter describes 
ways to evaluate pump operation and identify inefficiencies. 
5. Overview. Several types of analysis can be performed to evaluate pump 
energy uses, ranging from determination of the efficiency of an individual 
pump to examination of operating policies with the option of adding distribu-
tion storage. These techniques are described in four enclosures to this lett~r 
as described below: 
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a. Pump System Fundamentals. Enclosure l is a review of fundamental con-
cepts of pumping system design and operation and is intended as a review for 
practicing engineers. 
b. Field Testing Individual Pumps. The most fundamental type of test 
that can be conducted is that of measuring the efficiency of an individual 
pump. The overall (wire-to-water) efficiency is the ratio of water horsepower 
produced by the pump to the input horsepower, usually electrical. The effi-
ciency should be measured at several flow rates. These tests will identify 
pumps that fail to meet performance specifications, as well as the most 
efficient operating flow rate for each pump. Procedures for conducting these 
tests are described in Enclosure 2. Measurement of pump flow rate can be very 
difficult or impractical, depending on the size of the pump and the configura-
tion of the intake and discharge channels. Therefore a determination should 
be made at an early stage to determine if it is practical to make efficiency 
tests. 
c. Multiple Pump Operation. The fact that a pump meets its original 
performance specifications does not guarantee that it will operate efficiently. 
A pump can operate over a wide range of flow rates. The actual flow that it 
produces depends on the head difference between the suction and discharge sides 
of the pump. The relationship between these heads and the flow rate is 
referred to as the system head curve and is a function of tank water levels on 
each side of the pump, pipe carrying capacity near the pump, location of water 
use with respect to the pumps, and which other pumps are operating. Depending 
on the system head encountered by a pump, the pump may perform over a wide 
range of efficiencies. Enclosure 3 describes how to identify which pump or 
combination of pumps is most efficient for a given system head. 
d. Pump Operating Policies. Given that a pumping station must produce a 
specific volume of water on a certain day, the operating policy to produce 
that volume can vary from operating the pumps at a constant flow rate, to pro-
ducing a flow rate that follows demand, to pumping at a higher rate when off-
peak energy prices are in effect. The best operating policy depends on time 
of day pricing schedule, the water demands as a function of time, the amount 
of storage available, the efficiencies of the individual pumps, and the carry-
ing capacity of the distribution system. Selecting the optimal operating 
policy requires using a computerized procedure because of the complexity of 
the problem. A dynamic programming model to solve this type of problem was 
developed by Ormsbee and Walski of the US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment 
Station (ref 3d) and is described in Enclosure 4. 
6. Action. This techniques described in this letter should be used by FOA's 
in studies involving water supply pumping design and operation. 
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PniP SYSTEH FU~DA.'-!El\TALS 
I. l~troduction. Energy costs comprise the major conponent of the operaLin~ 
costs oi cost utilities. The largest quantity of energy is usually consu~~d 
by the treated ~ater pumping units. The operation cost associated witl1 a rar-
ticular pump station will be dependent upon four different factors: the 
pumps, the distribution system, the pump drivers (motors), and the governin[ 
ener~y rate schedule. This enclosure examines the cltaracteristics of each of 
these components and their influence on the operational efficiency of a water 
supply systet:!l. 
Section I: Pump Characteristics 
,., ~entrifugal Pumps. By far, the most com~.only used pu~p in water supply is 
the centrifugal pu~p. Centrifugal pumps add energy to tloEe tlow thro•Jf'h the 
use of .:Jn il:'peller. Centrifugal punps can be classified into three ger.eral 
c2tegories according to the way the impeller i8pacts energy to the fl11id. 
Radial flow impellers impart energy primarily by centrifugal force. Liquid 
enters the impeller at the center and flows radially to the outsi~e of the 
pump casing. Mixed flow impellers impart energy partially by centrifugal 
!orce and partially by axial force, since the vanes of the impeller arc acti~g 
partly as an axial compressor. A.xial flow impellers impart energ:; to the 
fluf~ by acting as axial flow compressors. In axial flow pumps, fluid enter! 
an~ exits along the axis of rotation. All three types of ce~trifugal puQ~S 
are used in ~ater supply applications. In general, radial flow inpellers are 
used in high head ?U~ps while axial flow impellers are used i!l lower head 
pur.ps. In this ETL, only constant-speed centrifugal pumps wil~ be considered. 
a. Specific Speed. The particular type of pump required for a given 
applic.:1tion can usually be found by detemining the specific sp~ed of the 
pump. The specific speed may be defined as follows: 
where N 
s 
N 
Q 
H 
specific speed 
pump speed, rpm 
discharge, gpm 
pump head, ft 
~ 
s 
( 1-1) 
In determining the specific speed of a pump, H and Q are measured at the 
point of maximum efficiency (Medcaff and Eddy 1972). In general, the computed 
value of the specific speed has no usable physical significance, but it is 
useful because it can be used as a guide in selecting the most efficient pump 
type. Generally, pumps with low specific speeds (500 to 2,000 rpm) 0re made 
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to deliver scall dischar£es at high pressures. Pumps characterized by high 
specific speeds (5,000 to 15,000 rpm) deliver large discharges at low pressures 
(Si~on 1976). For centrifugal pu~ps, the value of specific speed can be used 
to select pumps. 
Table 1-1. Specific Speed Versus Impeller Type 
Ra~~e of Specific Speed, rpm Impeller Type 
500 - 3,000 Radial Vane 
~.000- 7,000 Mixed Flow 
9, 001 and above Axial Flow 
b. ~et Positive Suction Head. ~ater is not sucked into a pump. Instead, 
a positive head must push the liquid into the pump. The Net Positive Suction 
Eead (:-.l'SH) is the total head (in feet of liquid) on the suction side of a 
p~~? less the absolute vapor pressure (in feet) of the liquid being pumped. 
In order for cavitation not to occur, the Net Positive Suction Head Avail-
able (~PSHA) must be greater that the Net Positive Suction Head 
Required (~PSHR) (Lindeburg 1981). 
(1) KPSHR. NPSP.R is deternined by the pump manufacturer and will 
depend on many factors, including the type of impeller inlet, impeller design, 
pu~p flow, pucp speed, the nature of the fluid, etc. The NPSHR for a particu-
lar pump is usually plotted en the pump performance curve as a function of 
discharge. 
(2) NPSHA. NPSHA is the net positive suction head that is available 
ir. the field for a set of particular operating conditions. NPSHA can be cal-
culated or can be obtained by measuring pressure (or vacuum) at the suction 
side of the pump. For negative suction lift conditions, ~l'SHA may be deter-
mined using Equation 1-2. For positive suctio:t conditions, N1'SHA may be 
deternine using Equation 1-3. 
~egative Suction Conditions: KPSHA • h
8
- hvpa- hst- hfs- hvh 
Positive Suction Conditions: KPSHA • ha - hvpa + hst - hfs - hvh (l-3) 
where h 
a 
h 
vpa 
absolute pressure (in feet of liquid) on the surface of the 
liquid supply level (this will be barometric pressure if 
suction is from an open tank or sump; or the absolute pressure 
existing in a closed tank), ft 
the head corresponding to the vapor pressure of the liquid at 
the teoperature heing pumped (at 20° C the vapor pressure of 
water at sea level ft), ft 
1-2 
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h 
st static height that the liquid supply level is above or below the puiT.p center line, ft 
all suction line losses, including entrance losses and friction 
losses through pipe, valves, and fittings, etc. 
hvh = velocity head, ft 
Usually velocity head and suction line losses are negligible. 
c. Pucp Performance Curves. For any centrifugal punp, several curves c~n 
be developed to show the relationships between flow rate, head, NPSHR, horse-
power, and efficiency. Perfomance curves are usually plotted with flow (pump 
discharge) on the horizontal axis and the other characteristics plotted on the 
vertical axis as shown in Figure 1-1. '!'he characteristic curves for a 
constant-speed centrifugal pump is based on a certain speed, impeller ciaweter, 
and flui~ viscosity. 
( 1) Heacl.-discharge curves. The head-discharge curve ~ndicates the 
relationship between the head or pressure developed by the pump and the corre-
spondinb flow rate through the pump. In most cases the flow rate decreases 
.::or.tinuously with increasing head as shown in Figure 1-1. As the head 
increases, the flow rate decreases to zero. The head at which zero flow occurs 
is kno\-n as the cutoff head. As the head-discharge curve approaches maxiiT.un 
flow, the velocity in the impeller eye may become so high that the head-
discharge curve will drop abruptly in a vertical direction. The point where 
this drop occurs is known as the cutoff discharge. The point corresponding to 
the pump's r.aximum efficiency (Best Efficier.cy Point, BEP) is usually indicated 
at shown in Figure 1-1. 
(2) ~~SHR-discharge curves. The ~PSHR-discharge curve indicates the 
required net positive suction head required in order to prevent cavitation for 
a given pump discharge. The NPSHR-discharge curve is a characteristic of the 
pun:p and must he obtained from the manufacturer. 
(3) Water l1orsepower-discharge curves. Water horsepower ls defined 
as the power that is delivered by the punp to the fluid it is punping. Tre 
\o·ater horsepower-dischilrge curve will generally slope upward from left to 
ri&ht until a l'\3Xirnum is achieved and then slope downward. ';:he water 
horsepower-ciischarge curve r~ay be constructed using the following 
relationship: 
water horsepower 
Q discharge, cfs 
h pump head, ft 
I.'HP Ch'r 550 
1 
y = specific weight o! fluid (A~.~ lb/ft' for water) 
1-3 
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(4) Brake horsepower-discharge curves. Br~le ho~sepower is define~ 
as the power required to drive the pump. Brake hors~power ca~ only be ~en­
sured using special instrunentation, and it is usually not measured in tl•e 
field. If the efficiency of the driver (ed) is lnown, the brake horsepower 
may be determined from the following equation: 
where BHP = brake horsepower 
BHP " EHP * e d 
EHP " electrical horsepower 
ed driver efficiency 
( 1- c;) 
':"Le brake horsepower-disct-.arge curve for a particular pump generally slopes 
upward from left to right in the opposite direction fron the head-cnpacitv 
curve (see Figure 1-1). At very high flow, the brake borsepower-dischaq'e 
curve may reach a rr.aximum and then slope slightly downwarc. 
('i) Electric horsepower-discharge curves. Electric hors .. power (also 
called wire horsepower) is defined as the power re~uired to orive the notor 
(driver) that is tur~ing the impeller in the pump. Electrical horsepower may 
be deteminea b:,• r.easuring the electrical power used by the motor: 
I./here 
HiP .. ~ 0.746 
EHP • electrical demand, horsepower 
KW electrical demand, kilowatts 
( 1-f,) 
The head-electric horsepower curve will also slope upward from left to right 
as shown in Figure l-1. The electric horsepower-discharge curve for a parti-
cular pump-driver combination will be higher than the brake !Jnrsepower-
discharge curve because of inefficiency of the driver. 
(6) Pump efficiency curves. The pump efficiency curve will normally 
rise gradually from left to right to a maximum at its best efficiency point 
and then drop off as the head begins to decrease much more rapidly than the 
discharge increases (see Figure l-1). The pump efficiency (e) is defined as p 
th~ ratio of the 1oo1ater horsepower (WHP) to the brakt: linrsepower (BilP): 
e p 
\.'HP 
BHP 
( l-7) 
(7) Driver efficiency curves. The driver efficiency curve is usually 
fairly constant for n:.ost motors. The driver efficiency (ed) is defined .JS ti.P 
ratio of the brake horsepower (P.HP) to the electrica: horsepower (EliP): 
BliP 
ed • EHP 
1-5 
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(8) ~ire-to-water efficiency curves. \~en evaluating the overall 
efficie~cy of a pump-driver installation, the most useful efficiency is the 
overall (or wire-to-water) efficiency (Walski 1984). The wire-to-water or 
overall efficienc,· (e ) is defir:ed as the ratio of the water horsepower (WHP) 
. w 
to the electric horsepower (EHP): 
e 
w 
\niP 
EHP (l-9) 
Alte~n~tively, the overall efficiency may be expressed as the product of the 
pump efficiency a~d the driver efficiency: 
e = e * e 
w p d (1-10) 
The wire-to-\Oater efficiency curve will normally rise gradually from left to 
rif,ht to a rr:aximum at its best efficiency point and then drop off as the head 
begins to decrease much more rapidly than the capacity increases (see 
:·igure 1-1). 
Section II: System Characteristics 
~. l'uMp Opercting Point. Although the pump characteristic curw, show the 
relationship between head, flow rate, and efficiency over a wide range of pos-
sible operating conditions, they do not indicate the point on the curve at 
~hich the ptlmp will be operating for a particular piping system. The operat-
in~ point is found by determining the intersection of the head versus dis-
ch~rge curve with what is called the system head curve of the distribution 
network. 
4. Svstem-He.J.d Curve. Tl1e system head curve for a particular distribution 
network represents the total head against which a particular pump or group of 
rumps will have to operate as a function of flow rate. In order to develop 
the system head curve for a particular system, the distribution network is 
usu.J.lly idealized as shown in Figure l-2. The idealized system consists of 
two tanks (the clearwell and the controlling elevated storage tank), two pipes 
(the suction pipe and the pipe to the storage tank), and the pump. The system 
curve may be developed by writing an energy equation between the two tanks and 
plotting the total energy difference as function of discharge. The system 
head curve consists of two components: the static head and the friction head 
(see Figure 1-3). The relotionship between the system head and discharge may 
be expressed as: 
where h (Q) ~ system head as a function of Q 
sys 
h • static head 
s 
h • friction head f 
1-6 
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Figure 1-2. Simplified Network 
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Tank 
a. Static Head. The static head (h ) is the difference in the water sur-
face elevations of the two tanks. Sincesthe water level in the wet well and 
the water level at the discharge point may vary, the static head will also 
vary, resulting in a family of parallel curves corresponding to different 
values of h 
8 
b. Friction Head. The friction head is equal to the head loss between 
the two tanks. For the idealized system shown in Figure 1-2, the friction 
head may be expressed as: 
where hf(Q) c friction head, ft 
h (Q) K Qn + K Qn f - s s d d 
K E suction line head loss coefficient 
s 
Q • flow rate in suction line, gpm 
8 
Kd • discharge line head loss coefficient 
Qd • fl~w rate in discharge line, gpm 
(1-12) 
For the idealized case, Q and Qd are equal to the pump discharge. The 
exact values for K and ~ will depend on the type of head loss equation 
employed. For the Hazen-Williams head loss equation, n • 1.873 and K may 
be expressed as follows: 
K • 4.73L (1-13) 
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where L • pipe length, ft 
C • Hazen-~illiams coefficient 
D ~ pipe dia~eter, ft 
For systems with very short lift lines, ~inor losse£ can be important. For 
these types o! systems, all minor losses may be converted into equivalent 
lengths of pipe through the use of standard equivalent length tables. II~ad 
loss through the equivalent length of pipe can then be determined using the 
Hazen-~illiams equation. 
5. Exaople. Consider the idealized network shown in Figure l-2. The char-
acteristic curve for the pump is shown in Figure 1-4. Develop a syste~ head 
curve for this system and determine the operating point for the pump for the 
following conditions using the following data: 
Clea!Y-'ell Elevation • 100 ft 
L • 1CO ft 
sue 
D 12 ir.. 
sue 
c <= 120 
sue 
K 
sue 
n 
0.067 
= 1. 852 
4. 73 (100) 
1201.852 (12/12)4.87 
a. Static Head. h • 300 - 100 - 200 ft 
s 
b. Friction Head. h -f 
K Qn + K Qn .. 
s s d d 6.74 
c. Total Head. h - 200 + 6.74 Qn 
Tank Elevation = 300 ft 
Ldis = 10,000 ft 
Ddis 
cd. 1S 
12 in. 
120 
Kdis = 6.671 
n = 1.852 
o" 
d. System Head Curve. The system head curve may be obtained by ~ub­
stituting values for flow rate (cfs) into the total head equation above and 
solving fer head as shown in the following table. 
Q (gpm) 
0 
500 
1,000 
1,500 
Q (cfs) 
0 
1. 116 
2.232 
3.348 
1-9 
Al2 
H (feet) 
200 
208 
230 
264 
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The pump op~rating point for a given static head may be obtained by super-
imposing the system head curve (developed above) on the head versus discharge 
curve (Figure 1-4) as shown in Figure 1-5. In this probleM, the pump will 
produce 1,000 ?Pre at 230 ft of head. Ideally, the operating point should be 
near the point of maximum pump efficiency. 
6. ~etwnrk Ideali~ation. For single pump stations with single controlling 
disc~arge ~levations (e.g., a single elevated storaGe tank), the energy equa-
tion ray be writter from the clcarwell of the pump to the elevation of the 
CL'ntrolliry ciischarge point (normally a water level in an elevated tank). For 
a system with more than one tank, the controlling tank can usually be deter-
mine~ by writin~ equations between both tanks and then selecting the more 
critical curve. Tllese system curves are based on the assumption that there is 
virtually no water used or lost between the two tanks. This is a reasonable 
assurption tor manv water supply pumps. However, in some water distribution 
~~ste~s, ver~ large quantities of water can be consumed between the pump and 
the ~e~rest tank. In such cases, the system head curves will be affected. In 
orJer to accl'unt for these effects it may be necessary to perform a simplified 
r.£ t·~·ork ana:..ysis of the system to generate the system head curve (Ormsbee and 
\.;alski 19(11)). 
Section III: Driver Characteristics 
7he rajority of centrifugal pumps are driven by squirrel cage induction 
~otars. Fnr large, low-speed drives, synchonous motors may be used. Both 
tvpcs of motors are discussed briefly in the following sections (Andreas 
1982). 
7. Ir.ductior. ~iotors. The line current (I,\) clrawn by induction motor consists 
of two co~ponents: 
(I ) . 
(; 
the reactive current (I ) and the power-producing current 
~ 
a. Reactive Current. 
?reduce the magnetic flux 
r~active power require~ent 
(kilovars, kvar). 
The reactive current is that current required to 
in the motor. This co~ponent of current creates a 
that is measured in kilovolt-amperes reactive 
b. Power-Producing C11rrent. The power-producing current is that current 
which reacts with the magnetic flux to produce the output torque of the 
macl1ine. This component of current creates the load power requirements mea-
sured in kilowatts (kW). 
c. Total Line Curr~nt. The total line current dr,,,.'TJ by an induction 
motor is the vector sum of the reactive current and the power-producing 
current. The vector relationship between the line current (IA) and the 
reactive component (1 ) and load component (I ) currents May be expr~ssed by a 
~ p . 
vector diai;ram as shown in Figure 1-{,, whe-re the line currc'f'l 1,\ is the vector 
sum of the two coreponents. 
d. Tctal Apparent Power. In the same way that the lfr,c current \las 
related to the magnttizing current and the power-producing current, the tnta1 
apparent power (kVA) ~ay he related to the kilovar power (kvar) and the 
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kilowatt power (kW) as shmm in Figure 1-7. For three phase motors, the 
apparent power or kVA input to a ~otor may be expressed as: 
where total line current, anps 
v\ voltage, volts 
k\'A total apparent po~er, watts. 
(1-:4) 
e. Reactive Power. The reactive power is the power that must be supplied 
by the electric utility company to produce the reactive co~ponent of tl1e total 
line current. Since the reactive current is 90 electrical degrees out of 
phase with the applied voltage, it does no work and thus cannot be ~easured 
~ith a standard kW meter. 
f. Load Power. Host electric utility rates are ~ased on the load po~er 
(kW) instead of the total apparent power (kVA). Ii the reactive rower (kvar) 
and the apparent power (kVA) are available, the correGponding load power may 
~e obtained as follows: 
where kl' 
" 
kvar 
kl-.' 
load power, watts 
reactive power, watts 
"J(kVA) 2 2 (kvar) (1-15) 
S. Fewer Factor. The power factor of a motor is defined as the cosine of the 
angle 8 between the line current and the voltage. This vector relationship 
can also be expressed in terms of the components of the total kVA input, and 
is shown in Figure 1-7. In this case, the power factor is the cosine of the 
ar.gle e between the total k\'A and kW inputs to the ~otor. The system power 
factor can be determined by a power factor meter reading or by the ratio of 
the load power (kW) to the total apparent power (kVA). Thus, 
Power Factor kW kVA (1-16) 
Theoretically, the power factor may vary from 0 to 100 percent. A low power 
factor causes poor electrical system efficiency. The total apparent power 
must be supplied by the electric utility. With a low power factor, or a high 
kvar component, additional generating losses occur tl1rou~hout the system. To 
discourage low power factor loads, most utilities impose some form of penaltv 
or charge in their electric power rate structure for a low power factor. The 
power factor for most induction motors ranges from 50 to 90 percent. (Andreas 
1982). 
9. Example. The total line current to a pump driven by a squirrel cage 
induction motor is measured to be 200 amps. If the line-to-line voltage is 
measured to be 2.4 kV and the reactive component of the total apparent power 
is meaqured to be 400 kvars, determine the kW power component and the power 
factor of the motor as follows: 
1-14 
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kVA 
kvar 
. ,. 
"'' 
(200 a:T'.ps) "' (::',4()0 \')* YS / 
400 (6i\·en) 
.Y;sJ:;- - (c.oo> · 
1 '000 
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lC. Svnct~onous ~otors. To improve the power ractor for a given lua~, the 
re:J.ctive load c0r.;:oner.t \~;var) must be reduced. This cor.ponent of reacti\e 
po~.:er :.:gs the pol-;t-r L ··~;:orient (k\," input) hy 90 electrical rlegree:;. Gne wav 
to reduce the e~fect o~ this component is to introduce a reactive power cor.-
ponent that leads the p•wer component by 90 degrees. This can Ge accor.plished 
bv 11sing synchrocous :otcrs. Synchronous motors can he adiusted to operate at 
a leading ;-.ower factor, thus provi.ding leading \wars to offset th.:: laq:ing 
~·:ar of incuc t i\•e-type lc>ads such a!'> induction no tors. As n r.:sul t, s::nchro-
nous motors c~n be use~ tc iecrease or eliminate the power factor cost as!·o-
ciatu! with the cperat:.~·~ of o particul2.r pump. Synchronous rr:ot.<>rs can be 
usee: tL' :::.prove t 1le o':erall C<'!-'t efficiency of a pump, but such l!lotors :ne 
crnerailv core expensive than sta~dard induction motors: As a result, s~n­
cl.ronous ::o~ors are no~2.lly used only for applications •..;\'.ere larr;er h·rse-
po~ers are needed or ~here po~er factor correction is i~portant (Andreas 
~ () l' = \ 
Section IV: tlectric Rate Schedules 
Electrical utilit~ cc~pany rate schedules applicable to pumpinr units are 
usually civide<i into three different ccn:.ponents: (a) enerr:;:: consumption 
char~e, (b) der.and charge, and (c) power factor charge (Reid lSRO). Each of 
these charges is discussed below: 
11. F.nergv Consunption Charge. The energy consumption charge is that portion 
of the electric utility bill based on the kilowatt-hours of electric energy 
consumed during the billing period. In many instances, the energy consunption 
charge is based on a declining block rate (Andreas 19S2). As the total con-
sumption increases, the rate decreases. Fnr example: 
First 50 k~n: $3.60 flat charge 
tiext 450 k\,'h: $0.0621/U.'h 
Kext 14,500 kWh: $0.0521/k~n 
Over 15,000 kh'h: $0.0231/kwn 
Alternatively, the rates may be different depending upon the time of day or 
the season of the year. For example: 
l-15 
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:-ir.~e Period Surnn;er Winter 
$0.0295/kWhr $0. 0~05/kl-.'hr 
B d.~. to 12 noon O.C462 0.0395 
0.0624 0.0523 
~ ;'·~· to ::"idnight 0.0462 0.0395 
:n ~:~e cases tl1e energy c~arge reav be a flat rate per kilowatt-hour of con-
~L~~tion tPattnn and H~rsely 198C). 
1 2. :'e~anci Charge. Tht: demand cr.arge is usually based on the maxir~um power 
.~t·:-_.,::~ ~:. ;._:.:c...-atts during a specified time period, frequently 1 year. Tl:e 
~ ~:-c' intervai for determining the kilowatt de!'land is usually 15 to 30 minutes. 
·.,, ·.::.t~l t!'e energy consunption charge, the demand charge may ·tary depending 
~~r:: :h~ t!~e of day or the season of the year. The demand charge is gen-
e:· 1 :~_;:--ction of an E:lectric utility's fixed costs and the expenses fl•r 
.e~erd~:::, plants, transmission lines, substations, and other items required 
_ · .,: · ~.:. ~·e,,k loads on the system (Andreas 1982). It is usually gi\·en i:1 
.::::ar~ ;:er r.ilowatt. 
Pr·~·er •.,ctor Cha~. The power factor charge is used by sor:.e utilities 
c~ -:~.~ensate for the increased cost of supplying energy to consumers with 
c,·r~:iir. l:lectrical lead characteristics. Induction motors comnonly used to 
_:c-:'- ·· ·~·ater pumps can exhibit low power factors which may result in power fac-
tcr c:;ari~s. Although the power factor charge may be treated as a sepdrate 
.::!·.! r ~", : t :s r1ore ccl:ll1lonly treated as an adjustment to thP. demand chaq;e 
.\:. ~ · ~ e 1 s ll1 r<~) • 
Section V: Pump Efficiency 
~!lL c~eral: e~ergy cost as&cciated with a pump station r. y be reduced by 
c'e··-· .. 1'i:-.h a:-n nne of the three standard energy rate components di~cussed in 
tLe t='re\rit·l:(; sections. 
·•· Pm.;e" ::.1ctur Charge Rec!uction, The power factor charge can be decre,'l!'CO 
r--. !::.rr·-vl:-1~ the power factor associated with a particular pump. The power 
-~,-: C.'rl ~.·e improved by changing the notor load or the motor type, or throuhh 
~~-·· ·:o.• o: rc..r<~citors (Patten and Horsley 1980). 
'c 0~r.< r <,ons11nption Charge ReGuction. T11e total energy ron«umption ch;n>:e 
-'~""ricete<: •..;ith ;, I'Llrt1cular pump station can be decreased by improving the 
c;•r.~t~':!:l>l ,_.:·flciencies Gt each p:.~mp. In order to cvalu3tl' the existing 
L:: 'rienC': nf .1 ,,ump, it sr.ould first be field tested. Guidelines for fiel·~ 
tec;ti:l,_; ;~_;:-p~; a:1J ev;1luating the resulting efficiencies are provided in Enclo-
~";re .~. ?u::.ps .,..ith low efficiencies can he reconditioned or replaced. F0r 
,, .. , ;tativn; with multiple ?llrps, the energy consumption charge may also bf' 
reduu·<! hy operating the multiple pumps at eificient conhined operating po1nts. 
Ct::,:cl ir1es ~or t!eteminin~; the optimal operating points for nultiple purr.ps are 
~i•:pr· !n !':nclosure J. \,'hen tirr.e of day energy pricin>; is used, pumping cost 
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c.:m be reduced by punping nore during oft-pe.lk hour~. Tl\is t::pe u: ~''-'illuatirr. 
is ~e~cribed in Enclosure 4. 
:1'. [,eoanJ C'.arge Reduction. Although the tL>t<.d energ\· crnsu~ption ci.arges 
associated with a pump operation can be decreased by evalLct!ng the opera-
ti,'n3l e~~:.c.iencies of a single pump or n:ultirle pur:1p co:-r:!J~Ici.!tions, ~;uch a 
;>ro.;ra:n ra:: r.ave little impact on electrical <.!emand cLaq·es. 1he recc;ction L,f 
e:ectrica: ~~~and charges usually requires codification~ of tl1e pu~p station 
operating procedures which would include operating pumps at :' fairlv con~tant 
discharg~ and installing additional elevated storage to c.eet peak derands 
(L1ckowitz ard Petretti 1983). Guidelines for evaluating ;~rd i::-~pro·;i:,~~ t!:e 
operational procedures of a particular pump station are ~iven in Enr:usure 4. 
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FIELD TESTING INDIVIDUAL PUMPS 
1. Introduction. Although pump characteristic curves for a particular pump 
can usually be obtained directly from the manufacturer, the actual field per-
formance may not correspond to the design engineer's expectations. Because of 
this, all pumps should be field tested as a first step in any comprehensive 
pump efficiency study. At a minimum. this will involve measuring discharge, 
head, and energy consumption, in ora• to calculate efficiency when the pump 
is operating. More thorough testi,g would involve generating system head 
curves. Pump tests or pum~ ill01el tesrs conducted by the pump manufacturer, as 
part of the pump supply contract and witnessed by the Government, in general, 
are more accurate and less expensive than field tests. 
2. Test Standards. Various standards have been developed by the Hydraulic 
Institute (1983) and AWWA (1983) for use in testing pumps. General guidelines 
for constructing the pump characteristic curves for constant-speed centrifugal 
water supply pumps are provided in the following sections. 
Section I: General Guidelines 
3. Pump Characteristic Curves. The basic objective of most pump field tests 
is the reconstruction of the pump characteristic curves from field data. In 
general, two different pump characteristic curves are necessary to evaluate 
the performance of a pump: the head versus discharge curve, and the wire-to-
water efficiency versus discharge curve. The head-discharge curve can be 
constructed directly from field measurements of pressure and flow. The 
wire-to-water efficiency (e ) versus discharge curve can be constructed form 
w 
the water horsepower (WHP) versus discharge curve and the electrical horse-
power (EHP) versus discharge curve using the following equation: 
where e • wire-to-water efficiency 
w 
WHP • water horsepower, h p 
EHP • electrical horsepower, h p 
(2-1) 
The water horsepower versus discharge curve can be constructed directly using 
the data from the constructed head-discharge curve and the following equation: 
where WHP • water horsepower 
Q • discharge, cfs 
ENCLOSURE 2 
Qh y 
WRP • To 
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h head, ft p 
y c specific weight of fluid 
3 62.4 lblft for water 
7he elf'ctrical horsepower versus discharge curve may be constructed directly 
free the test data using the following equation: 
F.HP 
•.:here EHP electric power, hp 
k~ electric power, kilowatts 
kW 
0.746 ( 2-3) 
In suc-u:1ary, both the head versus discharge and the efficiency versus discharge 
curves can be constructed from three different types of data: pressure (head) 
readings, flow readings, and power readings. All three type~ of data can be 
obtain during a standard pump field test. 
4. Test Procedure. The general procedure for field testing a pump involves 
measurix1g the head on the pump and the corresponding flow rate and electrical 
l":or3epower. The discl:arge head on the pump may be changed ry throttliq; 
\·alves dow-nstream of the pump. In order to collect the necessary data, tbe 
p.:rp is usually started with the discharge valve clo~ed. TI1i~ condition 
allows a head reading for the cutoff head of the pump. After this head has 
been deter~ined, the discharge val\·e is then slowly opened in several discrete 
steps. After each step, a few minutes should be provided for transient effects 
to dampen. unce steady ccnditions have been obtained, the d1scharge and elec-
trical horsepower readings corresponding to the measured head can be cbtdined. 
After the valve has been completely opened, the valve can be slowly closed 
csing the same discrete steps as before. This procedure wi~i thus provide two 
sets of readir.£S for each test. 
S. ~\ultipJe Pumps. When multiple pump stations are h:l.ng tested, one pu:r.p 
may be fully opened and others r:;Jay be added successivt>ly to deternine the tct.!l 
flow from the pump stations as each unit is brought online. In this manner, 
the incrementcl flows that the units contribute to the distribtltion syste~ can 
be estah:ished and the inefficiencies involved under sptcific operating co~2i­
ticns can be identified. 
6. Test Preparation. Before conducting any field test, it is test to vi~!t 
the pump station beforehand to determine what type of bages are ava;..lable ar.C: 
what t:rpe of testing equipment may be needed. In 3ddition, it is u!>ually 
helpful to prepare a data sheet for use in recording anJ rt'C.ucin;: the test 
data for each pur..p. A typical data sheet is shown as Figure ~-1, along \o/it\, 
the equations needed to reduce the data. 
') .., L-,_ 
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PL~ CALIBRATIO~ TEST PUMP STATION 
DATE TIME 
Fl~l.P :-.u~ffiER CLEARWELL ELEV -------
PUMP ELEV 
S EF<.l AL ~1J~Lll ER TAI.J< ELEV 
E.A1 ED DISCI-I.ARGE RATED HEAD 
F.X:"::u SPEED RATED PO\rER 
MEASURED QUANTITIES COHPUTED QUA!'iTITIES 
FLO\> 
(CFS) 
UPSTREAM 
PRESSt:RE 
(PSI) 
DOI.~STREAH 
PRESSt:RE 
(PSI) 
ELECTRICAL 
pQ\,'ER 
(KW) 
(l) 
HEAD 
(FT) 
(2) (3) 
HHP EHP 
(7,) (7.) 
(l) rr:•p HEAD= 2.31 * (DOI-.'NSTREAM PRESSURE (PSI) -UPSTREAM 
PRESSlRE (PSI)) 
(:: r,;ATER HORSEPm..'ER • FLO\~ (CFS) * PUMP HEAD (FT) * y /550 
(J) ELECTRICAL HORSEPOWER= POWER (kW)/0.746 
(4) WIRE-TO-WATER EFFICIENCY = HHP/EHP 
Figure 2-1. Test Pump Data Sheet 
(4) 
e 
(%;' 
(2-4) 
(2-5) 
(2-6) 
(2-7) 
F.;:a~ple Problem. Consider the pump system shown in Figure 2-2. From the 
~easured Guantities tabulated below, develop head versus discharge, water 
horsepower versus discharge, electrical horsepower versus discharge, and wire-
to-water efficiency versus discharge curves. The pressure (p) readings were 
made at a pressure gage downstream of the pump (elevation 930ft), while the 
discharge ar.d power readings were being measured. The computation steps 
r~quired fer construction of the pump characteristic curves are shown below. 
Tl.c iirst data point fron the measured quantities is used in the example com-
pt:tattnns. The results for the entire data set are tabulated as computed 
~u.1:>t it ies. The resulting characteristic curves are shown in Figure 2-3. 
:-lcasured guantities Comouted Quantities 
(: .:_p Power h p 
~ ~ (kw) ( f t) WHP EHP 
e 
w 
l,U~d 87 58 181 48 78 62 
850 96 56 202 43 75 58 
A60 102 53 215 36 7l 51 
() 115 43 L45 0 SR 0 
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.... --oii!lllll---1 950FT 
PRESSURE GAGE 
Figure 2-2. Example Pump System 
a. Pump Head. The pump head is calculated by subtracting the head 
upstream of the pump from the downstream head: 
h • H - H p d u 
(1) Upstream head. 
H • 950 - losses in suction line 
u 
(For the example problem, suction line losses are negligible.) 
(2) Downstream head. 
Hd • 930 + 2.31P + v2/2g + losses between pump and gage 
V2/2g • [Q/(wD2/4)] 2/2g • [(Q/448)/(w * 1/4)] 2/64 • 1.2 x 10- 7 Q2 
(Thus, the velocity head is negligible.) 
(3) Pump head. 
h • 930 + 2.31P - 950 • 2.31P - 20 p 
For example, for Q • 1,053 gpm and P • 87 psi, h • 181 ft. p 
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b. Water Horsepower. 
IMP= 
(Q/448) h (62.4) 
550 = (0.000253) Q H 
For example, for Q = 1,053 gpm and H 
c. Electrical Horsepower. 
d. 
EHP 
For 
kW 
0.746 
example: 
Wire-to-1-.'ater 
\o:HP 
e EHF -.: 
l. 43 kW 
for Q = 1. 053 
Efficiencv. 
gpm and k'vi 
181 f t, ~mP 4H.3 !tp. 
58, EHP 77. 7 hp. 
For example: for Q = 1. 053 gpm, 1-.'HP f,1<. 3 hp, and r:::i -, 7.; h , p 
e = 0.62. 
w 
Section II: Field Measure~~nts 
As ir.dicated previously, the head-discharge and heaJ-eifici<>nc:, c'.:lr.Jcteris-
tics curve may be constructed frcm corresponding ~e~suremenrs of head, dis-
charf,e, and power. Guid.elines for measuring e.:Jcl! o~ these cu:mcities are 
provided i~ the following sectionE. 
8. Heaf! ~·!easurement. The head values used in constructin)j the head-discharge 
curves correspond to the net head delivered by the pump. The net head (h ) p 
may be obtained by subtracting the head measured on the suction side of the 
puMp (Hs) from the head measured on the discharge si<!e of the pur:1p (Hd) (sr>e 
Figure 2-4). In equation form, this may be expressed as: 
where h p 
hp = Hd - Hs 
total head delivered by pump, it 
Hd discharge head, ft 
H • suction head, ft 
s 
(2-9) 
Both the suction head and the discharge head are composed of three different 
components: the elevation head, the velocity head, and the pressure head. In 
general, the total head on either the suction side or the discharge side of 
the pump may be expressed as: 
2 H a z + V /2g + P/y f::'-10) 
2-6 
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Figure 2-4. Pump Head Measurement 
where z 
-
elevation, ft 
v2/2g "" velocity head, ft 
P/i "' pressure head, ft 
\' velocity, ft/sec 
P - pressure, psf 
If the suction line and the discharge lines both have the same diameter and 
the elevations at which the pressures measurements are made are essentially 
the same, the net head will simply be the difference between the suction 
pressure and the discharge pressure expressed in feet: 
where discharge pressure, psi 
P "' suction pressure, psi 
s 
( 2-11) 
a. Suction Pressure. Due to the low pressures normally associated with 
the suction line, compound (pressure/vacuum) gages, water columns, or manom-
eters are commonly used to measure the suction pressures. When water columns 
are used, care should be taken to avoid errors due to the difference between 
the te~perature of the water in the gage and that of the water in the pump 
(Hydraulic Institute 1983). 
b. Approximate Suction Head. In in:~tallations where the water is being 
lifted out of a clearwell and a suction gage or manometer is not available, an 
approximate head can be obtained by measuring the vertical distance from the 
level of the water in the clearwell to the center of the discharge pressure 
2-7 
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gage, adding an appropriate value for loss in bends, velocity head, etc. 
(Gros 1983). 
c. Discharge Pressure. Due to the high pressures noT1'1al~y associ.o-,ten 
with the discharge line, mercury manometers, hourdon gages, and electrical 
pressure transducers are usually used to measure the discl1ar~e pressure. 
Before and after bcurdon gages or pressure transducers are used, thev shoul( 
be calibrated. 
d. fressure Taps. In order to measure the head differential across a 
pump, the head-measuring instruments must be attacl~eJ to both t!:e suction ar:(: 
discharge enJs of the pump. In most cases pressure taps are generally avail-
able for such purposes. For those installations where such taps .1re not 
available, they should he installed using the guidelines est.Jbl !shed !>·; ~:If,• 
Hydraulic Institute (1983). 
e. Flow Requirements. It is ir1portant tLat steady iln.· condition~ exist 
at the pcint of instrument connection. For this re.J.son, it is hcnerall:: 
necessary that the pressure or head Mea::;urement be taken on ·' svction o:i pire 
\OhPre the cross section is constant and ~'traight. Five to ter. c i:tr,eters of 
straiEht pipe of unvarying cross &ection followin~ ~nv elbo..., or cLrverl ~c~br~. 
valve, or other obstruction are necessary to ensur•• stPady flo~ conditio:.!· 
(Hydraulic Institute 1983). 
f. Head Loss Requirements. lf the pi1'e trictior L"c.s ~ec•;r·•·n the p,.:~.;> 
discl•2q;e flang"' <:lnd the poir.t of instrur:ent conncrtion ·~.1;; be •;it,nifiC'.!nt, '~ 
should be added to the total ht..ad, The fri(tion far•_";- ,,c·ec ior the C'alcc:l.,-
tion o.\,0uld be ba,-ed on the ar-rn,priate rcuf,;:mess fc:- rh~ .ir·tL;,l] r :r-' st:,~t:•.': 
A P'·'tential prohler:; in conducting field tc~ts is the l:,.,:,c: :" - t!·n"J,.;:; ; .J:·-
tli1lly closec valves. As a result, pressure head measurenent:· :'!1,111ld Le r;,.:, 
between the pump and the valves wLere possible. 
9. Flow Rate ~leasurement. Liquid neters may be classif1(·c: intP two di:·!-Pr<·:·t 
functional groups. One group prinarily measurt•!; 4uantitv wi•ile the ocl.er 
nrimaril:: 1:1easures rate of flow. Ouantity meters incluC:c wei,;hing meters and 
volumetric meters. Rate meters, include head (kinetic) netors, area neter", 
head-area meters, velocity meterg, and additional speci~! nethoJs. General 
guidelines for the use of these meters may be obtained fron the Hydrat1lic 
Institute (1983) Stand&rds and Walski (1984b). 
a. Kinetic Meters. Probably the mo~t cor.unonly used r:eters .1re the head 
(kinetic) ncters. Meters falling into this classification include venturi 
meters, nozzle meters, ana orifice plate meters. for meters of this tyre, the 
average discharge may be obtained using the following equation: 
Q .. c ~ 2g (6h) (:.'- I:') 
1o1here Q • discharge, cfs 
C • meter coefficient 
6h • head differential across meter, ft 
2-8 
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') 
g "' gravitational constant (32), ft/sec~ 
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The discharge coefficient is available from the manufacturer. Measurement of 
differential head is described below. 
b. Differential Head Measurenent. Several types of de\·ices are available 
for measureMent of the differential head across the meter. These range from 
manometers ~n which the difference in pressure is balanced by different 
heights of fluid columns, to bellows-type differential pressure ga~es in which 
the change in position of the bellows is converted into a dial reading, to 
electronic pressure transducers where differential pr~ssure is con\·erted into 
an electrical signal. Manometers to be used with water can further be 
subdivided into heavy and light liquid manometers, dependint, on whether the 
manometer liquid is heavier or lighter than water, and air-filled manoMeters 
in which air is used as the manometer fluid. Differential pressur~s can &lso 
be obtained by measuring the pressure using two pressure gages and sttbtracting 
the readings. For water distribution systems, gage pressure is usuallv much 
higher than the differential pressures and, therefore, this two-gage approach 
is not sufficiently accurate. A discussion of the merits of each o! the above 
approaches ls provided by Walski (l984a). 
10. Horsepower Measurement. The electrical horsepower required hv tl1e pump 
is determine<:! by measuring the kilowatt demand directly or by calculating the 
kilowatt demand using measured values of voltage and current. For stJtions 
where the power demand for each pump has been instrumented, the readings c&y 
be obtained directly from the instrument panel. However, rare should be taken 
to ensure that the instrumentation has been properly calibrated (Lackowitz and 
Petretti 1983). 
a. Direct Ncasurement. For those stations where ir.strHment<J.tion is not 
provided, the power may be measured fro!'l the electric meter. :.ormallv, the 
integrations on most electric meters in pumping stations cannvt he read 
closely enough to be accurate. However, by counting the number of revultttions 
on the revolving disk, an estimate of the power uptake may be obtained tJsing 
the followin£ equation: 
Power (k~) = 3.6 * (drps) * (Kh factor) (:'-13) 
where drps disc revolutions per second 
~~ factur - a disc constant 
The Kh factor representR the hundredths of kilowatt hours per revolution and 
is usually stamped on the meter face. If the meter includPs other power uses 
in addition to the pump, these uses must bl' subtracted, In this case, care 
must be exercised to ensure that other equipment does not kirk on durin~ tl1e 
pump test (I.ackowitz and Petretti lQ8)). 
b. r.xar'ple. If a watt-hour meter revolves at l:' q•r.: and tlw Kh :«ctur 
for the meter is 5::.5, determine the power usage. 
drps .. (12 rev/r-in) * (l tu!n/bO sec) s 0.2 rp!; 
2-9 
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Power (kW) = 3.6 * 0.2 * 52.5 = 37.8 kW 
L. Indir~ct Measurenent. ~1ere standard kilowatt meters are not avail-
J~:~. the ?Ower input can also be determined indirectly. This is done by 
:etec:-::::.:1~ the line current (c:mperes), the line-to-line voltages (volt~), :mJ 
~'~e ;',"~er I3Ctor on the load side of the motor-starting device by using a 
:.·:·.-;'::ase •·att meter or watt/VAR-power factor/volt-ampere (PF/VA) derr;md 
::-.et.cr. -:':ece types of r::E:ters can be purchased or rented fro~ several ll':•ding 
-a~:;:.l:tur~:-s of electrical instrumentation and measuring devices. So~e of 
:':e :~e~c'r:: ,.re fairlv sophisticated, incorporating digital or dial clispl:J;·s 
.-1:-:...: .~,,L1-re:-:-rcing features. In general, this approach is better than Jeriv-
~:lc; t::t' ;~•"''-:er consur::IJtion fran a standard kilowatt meter device sit,ce the 
;:o·,.,er f,1ctor for the prime mover can also be obtained. Hol.'ever, due to L!l(" 
.:.1~.-:er i:J•:o1ved, such tests should only be done by a skillec electrician 
:.ac~~witz and Petretti 1983). 
d. F:xa::-.ple. If the linE: current is measured to be 200 a::Jps ,:-,nci the 
.. ,•· .• .;e is :::easured to be 2.4 k\', determine the power demand i:1 kl: i:· the 
~·'·~er :'act,)I' for the l!lOtor is determined to be 0. 70. 
PF * I 'A * VA * VJ 1000 
0. 70 * 200 amps * 2,400 volts * V1 1 '000 
Section III: Pump EfficiE:ncy Evaluation 
~_.<,;._i''? o~ Pump Oper["tion. Once each pump Lao; been fie}ci tested, L,•t!1 tl:e 
',,,:-_;>;c 1·Jrge :md ti.E: oischart;e-efficiE:ncy curves for each pw::p ~;::uuld he 
.~r•.c ·:.-•' t>~dn,~ the test data. ()nee these cur\·es have beer <:<·':eloped the:: 
· ,.,: i :'" :•.>rerir.Jposed on the band of system head cur;e~; f<•r the corn.:O.J'or.di:~h 
-.,-:·~·· rk ·, .. cl..•wn in FiF;:ire 2-S. The intersection of the bare: co:' systcr .. Lea<> 
r·.,·s •:it:. t'~e purr.p hea<~-discharge curve corresponds to tl:P region of 
':T-• -l·'·ration. ·;·he h·md of curves mav Le nhta.i:1ed :0·· p:ottin): th· 
, .. ,, ~~nir:our syster. he.id curves as shc>:n in the fir;Lre. The hi;•h.·st 
.:-·. >:> ·~ ,z;: ~ ,-,·rresp0rd tr1 the suction tank beir.g nearly E:rr.pt··, the di~cl:aq.;e 
· - ,,,,:·1 .. :c:~. other ;;v~ps ptlr:-:;1ing into the do~<."T1Stream pi1c:c., a:1d mo~;t ~<.'ater 
· ~- 'c- ~ :·' :r,catec~ beyun·~ the t.lnk. The lowest \'1\rve wou Jt> C'Orrl'spon,! l•' t\1e 
....•. · :::itlnr'" (!.e., suction tank full, cischarge tar.k ncar':· t•rrptv, 1w 
· ': ": ; ·::-;•,. ,_ ;•Pr,Jt i:-.g, ilr.,! :::ost wate: ttse occurrinh betwtcE:l' tLe 1u:Jp arri r:.e 
'is.' ·1:-.·•· L,r.;.,·l. Tlw pnir.t <'n the nave deterr.ined with ror~t of the v;t]\'cs 
~~.~:·t•:e·! •.[.c•ulJ ~al: lHctWCE':\ the !:':<lXimum anU t:'.inirr,um S\'St('~~ head CUt"\'(• t:nless 
.. : t:sual ::•·nnltl0rs e:d~:ted <Jn tl:e svstem at the time of the tPsting. 
0;;;~~-,_:,:_~·_: _ _y._f:idf':;t nper.J_l_~_':'_n. For efficient pump oper.Hion, th.:. l:e1d 
·:t:·r•;•:·~ .::•,c\ . ..lrge CUl"ll' •,h''ll:l intersect the band of syste1~ J,t:;,d cun.'•'S in t'rw 
'''1·:,·:1 •: :;;axir..t:r. e! ficierc·:. C'ver a period of severill :;ears tbc ;t,·tual 
r:, ... r.H ;: ,; ;onint r.,1•: C'h.1nge ! rnr:1 the original desif;n point due to weilr on the 
/''I:t:p or d· .. -.n1;e~ in the ~.·:•;tern. Tf the pump is nL't operatln1~ r . .car the rq·.lnn 
n :' ::- ; , :-: i- u:;: e f • t c : en c v , ,. J t \ , e r the ban cl o f s y s ten It e ad c u r·; e s o r t lw pump 
,·::"r.Jcr"r~~.tir ':ttrvl' may be l"<•<!ified ir. order to shift the inters.c<'tion pL•.I~c 
';~- tLc ':..' .. :n r:ur~les tt 1 tl1e dtAsirc·(~ re;_!ion. 
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13. Hodification of the Syste~ Head Curve. If the actual operating point 
lies to the right of the desireu region, the operating point may be shifted to 
the left by raising the system head curve. This may be accomplislted by adding 
additional head loss to the system. Additional head loss may be added to the 
systen l:ead curve by a valve downst-ream of a pump. Although such a procedure 
will indeed result ic additional head loss, in some cases it may actually 
result in lower energy costs due to irnpr0ved effici(;ncy. If the actual 
operating roint lies to the left of the desired region, the operating point 
cay be shE ted to the right by lowering the syster.1 head curve. This !Tlay be 
accl.'~plished by decreasing the head loss in the system. One pc>ssible wav to 
dec::-ease the head loss would be to add parall£~1 lines to the main s11pply line 
or h~ve the existing lines cleaned. 
14. ~~odification of the Head Discharge Curve. The alternative to ~odifvin; 
the svstem head curve in order to improve the efficiency of the operatin~ 
p::>int is to modify the head discharge curve of the pump. The head discr.ar~;e 
curve cay be ~odified by either changing or modifyiPg the existing pump 
impeller, or using a driver with a different speed. 
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:1U1.TIPLE PU:1P OPERATIO~ 
1. Introduction. :or multiple pump stations, potential energy savings can be 
identified by exam1natio~ of the overall efficiencies associated witl1 the 
operation of different combinations of pumps. Although different combinations 
of similar pu~ps may deliver the same approximate flow rate, some combination 
for each flow may be less costly because of differences in pump efficiencies. 
In some c~ses, the efficiency of a pump when running alone can be signifi-
cantly different than when it runs in conjunction with other pumps. 
Section I: Instantaneous Operation 
Corposite Pump Curves. In order to identify which combinatior1 of pumps is 
~ost efficient for a given flow rate, the composite characteristic curves for 
e.1cl· <.:ombination of pumps tmst be superimposed on the system ct:rve of the 
appr••priate service area. The intersection of these two curves will indicate 
the corbined operating point (head and co~bined flow) for the particular 
combi~ation of pumps (Matsumoto and :-fays 1979). 
a. Parallel Purrs. The Cl>mposite characteristic curve for a set of pumps 
in paral~el can be obtainea by adding the capacities of the two pumps at each 
head !see Fi&ure J-1). Discharge does not increase at heads above the maximum 
head of the sma!!er pump. In addition, a second pump will produce flow only 
when its d!schar~e l1ead is greater than the discharge heed of the pump already 
running. ' ... nen the parallel characteristic curve is plotted with the system 
l.ead curve, ~he operat:~11g point is the intersection of the sy8tem head curve 
with the A+B curve. For parallel punps, each pump will be punping against the 
sr.:nt? head. T!te flow rate and efficiency for each pt.:mp can be obtained by 
re:'erri.n.; to tl.c> pump characteristic curves for each indtvidt.al pump and then 
reading off the flew rate an~ ef:iciency values corresponding to the total 
Lt:ad. 
b Series Pumps. The composite head-dischar)!e curve for a set of purr.ps 
in series ca~ be plotted b~ a~ding the heads of the two pumps at each flow 
rate (see figure 3-:). ~hen the series head-discharge curve is plotted with 
the svster, he.1d curve, the nperating point is again the intersection of the 
system head u:rve with the A+B curve. For series pt.:n.ps, each pump will be 
punpinl-( the s.1me discl:;•r,:e; the heild and efficiency for each pump ca1·. !;.-
obtained L~ referr1ny to the pump characteristic curves for each individual 
pu:np c.nd read i.n.~ thE' head .md et 1 ic iencv values curresrc,nding to the tot.Jl 
discharge . 
3. fr:ergy Cow;t:r.rtion for l't.:_E-:p Corubinations. !.'hen more than t~o·o rurr.ps are 
present, the sare procedure discussed above can be app 1 ied to each possib:e 
pump cor::b!natinn. f'nce the cor::bined operating point for each pur::p cot::binatinr. 
has been dete:-!"'1:-tec~. the ~:ead, flolo' r;Jte, and wire-to-water efficienn· 
associat•·J with each pttmp should he cietermined. Once the he,id, flow rate, and 
elticiency of each pump ha~; heen determined, the total required kilowatt p<·~o.·er 
for the r,yster.J of purcps can be determined usin!l. the fol:a~.dng equatict.: 
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where 
k\·: 
I 
Q 
h 
y 
e = 
! Qi h y 
kW i=L 550 ei * 0.746 
h ·r n. ~.'.h 
5 St.' 
required power, kilo~o.;atts 
total number of pumps 
pump discharge, cts 
pump head, ft l 
specific weight of fluid, lb/ft 
wire-to-water efficiency, fraction 
,. 
( 3- : > i~ 1 "i 
For a giver; kilowatt decand charge and an erert;:: price riitP, t':E' rn•;r 0: «:eL 
pump CO!C'.bir.:ltion may be determined. Once the cost ol t.2c'. c·l·mhir:tti<<n l..ls 
been deterrninec, each combination may be ranked frr!'"' t71e ::-.<1St cc·~;tlv to t!1t· 
least costly. It is best to make cost comparisor.r, on .1 co·;t po2r t~nit ·:n1urc· 
basis (e.g., cents per thousand galluns, kgal). Cree this i.~~ Leen 
acconplished, the most efficient pump combination for" ~~1'-'l'l' :J,'\.' r.tte ··an he 
deten!'.ineci. 
4. ExanDle. For the combined operating point (:0r t~o·o p.1r.1::.,1 ;:<.~::-.~,;1 ~-ln-..·:1 
in Figure 3-3, detercine the total kilowatt demand and erer~v cnst o: 0 rents 
per kilowatt-hour. 
a. Pucp Head (from Figure 3-3). 
Total Pump Head = 200 ft 
b. Pump Discharge (from Figure 3-3). 
Discharbe for Pump A~ 1,000 gpm • 2.23 cfs 
Discharge for Pump B = 1,600 gpm • 3.57 cfs 
c. Pump Efficiency (from Figure 3-4). 
Efficiency for Pump A (Q ~ l,OOC gpm), e = 0.76 
Efficiency for Pump B (Q • 1,600 gpm), e = 0.78 
d. Kilowatt Demand. 
2 Qi kW ~ hy 0.746 ~ 9,310 
550 1~1 e • -sso-
1 
e. Cost. 
(127)(0.09) • $11.4/hr 
$100,127/yr 
f. Unit Cost. 
* [(~23 0. 76 + 
$1hlr.4 ( min )(1,000 gal)( hr )(100~) 
2,600 gnl kgal 60 min ---$-
• 7.3 c/kgal 
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Table 3-1 shows these calculations for several tank levels (low, medium, and 
high) and each pump and combination. In general, it is less expensive to 
operate pu~p A than pump B, and pump A and B should only be operated together 
when demands are very high. 
Pump 
Running 
A 
3 
A + 3 
3 
A + B 
. 
" B 
A + 3 
Ta9le 3-1. Unit Cost for Example Problems 
Syftem 
Curv~ Head 
·~m.J 
LO'\-.' 
LOW 
XED 
MED 
~:ED 
HIGH 
HIGH 
HIGH 
h, ft 
123 
137 
193 
138 
152 
200 
152 
166 
207 
3.49 
4.22 
2.38 
3.71 
3.29 
4.03 
2.23 
3.57 
3.10 
3.92 
2.02 
3.54 
0.68 
0.72 
0.76 
0.76 
0.70 
0.74 
0.76 
0.78 
0. 72 
0.75 
0.76 
0.78 
() 
'total 
cfs 
3.49 
4.22 
6.09 
3.29 
4.03 
5.80 
3. 10 
3.92 
5.56 
Section II: Ext~nded Period Pump Operation 
kW 
54 
68 
130 
55 
70 
127 
55 
73 
126 
¢/kgal 
5. l 
5.4 
7.2 
5.6 
5.8 
7.3 
6.0 
6.3 
7.6 
5. Qperating Policies. Althouglt the previous procedures will allow the deter-
cination of the energy consuoption and unit cost for a given set of conditions, 
the opti~al cor.bination may change as the system conditions change (e.g., tanks 
fill, der::and varles). In practice, most pun1p operations are not changed con-
tinuously but kept constant over longer periods of time (e.g., several hours). 
For example, the operator can use a table such as Table 3-l to select the least 
costly purp or combination to operate at any given time. The operator is not 
so r::uch interested in selecting the optimal combination as he is in avoiding 
very inetficient combinations. However, in some cases, an operator may want 
to cetP~ine the optimal pur.1p combination for the average set of conditions 
over ~ period of several hours. Such a procedure is presented below. 
6. F~~r 0peration Graphs. For extended pump operations the optimal pump 
cor::~i~ation for a set of pumps may be determined graphically using a pair of 
simple-pump operation graphs. The first graph is called a static head-
diccharge grapl; and contains plots of discharge versus pump static head (not 
actual head) for an individual pump or combination of pumps. The second graph 
is called a static head-unit cost graph. This graph contains plots of static 
pu~r head ~ersus the unit cost. The graphs are illustrated in Ffgure 3-5 for 
the si~ple case of a pump station with two different punps. Static head is 
used in these 1;raphs since it can be determine sir:tply by subtracting the ~o·ater 
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leve:s in the discharge and st.ction tanks. l'nlike tht' pump head, it is 
ind~tJendent of which pumps ,up operating. 
a. Static Eead-Dischart:e Craph. The static he.ll~ vt>rsus discraq;e grapl. 
is constructcu by superi~posing the composite l1ead versus discharge curve for 
each pump combir:ation on the system heac curve. Each curve can the:: he 
deve!oped by plotting the flnvs associate~ with tht> c.~bined operatin~ points 
for different values of static pump head, 
b. Stotic Head-l'nit Cost Craph. The static bt~d versus unit cost gr.1pli 
is co:1structed by plotting the unit cost associated with e,1ch disc::<Jrhe and 
pu::::p con::bination versus the corresponding static pump head. The unit cost for 
a s!ngle pump can be obtair:ed using the following equation: 
Lnit Cost (c/kgall • O.G031~hP/ei 
·~·here 
h pump head, ft 
p price of ~lectricity, c/k~~r 
:he unit cost for a multiple-pump combination Qay be obta!ned usin~ tl1e 
:ollowinf, equation: 
l'r:it Cost (c/k~al) = 0.00312hP 
0 flow rate associated with pump 1, gprn 
'i 
e overall efficier.cy associated with pump i 
. 
( '3- 2) 
(3-3) 
Exa~ple. Csing the hea~ versus discharge curves and the discharge versus 
e!fic:ienc:: curves for the two parallel pumps (purr.ps 1\ and R) show'll in Fig-
ures 3-6 and 3-7, generate static head versus discharge and static head versus 
eff~ciencv curves for the band of system-head curves fstatic heads rangin~ 
frun c:r tc 120ft) shown in FigurP 3-fJ. In generating the unit. cost curves, 
ass1::--.e .J power cost of $0. 1n/k'.-'hr. 
a. Pu:!'r A. lblng the pu~p Lead characteristic curves for pur.p A and the 
disc! .. ,:-,.:e-efficiency curves shown in Figures 3-6 and 3-7 for pump A, construct 
the :c!lowing table: 
St<ltlc 
Head Flow Head Effie ienc v rnlt Cost 
(f t) ~ (ft) (i:) (c/ke;al) _ 
no 1::70 97 O.HO J. 76 
90 1180 106 0. (', 1 4.0fJ 
100 1100 114 C.82 4. 31 
110 1020 12 2 0.81 !, • ')h 
120 940 128 O.R2 :, . 98 
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One~ the table has been constructed, the relationship between ,~L!tic head and 
discharge (static head versus discharge graph) and the relatiunsliip between 
static head and unit cost (static head versus unit cost grapl1) c~n he plotte~ 
on Figure 3-5. 
b. Pump B. Using the purr.p head characteristic curYes for ;;u::~p :\ and the 
discharge-efficiency curves shown in Figures 3-6 and 3-7 construct the fol-
lowing table: 
Static 
Head Flow Head Efficiency Unit Cost 
(ft) ~ (ft) (ft) Cc/kgal) 
80 1060 91 o. 77 3.66 
90 940 100 0.81 3.83 
100 860 108 0.83 4.03 
110 770 114 0.84 4.21 
120 610 124 0.84 4.58 
Once the table has been constructed, the relationship between static head and 
discharge and the relatio~ship between static head and unit cost can be 
plotted on Figure 3-5. 
c. Pumps A and B. Using the combined head versus discharge curve for 
pump A + B and the system head curves shown in Figure 3-6, the combined 
operating point for each static head can be obtained. For each operating 
point, the resulting total pump head can be obtained. Once this head has been 
obtained, it may be used with the individual head versus discharge and dis-
charge versus efficiency curves of each pump to deternine the corresponding 
discharges and efficiencies associated with each static head value. The unit 
cost values for the combined case may be obtained using Equation 3-3. The 
resulting values are tabulated below. 
Static Total Flow Flow Eff. 
Head Head Flow Pump A Eff. Pump B Pump B Unit Cost 
(ft) ( f t) ~ (gpm) (i.) (gpm) (%) (c/kgal) 
80 119 1, 770 1,050 0.83 720 0.84 4.44 
90 124 1,630 1,000 0.83 630 0.84 4.63 
100 128 1,520 960 0.82 560 0.84 4.82 
110 134 1,380 900 0.82 480 0.82 5.09 
120 138 1,250 880 0.82 370 0.78 5.32 
Once the relationship between the static head and discharge and the static 
head and unit cost have been determined, these values can he plotted on 
Figure 3-5. 
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8. Aprlication of Pump Opertition Graphs. Once the static head-discharge and 
the static head-unit cost graphs have been developed, they can be used to 
dete~ine the most efficient pump combination for a set of specified operating 
conditior.s over a spec1fied period of time. TI1e procedure for using the 
graphs to obtain an optimal pump combination is summarized below. 
a. Step l. Starting with an initial static head (i.e., the difference in 
water surL1ce elevation bet~o~·een the pump clearwell and the controlling 
elevated storage tank), determine the desired static head at the end of the 
desired operating period c~.g., 3 hours). The desired static head can be 
obtained by subtracting the projected clearwell surface elevation frc~ the 
desired ~urface level in the elevated storage tank. Once both static heads 
ha\"e been det..;rmined, calculate the average static head for the specified 
operatin~ period using the following equation: 
h 
av~ (Hdisi - Hsuci + Hdisf - Hsucf ) I 2.0 (3-4) 
wher~e 
h average 
3\,'b 
static head, ft 
Fdis. = initial head 
l 
in discharge tank, ft 
hsuL. initial head 
1 
in suction tank, ft 
HCisf final head in discharge tank, ft 
Hsuc final head in suction tank, ft 
t 
:fa:: heads remain constant during the specified operation period, then: 
h = Hdis - Hsuc (3-5) 
avg 
:), _?ter 2· Next, deterr.ine the total volume of water expected to be 
de~a~ded during the specified operating period. This requires knowing the use 
rate as a function of time of day, day of week, season, etc. The total amount 
of w~ter that must be supplied during the specified operating period can be 
obtained from the following equation: 
where 
v 
s 
v d 
A tank 
Hdisf 
l!disi 
c. Step 3. 
bcr>r'. determined, 
volume using the 
total volume to be supplied, ft 3 
3 total volume demanded, ft 
8.02 * ~t (hr) * Q (gpm) 
average cross-sectional area of tank, sq ft 
desired elevation of tank at end of period, ft 
elevation of tank at the beginning of the period, ft 
(3-6) 
Once the total required volume ()f water to be supplied !ta~; 
calcul<Jtc the average flow rat~· required to deliver th i,; 
following equation: 
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~.'here 
Qreq 
'.' 
s 
; 
0 
() 
'req 
the required 
total volur::e 
time period, 
C.L'S*V/T 
s 0 
average flow rate, 
to be supplied, cu 
hr 
(3-7) 
gpm 
ft 
d. Step t.. Once the average static head and the average flow rate have 
~.een deter7:ined, enter the static head versus discharge graph and draw a 
vertical line through t!.e various curves corre~ponding to the average static 
~ead for the specified operating period. ~OW' mark the points of intersection 
of this line dnd each of the pu~p co~bination curves. Each of these poinrs 
represents the average operating point of the particular pump combination 
ass~ciated W'ith the average static head. Next, nark a point on this line 
c~rres~0nding to the recuired average flow rate (see Figure 3-A). 
Sur~a!!v the required operatin~ point will not correspond to one of the actual 
•rPratin~ pcints for a particular pump combinDtion. Instead, some of the 
;0ints will he above the required point and so~e of the points will be below. 
n1e dPsired flow rate may be supplied using a combination of a point above and 
a ;)cir.t below (w!.ere each point will correspond to either an individual punp 
or a coLbination of pumps). The intersection of the static head line with the 
~Prt~cal axis of the graph (corresponding to zero flow) may also be considered 
one o: the possible points below th~ operating point. 
e. Step 5. Once the required operating point has been plotted, next 
dcter~ine all the feasible conbinations of operating points between a point 
abo'<'2 Lind a point below the required operating point (see Figure 3-9). ~ext, 
deten:1ine tr.e flow rates associated with each point. These flow rates may be 
L!eteminec directly from the vertical axis of the graph (see Figure 3-10). 
for each feasible combination of a point above and a point below the desired 
operating point, determine the percent of time required for each point in order 
to satisfy the required flow rate (see Figure 3-11). These percentages can be 
obtained by solving the following equations for f (the fraction of tine 
a 
required for the pump combination above the desired operating point) and fb 
(the fraction of tine required for the pump combination below the desired 
operating point). 
where 
({rec; Q * f + Q * f b b a a 
fb ' 0req- Qb)/(Qa- Qb) 
fa c (1 - fb) 
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f. Step 6. Using the same combination of points selected in step 5 deter-
~iite the unit costs associated with the flows for each of the operating points 
:or each conbination. These costs may be read directly from the static head-
unit graphs as shown in Figure 3-ll. 
g. Step 7. Using the unit costs obtained from step 6, determine the total 
operating cost for each of the different operating combinations using the 
following equation: 
(3-9) 
10here 
ci cost of operating combination i 
T total operating period, hours 
n 
c cost of operating combination above Qreq 
·1 
('b cost of operating combination below Qreq 
!; . Step 8. After the cost for each operating combination has been 
0~tdined, the costs can be ranked and the most cost-effective combination 
selecter!. 
9. ~xample. During the next 4 hr, an operator wishes to raise the ~ater 
leve~ in an elevated tank from 479 ft to 481 ft while the clearwell water 
level is constant at 370 ft. The average cross-sectional area of the tank is 
7,554 sq ft (50-ft radius) and the water use is 600 gpm during this time. 
~s1ng the average static head versus discharge and average static head versus 
t:nit cost curves developed in the previous example, determine the optimal pump 
cc~bination that will meet the required conditions. 
a. Step l. 
h 
avg 
Hdisf - Hsucf + Rdisi - Hsuc 1 
2.0 
b. Step 2. 
481 - 370 + 479 - 370 
2 
vd 600 gpm * 60 m/hr * 4 hr * 0.1337 cu ft/gal c 19,250 cu ft 
110 ft 
Vs Vd + Atank * (Hdisf- Hdisi) = 19,250 cu ft + 7,854 sq ft * (481 - 479) 
= 34,960 cu ft 
c. Step 3. 
0.125 * V /T = 0.125 * 34,960 cu ft/4 hr 
s 0 
d. Step 4. 
See Figures 3-9 and 3-10. 
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e. Steps 5-8. Referring to Figures 3-9 and 3-10, three different pump 
operation combinations can be identified: Pumps A+ B, Pump A and 
Pumps A + B, and Pump B and Pump A + B. For each combination, a unit 
cost must be determined: 
(1) Pumps A + B. 
Q ... b 0 (No pump on) Q = a 1,380 (Pumps A + B) 
f = 1 '092 - 1, 380 
.. 0.20 f ().80 b 0 - 1,380 a 
c = 0 c;/kgal c = 5.09 ¢/kgal b a 
Cost = 0.0006 (4) 0.2 ( 0) (0) + 0.8 (1 '380) (5.09) = $13. ·'•9 
(2) Pump A and Pumps A+ B. 
Qb 1,020 (Pump A) Qa 1,380 (Pumps A+ B) 
f = 1,092 - 1,380 0.80 f 0.20 b 1,020- 1,380 a 
c = 4.56 ¢/kgal c = 5.09 ¢/kgal b a 
Cost ... 0.0006 (4) 0.8 (1,020) (4.56) + 0.2 (1,380) (5.09) $12.30 
(3) Pump B and Pumps A+ B. 
Qb 770 gpm (Pump B) Qa 1,380 gpm (Pump A + B) 
f ... 1,092 - 1,380 
.. 0.47 f 0.53 b 770 - 1,380 a 
c .. 4.21 ¢/kgal c 5.09 ¢/kgal b a 
Cost .. 0.0006 (4) o. 47 (770) (4.21) + 0.53 (1,380) (5.09) = $12.59 
(4) Based on the costs of each of the three possible operating 
decisions, the optimal decision is the second one (e.g., run pump A 
for 4 hr and pump B for 0.8 hr). 
Section III: Computer PrograM 
10. For pump systems with one or two pumps, the static head-discharge and 
static head-unit cost graphs can be generated fairly easily without the aid of 
a computer. The various operating combinations may also be evaluated fairly 
quickly. However, the number of pumps increases the construction of the 
graphs, and the evaluation of the various combinations can become somewhat 
tedious and time consuming. In order to facilitate the construction of the 
graphs or determine the optimal operating combinations, a computer program h~s 
been developed. A complete description of the computer program is provided by 
Ormsbee and Walski (1986). 
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Pt~·!P OPEf/.A':'IO~ SCHEDt:LI:\G 
I~troJuction. Although the total energy consumption charges associated 
~o;ith a pu:r.r ,~-peratioa can be (!ecreased by improving the efficiency of int!i-
Vlriual puD?S or combinations of pumps, such measures have little inpact on 
-cecucinh the costs c1ssociatt•(! with tirre of day enerby rate schedules. The 
prima!"~ ~av to minimize the cost associated with variable electric rate scl.cd-
ules !:; throu,;h tl:e t:se of off-reDk purnpiq:; strateg:f.es. The idea behinJ off-
peak Fucpi~~ strategies is to pump the water requirerl to satisfy the peak 
syst~~ ~e~~~ds into elevated storage tanks durinh perio~s of slack ~e~and 
(•n·her. electr:cal rc1tes .:1re nornally lo~o·er). The exce:;s ~o·ater pumped during 
the sla.c~: ('err:,md period is used during periods of peak system de1'1and r.,:Len the 
.;!.ectrical rates are non:Jallv higher). The overall result o( such a polic': 
s!-:culli !:.e d .!.ower tct.>l er..;rgy cost. It sl~culd be i:::?lcriCnted if <'f'.t•q;:: ,,,1'!-
in~s exceed the cost of additional storage. 
·) ~ CrerJtir:::; Policies_. The key tc' the implcrr.er-:tation of ~ln t)I-:-pc:lil 
<"H~pi::g scrJ.tegy is the avaiL::bility of equalizit:~ sturage and the develni·:·..;; •-
of <.H'. c'pt:!.:nal ;cump operating policy. A pur:1p oper.:lti.n;· rolicv is ~:1~1'1-: J 
sched•::.e cf .,..ater le\·els that should be r:-.aintaineJ a11<~ a !'erie·' c.:· n::e'i th.lt 
dictate 'who;r: Z.:ifferent puMps should be operated in response tc di: ~er('nt ~···:­
tee:-. co:"cl:Lions. An optioal pu!!!r operating r-olicy is th<1t f'olic: "'' 1:i< 1 '.,.d l1 
"at"!.sfy all !"::stem constr.:Jints at a r:inirnurn cost. Anv opt!!".:.: ;.u:~? c·;•er:.t ir,: 
policy shrulc be fle:-:::.ble enough to adjust to temporary cLmges \r: r· ,. :·c rl"c~l 
cperatin.1~ ccr:ditio!":s (e.g., fire events, pipe breaks, etr.). 
Section I: Ortimal Pu:---:p Cperatinh I'c·:icl('s 
3. Bilckgrour:d. Although several authors Lave inve~.ti,:.Jted t! • t.·:,t 
ings th,-.t may result from modi.~ication of an existinr. ;1.rl' •'P<'r .. ~ 
very feiJ authors have atte~1pted to cevelop specific alltnrit!:r:: .. : :"r ,, ,. 
it:".proving such schedules. Due to the complexity anJ dyna;~;, c.lt!lr·· • ... 
water distribution systems, it is difficult, if not i::J["""'':'•'•·, t· • •_,.;, 
:e<:~t-cost operations procedure witLout the use nf sn:nf' t·:;o···' <'; t11:. t :. ·· 
a~borithm. Sterling and Coulheck (1975a,b) have lnvesti~:dU:c! u~ .. n,-. ' ' t' '•·[:·· 
archiill 1:1.etl1ods and <!ynamic progrmnrning in developin..; ";'tif'lal ;'' r;· ''f'"r.'t 1·, 
policies, bot!; lo'ith lir.d.te<i :;uc.cess. }:ere recent]'., :~iib\!t dnc l ,-:·~•·r· ·•"' 
develc-~ed a dynanir. progran f<•r use in an opti!'1al pu:crir~,; schec!,,;, l•·r 
r:'.u:1icir-alities l!ti:!.izing grou:.d water as their water ·.upply '-'<LTCt', ~, <' 
a~gor:.thrn ·was used to se]ert tLe hour~v operatin~ ,;cl . .:dule :11r :!.r•'•' ;'ll:'"';; • ·r 
;; s::ster. uf lK pipes with Ll single stora>;e reserv,,ir. Fc'r tl.e e> .. t~'l'~< 
applicati<·n, energ:: savir'),S of apprc>:ir:1ately 3~ percent wt·rf' ;Jchl!'':•·•!. 
'cnfnrtunately, the optimi.!l solution did not require tbe initial .\!lUI ln .. ' 
states to be eqnal. Tn addition, the proct>dure neglect,, the !r:J;>.1ct <·l r!:.ll1'~'"· 
ir. syster.: dem;;nd ;:nd pump cumblnation on the syste~ he:1d curve•:. 
4. Dvnar:1ic Progranning Approa<:h. In tile current st11dy .tn ''l'<'r<ttl<1W· :·c··•'.lr• '· 
technique known as dynamic prograii1I!Iing is us('d to devel0p an optima: i'"~l' 
operating policy. Dynamic programming is sir.1ply a technique th.Jt !·; liS(',~ t<· 
break larpe complex problems into a series of rnuch smaller Dnd siM!'ler 
E~CLOSURE 4 
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proble~s. The opti~al solution to the larger problem is then found by summing 
the optimal solutions of the smaller subproblems. For problems that meet the 
requirements of dynamic programming, the optimal solution of the larger prob-
lem Hill be equal to the solution found by summing the optimal solutions of 
the smaller subproblems. For example, the solution of the daily or weekly 
pump operation problem may be deterMined by solving for the minimum energy 
costs over a s~all period of time (e.g., 1 hour) and then summing the costs 
over the entire period. 
5. Problem Disaggregati0n. For the optimal pump operating policy problem, 
~he "large" problem corresponds to determining the desired average static head 
(and corresponding tank water level) for each time interval (i.e., 1 hour) for 
a specified operating period (usually a day). The "smaller" subproblem cor-
respo~c5 to determining the minimum cost required to obtain a desired average 
st~tic head for each time interval. Procedures for deterrining the optimal 
solution to the smaller subproblem (which pumps to run and at what cost) are 
presented in Enclosure J. Procedures for solving the larger problem are 
presented in the following sections. 
Section II: Problem Formulation 
6. Preli~inary Steps. Before the optimal pump operating policy problem can 
be solved, several prelir:linary steps must be taken. These are summarized 
below: 
a. Determination of Problem Stages. Divide the desired operational period 
ir.to discrete time intervals (usually hours). In dynamic programming 
ten:Jinology, the time intervals are known as "stages." The time intervals (or 
st~ges) are usually selected to correspond to changes in the electric rate or 
the system demand. After the operational period has been broken into ~if­
ferent stages, the system demand and electric rate associated with each stage 
should be determined. 
b. DeterMination of Problem States. Next, determine the maximum and 
rnini~~n allowable static head (i.e., difference between suction tank (clear-
we:l) water level and elevated storage tank water levels) values for each time 
ir'~erval. Once the maximum and minimum values have been determined, the range 
of values should be divided into reasonable intervals. Normally, a constant 
Lntep;al is used (usually several feet). For example, if water treatment 
plant clearwell level can fluctuate between 110 and 120 ft and elevated 
storage water level can fluctuate between 230 and 270 ft, the static head 
would range between 110 (230 - 120) and 160 ft (270 - 110) and states would be 
110, 115, 120 ... 160 ft if a 5-ft interval is used. In dynamic programming 
terminology, the variable associated with the different values of the static 
head is called a "state variable." In this case the state variable is simply 
the static head. For each f.tage (time interval), the state variable ~~·~atic 
head) may be discretizcd into severable possible values. In dynamic 
~rogr<1r;:nin~; terminology each possible value is called a "state." In mathe-
matical n1•tation an individual value of a state variable may be expressed as 
S.. where i is a stage index and j is a state index. For example, if t!.e 
l J 
static ~ead is the state variable and the sta~es are J hr lnng, s4 1 is t~e 
third pr-c~;ible state (e.g., 120ft) with stage 4 (i.e., hour !2), ·~ 
4- ~· 
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c. Const::-uction or the State Space. The larg''r overall problem ass0-
ciatcd with detemining tht:! optinal pur:'.p operatin6 pt'l iC\· c.:1n be visu.:llizt.:C: 
graphically through the construction of a "state-space dia~~ral:l." 1he state-
space dia6r.:lm is si~~ly a figure wl1iCh shows the various states (static heads) 
that can occur at the beginning and end of a partictllcr stage (ti~e interva:;. 
A potentia: state-space diagram for a proble~ involving tl:ree different static 
heads (states) and four different tirue intervals (staves\ is illustrated i~ 
Figure 4-1. Each state Sij is represented rv a circle, and each st;;ge is 
represented by a square. In this example, a ti:ne interv:11 of r. hr is usee\. 
The val~.:es of the static heads (states) are assur:1ed tn 1•,: er;u.::d to jC,(i, 200, 
and 210 r·t. It should be noted that all the inHial st.ltes are assi1-:1ed .:~ 
stage index of zero even thou~;h they represent the initial statP of stage ~. 
d. Construction of Transition Cost Matrices. The fi~al ~tep is to con-
str~.:ct a t:-ansition cost r.1atrix for each stage. This t::'.atrix shc·~o·s the cost to 
~uve fro~ a given state in cne stage to another state in the next stage. A1. 
exa~ple transition cust matrix for the first stage oi t 11c exarncle state spdce 
:.s shown in Figures 4-2 and 4-3. (Costs of infinit:: represent hycraulic,lll:. 
:r.::easible u-ansitions.) The transition cost r.atrf:.: J l J•::,tr.Jtes tl.c cost of 
::!-:e ;;u:npir..:; during stage (time interval) i required to (') .~r);·~ the tank level 
:rc~ its initial state Si-l,j to its final state Si,k In t::'atherndtical 
notation the ccst associated with each transition may be expressed as Cijk 
:he variable Cijk represents the cost associated with ti:e decision to change 
!ru~ state j at the beginning of stage i to state k at the end of stage i 
(i.e., the pumping cost required to go fron S. 1 . to S .. ). For this 1- 1 _] lJ 
?roblec the cost associated with each particular transition (the costs in each 
ce!l of the r.1atrix) can be obtained using the procedures outlined in 
Enclosure 3 or soMe other rule. In this case, the avera~e ~tatic head to be 
used with the operation curves is obtained as follows: 
where Hijk • the average static head 
i • stage index associated with the final state 
J ~ state at the beginning of stage i 
k state at the end of state i 
( 4-l) 
7he required volume to be u~,ed with the operation curves ca., be obtained in a 
si~ilar mar.r.er as follows: 
where 
V • V + A * (S - S ) ijk d tank i-l,j ik 
V • volume required due to system demand 
d 
A • average cross-sectional area of storage tank 
tank 
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Figure 4-3. Example Transition Cost Matrix 
Section III: Problem Solution 
7. Identification of Possible Operating Policies. Once the state space and 
the transition cost matrices have been constructed, a potential operating 
policy may be found by starting at a state (static head) at the beginning of 
the first stage (time interval) and drawing a path through one of the states 
(represented by the circles) associated with each of the remaining stages (see 
Figure 4-4). For this example problem, the path involves four different steps. 
Each step in the path corresponds to & decision to change from one static head 
(state) at the beginning of each time interval to another static head (state) 
at the end of the time interval. The cost of each decision may be obtained 
from the transition cost matrix for each stage. The cost associated with each 
decision path t can be obtained by simply summing the costs associated with 
each decision in the path. In mathematical notation this can be expressed as: 
(4-3) 
where j ,k dt) 
I • number of stages 
For the example operating policy, the total cost can be obtained as follows: 
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Figure 4-4. Possible Operating Policy 
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(4-4) 
8. Enumeration Strategy. One possible way to determine the optimal operating 
policy for the example problem would be to enumerate all the possible paths 
(operating policies) through the state space. However, even for this small 
pro~lem there would be 3 x 34 = 243 such paths involving 972 subproblems 
(where each subproblem consists of finding the minimum cost required to change 
from one static head to another). From a practical standpoint many of the 
paths could be eliminated if the required initial state and the final state 
are fixed. However, this would still involve 27 paths requiring the solution 
of 108 subproblems. Therefore, such an approach would quickly become com-
putationally infeasible as the number of states and stages was increased. 
9. Dynamic Programming Strategy. Instead of using a complete enumeration 
strategy to solve the optimal pump operation policy problem, dynamic pro-
gramming may be used. In order to illustrate the concepts involved in dynacic 
programming, consider the example problem shown in Figure 4-5. In this case 
only four stages are considered, where each stage corresponds to a time inter-
val of 6 hr. In addition, the static head at the beginning of the operating 
period is required to be equal to the static head at the end of the operating 
period (i.e., 200ft). During the intermediate tine intervals (stages), t~o 
additional static heads are possible (i.e., 190 and 210ft). Instead of con-
structing transition cost matrices for each stage, the cost associated with 
each decision may be shown in parentheses directly on the state-space diagram. 
As before, a cost of infinity indicates a decision that is hydraulically 
infeasible. 
a. Initial Stage. To begin the solution procedure, start at the end of 
the first stage (see Figure 4-6). For each final state associat~d with th'~ 
stage (there are three), enumerate all the possible decisions between the 
states at the end of the stage and the states at the beginning of the stnge 
(in this case there is only one at the beginning). For each possible 
decision, determine the associated cost from the transition cost matrix (in 
this case from Figure 4-5) and record the cost on the state-space diagra~ ab 
shown in Figure 4-6. Once the cost associated with each decision has been 
determined, determine the best (least costly) path that can be taken to each 
final state Sik (associated with stage i) from each initial state Si-l,j" The 
optimal path associated with each final state Sik can be indicated on the 
state-space diagram by highlighting the paths. The costs associated with each 
of these optiMal decisions should be indicated in brackets next to the corre-
sponding state, as shown in Figure 4-6. For the initial st~ge there is only 
one possible path for each of the ending states since there is only one 
beg~nning state. The cost in brackets will thus correspond to the cost of 
each of the individual decisions. 
b. Intermediate Stages. For the intermediate stages, again enumerate all 
the possible decisions (paths) between the states at the end of each stage and 
the states at the beginning of each stage. For the second and third stages of 
the example problem, there are nine possible decisions, three decisions for 
each state, as shown in Figure 4-5. Once again, determine the cost associated 
with each decision from Figure 4-5. As before, the cost ansociated with ench 
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Figure 4-5. Example Problem 
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decision is show~ in parentheses. For each ending state k, determine which 
previous state j results in the best cumulative decision. This is determined 
not by looking at the costs associated with the current decision but by 
looking at the cumulative costs associated with the current decision. The 
cut:~ulative cost for a particular decision is equal to the sum of the cost of 
the current decision (in parentheses) and the cumulative cost (in brackets) 
associated with the previous ~tate of the decision. (This use of the 
cumulative costs instead of the cost of the current decision is the key to 
dynaruic prograr::ndng.) Once the cumulative cost for each decision associated 
with a given state has been determined, find which decision yields the lowest 
cu~~lative cost for that state. The decision yielding the lowest cumulative 
cost is the optit:~al decision for that state. The optimal decision for each 
state Day be indicated on the state-space diagram by highlighting the path as 
show~ in Figures ~-7 and 4-8. The cumulative cost associated with each optim~l 
d~~ision is now reccrdeJ in brackets next to the corresponding state. The 
opt:~al solution for stage 2 is shown in Figure 4-7 while the optimal solution 
for stage J is shown in Figure 4-8. By the end of stage 3, many of the 
alternative decisions have been eliminated. 
c. Final Stage. For the final stage, repeat the same steps employed in 
the previous stages. For the example problem there is only one endinH state 
fo~ tre final stage. Once again, detert:~ine the cumulative cost associated 
with each of the three possible decisions. As before, record the minimum of 
these three in brackets next to the final state (circle). This final cost 
represents the total cost of the optimal pump operating policy. As before, 
indicate which ~ecision was used to obtain this cost by highlighting the 
as~ociated path on the state-space diagram (see Figure 4-9). After the final 
decision has been determi~ed, the optimal operating policy can be determined 
by following the emphasized path back through the state space (see Fig-
ure 4-10). By following the path back through the state space it is possible 
to identify the states (static heads) required at each time step that will 
yield the least-cost operating policy. The optimal solution for the example 
proble~ is sucmarized in Table 4-1. 
~liC:r. igh t 
6 a.rJ. 
~oon 
6 p.m. 
~adn igh t 
Tutal 
Table 4-1. Optimal Solution 
State 
200 
210 
200 
200 
200 
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Figure 4-8. Evaluation of Third Stage 
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Figure 4-9. Evaluation of Final Stage 
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Figure 4-10. Optimal Solution 
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10. Computer Program. The optimal pump operating policy problem may be 
solved using dynamic programming. For the example problem discussed in the 
previous sections, a complete enumeration strategy would require the solution 
of 108 subproblems. For the same problem, a dynamic programming strategy 
requires the solution of only 25 subproblems. As the number of states and 
stages is increased, the computational gap increases exponentially. Although 
a particular optimal pump operating policy problem could be solved graphically 
as illustrated in the previous example, such an approach would be extremely 
tedious and time consuming. (It should be reemphasized that the solution of 
each subproblem requires the solution of the optimal pump combination prob-
lem.) In order to expedite the use of dynamic programming in solving the 
optimal pump operating policy problem, the entire procedure presented above 
(including the subproblem solution procedure) has been incorporated into a 
cooputer program for easy use. 
a. Data Requirements. In order to use the optimal pump operating pro-
gram (0-POP) the following data are required: 
1) Pump head versus discharge curves for each pump. 
2) Wire-to-water efficiency curves for each pump. 
3) System head curves for each pump or combination of pumps. 
4) Average cross-sectional area or volume versus water level table 
for the elevated storage tanks. 
5) }1aximum and minimum w~ter surface elevations of the storage 
tanks. 
6) The number of states and stages (time intervals) to be used. 
7) The system demand and electric rate for each time interval 
(stage). 
b. Program Operation. Using the pump characteristic curves and the sys-
tem head curves, the computer program develops a set of pump operation curves 
for each electric rate using the procedures outlined in Enclosure 3. Using 
the pump operation curves, the program constructs transition cost matrices for 
each stage. Once the transition cost matrices have been developed, the pro-
gram enumerates all the possible transitions between the st~tes associated 
with each stage and then determines the minimum cumulative cost associated 
with each state. Once all the stages have been processed and the total mini-
mum cost has been determined, the program moves back through the state space 
in order to determine the optimal operating policy. 
c. Program Results. For a given set of input data the program will 
determine the most economical average static head (and associated tank water 
level) for each time interval (stage). In addition, the program will provide 
a ranking of the various pump combinations that will yield the desired average 
static head for each time interval. The operator may then use the results to 
select the combination that is most feasible for the system operation for each 
time interval. 
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d. Availability. A computer program to solve the dynamic programming 
problem has been developed and tested by the US Army Engineer Waterways 
Experiment Station. The program can run on an IBM-PC or compatible computer. 
For more information, contact Dr. Thomas M. Walski (WESEE-R), Comm 601-634-3931 
or FTS 542-3931. 
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APPENDIX B: DEVELOPING SYSTEM HEAD Cl'RVES 
1. Developing system head curves is a necessary step in pump sizing or 
evaluating the operation of existing pumps. A simple textbook procedure for 
developing a system head curve is to: (a) determine the lift required based 
on the difference in water level between the nearest tanks on the upstream and 
do~~stream sides of the pumps, (b) determine friction loss based on head loss 
between the upstream tank and the pump and between the pump and the downstream 
tank, and (c) add the heads at each flow rate. Such a system head curve is 
shown in Figure B1. It is based on the idealized system shown in Figure B2 
~1th the added assumption that Q = 0 • (For convenience, symbols are 
u 
defined at the conclusion of this appendix.) 
2. Virtually all example problems in engineering references (Clark, 
Viessman, and Hammer 1971; Hicks and Edwards 1971; ASCE 1975; l'lessina 1976; 
Reh 1981; Walski 19R4) contain system head curves, as shown in Figure B1. 
These system head curves are based on the assumption that there is virtually 
no water used or lost between the two tanks. This is a reasonable assumption 
for many water supply pumps and most sewage pumps. However, in some water 
distribution systems, very large quantities of water can be consumed between 
the pump and the nearest tank. In evaluating some in-place pumps in the DC 
system, the authors observed that actual system head curves could be quite 
different from those shown in Figure B1. 
3. This appendix describes why system head curves can vary signifi-
cantly from those shown in Figure Bl, illustrates some interesting special 
cases, and describes how engineers can account for these anomalies in practi-
cal design situations. 
Generalized System Head Curve 
4. Consider the water distribution system shown in Figure B2. It dif-
fers from those shown as examples in standard engineering texts in that there 
may be a significant water use (Qu) at the end of pipe segment 1. The 
difference in head between the tank upstream of the pump and a point 
* See References at the end of thi3 appendix. 
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Figure B2. Idealized system 
immediately downstream of the pump (i.e., the system head curve) can be given 
as a function of flow as 
h (Bl) 
B2 
·. 
·-
', 
•.:here 
head required at pump discharge Q, L 
difference in upstream and downstream tank 
water levels, L 
head loss coefficients for pipe segments 0, 1, 
and 2, respectively 
flow in pipe segments 0, 1, and 2, L3/T 
:i:e absolute value term is required in Equation Bl because when Qu is 
flow will actually occur from the tank toward the pump in 
;ipe segrr.ent 
S. The best way to illustrate the anomalies in system head curves is to 
plot several system head curves using reasonable values for head loss coeffi-
cients. Such curves are plotted in Figure 83 for a system with ht 50 ft 
and K 
u 0 (i.e., short suction line typical of most pumping stations). 
:;ote that the horizontal axis is pump discharge, not total water use. Water 
use Jownstream of the tank does not affect the curves. 
t> • The first observation is that only the system head curve for Q = 0 
u 
L~0~s like a typical system head curve. The other curves show unusual shapes 
r u > ~~~ :-lost nucably, the curve for K 1 = K2 and 
,tra1..;ht liL:e for pump discharges less than 25 £t 3/sec. 
Q = 25 
u 
is a 
, . •,..'hetl the flow in pipe segment 2 is toward the tank (i.e., Q2 > 0), 
till' ~:·steen head curves show a positive second derivative, as one would expect. 
is ne~ative, the shape of the curves depends on where and 
:w·~· .~.uch water is being used between the pumps and the tank. 
d. fi~ure BJ shows that when water use is at the tank (K2 = 0), the 
s·:ste:~ head curves are concave upwards. For water use midway between the tank 
~nd the pump lK 1 K2), the system head curves are linear for small values of 
pl,;:r,p dL;charge. For water use at the pump (K 1 = 0), the curves are concave 
"i. This phenomenon can also be explained using the hydraulic grade 
li.r:es ::;hown in Figure b4. For the traditional system head curve (Q = 0), the 
u 
:1::drauii.c ..:rade line slopes downward at a constant slope. As water use 
bet'..reen th"' pump and tank increases (0 < Q < Q ) , the grade line becomes 
u pump 
curveJ. As ~ater use increases even further (Q < Q ), the tank begins to pump u 
empt·:, and the hydraulic grade line becomes U-shaped. 
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Figure BJ. Sample system head curves 
Special Cases 
20 25 
10. Some special cases can help illustrate why the odd-shaped system 
head curves exist. First, consider the case in which both K0 and K1 are 
negligible in comparison with K2 (K0 ,K1 << K2). This corresponds to the 
case in which the water use is very close to the pump. For this case, Equa-
tion Bl can be simplified to 
h 
when 
PUMP 
Figure B4. Sample hydraulic grade lines 
and 
h (B2b) 
when 
This equation is plotted as Figure BS and is somewhat startling in that the 
system head curve is an inverted parabola for small values of pump discharge. 
11. The second special case occurs when K1 = K2 and K0 = 0 . For 
this case, Equation B1 reduces to 
(B3a) 
BS 
when 
and 
when 
Q 
<( 
LU 
I 
FLOW 
Figure BS. Special case system head 
curve (K0 ,K1 << K2) 
h (B3b) 
Equation B3b is plotted in Figure B6 and illustrates that for some flow rates, 
the system head curve can be a linear function of pump discharge, Q1 • 
Effest on Operating Point 
12. Since accounting for water use between the pump and tank moves the 
system head curve to the right and down, one would expect the operating point 
of the pump to move in that direction so that the pump would put out greater 
flow at lower head. Noting that Q2 = Q1 - Qu and that, in most cases, K0 
<< K1 , the system head curve (Equation Bl) can be written using the notation 
from Figure B2 as 
B6 
where 
0 
<i 
UJ 
I 
h 
FLOW 
Figure B6. Special case system head 
curve (K0 = 0, K1 = K2) 
(B4) 
13. Pump head characteristic curves can be approximated by a parabola as 
h p 
a, b, c 
h p 
head produced by pump, L 
coefficients in pump curves 
(BS) 
Tn almost all cases, the bQ 1 term is much smaller than the other terms, so 
to simplify the algebra, it will be eliminated. 
14. The operating point of a pump is the combination of flow and head 
that satisfies Equations B4 and BS simultaneously (i.e., the intersection of 
the system head and pump characteristic curves). Setting those two equations 
e jual gives the following equation: 
0 (B6) 
15. It is possible to define a dimensionless parameter u = Qu/Q 1 , 
which gives the relative amount of water consumed between the pump and tank. 
For u = 0 , no water is consumed along the line; for 0 < u < 1 , some of the 
water is consumed; for u = 1 , exactly all the water pumped is consumed 
before it reaches the tank; and for u > 1 , more water is consumed than 
pumped. Because of the absolute value function in Equation Bn, there are two 
cases to the soltition for Q1 : 
For u < 1 , 
For u > 1 
16. 
' 
Since c > h 
t 
Q1 
Q1 
c h 
t 
2 + 1) K 1 + K2(u - 2u - a 
(B7a) 
c - h 
t 
2 
- 2u + 1) K - a - K2 (u 1 
(B7b) 
(or else tne pump would not work) and K2 > 0 , the 
minimum value of Q occurs at u = 0. As u increases (i.e., more water is 
used out of the pump discharge line), the discharge from the pump increases. 
Some of the implications of this are described below: 
a. Since the discharge rate is greater and the total volume to be 
pumped remains constant, pumps will run for shorter periods of 
time if water is used near the pumps. 
b. Since the pump head characteristic curve slopes downward, the 
pump would produce less head. Th energy cost may or may not 
decrease, depending on the efficiency of the new operating 
point. If the pump was designed to operate exactly at the 
pump's best efficiency point, increasing the flow rate may 
result in greater energy costs even though the pumps run 
shorter periods of time against lower heads. This depends 
on the individual pump's efficiency curve. 
c. At the higher flow rates the pump will draw more power. In 
the case of utilities with a demand charge, the demand charge 
may be greater than estimated if some significant portion of 
the water use is near the pump. A larger driver may also be 
required. 
d. Since the net positive suction head (NPSH) required increases 
nonlinearly with flow and the NPSH available decreases 
nonlinearly with discharge (due to friction losses in suction 
piping), a pump that was designed to operate in a safe range 
B8 
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using a standard system head curve may experience cavitation 
problems if a great deal of water is used near the pump. 
Complicated Distribution Systems 
17. In the examples above, it was assumed that water consumption 
between the pump and tank could be lumped at a single point and the pipe net-
work could he represented by two pipe segments with a negligible amount of 
error. In man~ cases th~ piping system is too complicated to use such a 
simplified approximation to the real svstem. For exarple, elevated storage 
tanks mav be located on the opposite side of the demand center from the pumps. 
18. In such instances, it is necessarv to use a model of the distribu-
tion system to assist in generating the system head curve. This can be done 
bv replacing the pump, suction line, and suction storage tank (or clearwell) 
with a constant input node located at the suction tank at an elevation equal 
to the water level in that tank. The model would then be run for a number of 
input flow rates at a fixed water consumption rate. The head at the constant 
input node wu•1ld be the ordinate of the system head curve at that flow rate. 
Alternative svstem head curves could be generated for different water use 
rates (e.g., nif:httime use, average day, and peak day). 
19. The above approach can best be illustrated by an example. Consider 
the sir.ple s::stern shown in Figure B7 with a tank located at node 32 and a pump 
ar node HI. The water level at the t:ank is 200 ft above the water level of 
the suction t.:ink located at node 10. :;ormal water use is I ,000 gpm wi.th the 
use rlistributed fairly evenly among the nodes. 
~n. First, the water 11se was fixed at 100 gpm (low-use period), and the 
Input to the c:·:·:tem was varied from 0 to J, 500 gpm. The heads corresponding 
to tl;ese in;1uts are shown as the l'se = 100 line in Figure B8. The process 
wa~ repeated f0r lse = ronn (normal use) and Vse = 2000 (peak use), also 
shown on Fi~~ure BR. :\0te that these curves look a great deal like the curves 
:rn:-: the sper:.~; cases described earlier. 
Practical Implications 
· .. :r!:e t 11(' rathematicilllv interesting special cnses above illustrate 
H9 
--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rr~~~~~-r~~~~~·rr~;~~~~~T~~·~crJ~ 
PuMP 
}-------~ 21 )--------j 31 )---------1 41 
TANK 
12" )----------{ 12 l-----------l 22 )----------( 
)-------~ 23 )-------~ 33 ~-------( 43 
NOTE: DIAMETERS ARE 6" UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
LENGTHS ARE 5000' UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
Figure B7. Simple system configuration 
exactly as shown in Figures B5 and B6 in actual pump design and operation 
problems. However, the fact that system head curves are not simply the sum of 
lift and friction head is significant in water systems where there can be 
numerous large water users between the pumping station and the nearest tank. 
22. One could argue that it is unlikely that pumps will be sized to 
dLscharge less water than is being used near the pumping station. However, as 
more wat~r utilities are facing time-of-day energy pricing in which price of 
energy is highest in midday when the water usP. is greatest, the situ~~ion of 
only one or two of a large battery of pumps running at peak-use time is a more 
common occurrenc~. 
23. The significance of using simple system head curves (e.g. Fig-
ure Bl) is that e.1g~neers wilJ incorrectly determine pump operating points. 
Pumps that are sizec to perform efficientLy for traditionally shaped system 
head curves may behave inefficiently under actual conditions. In addition, 
the actual pump operating point will be to the left of the expected operating 
point, so that a pump that was sized to barely meet net positive suction head 
requirements may actually experience cavitation problems. 
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APPENDIX C: FIELD TEST RESULTS FOR DALECARLIA PUMPING STATION 
1. The field test results for the pumps in the Dalecarlia pumping sta-
tion are summarized in Tables C1-C13. (At the time of the test, Pumps 13 and 
14 were out of service and were not tested.) Each table summarizes the physi-
cal characteristics of each pump, along with the field test results, which are 
presented in eight columns. 
2. Columns 1, 2, and 5 contain measured data. The first column con-
tains the values of the pump head measured during the test. These values 
represent the difference in pressure across each pump expressed in feet of 
water. The pressure on the discharge side of the pump was obtained using a 
calibrated Bordon tube pressure gage. The pressure on the suction side of the 
pump was calculated using the elevation of the clearwell, the elevation of the 
suction line, and the head loss through the suction line. The second column 
contains the corresponding values of flow rate expressed in units of 
1,000 gallons per minute (gpm). These readings were also obtained directly 
from instrumentation in the control room. The fifth column in each table con-
tains measured values of electrical horsepower. These values were measured 
directly from instrumentation in the control room. 
3. Column 3 contains values of flow rate obtained from the manufac-
turer's pump characteristic curves. These values were determined using the 
measured values of pump head. Column 4 contains the percent difference 
between the measured flow values and the values obtained from the manufac-
turer's curves. 
4. Column 6 contains values of electrical horsepower obtained from the 
manufacturer's pump characteristic curves. These values were also determined 
using measured values of pump head. Column 7 contains the percent difference 
between the measured flow values and the values obtained from the 
manufacturer's curves. 
5. Column 8 contains the wire-to-water efficiencies obtained from the 
manufacturer's curves using the measured values of pump head. 
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Table C1 ~ ~ 
Field Test R~sults for Dalecarlia Pumping Station, Pump l 
MODEL fJ 30MClVERT CLEAR WELL 134.5 FT RATED FLOW 34800 GPM 
SERIAL II 1461376 PUMP ELEV 106 FT RATED SPEED 514 RPM 
RES ELEV 170 FT RATED HEAD 50 FT 
DATE CURVE DEVELOPED: NOV. 9, 1955 
CURVE II RY 115346 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) ( 6) (7) (8) 
Efficiency 
Measured Measured Flow from Measured EHP from from 
Head Flow Curve Percent EHP Curve Percent Curve 
(ft) ( 1000 ~n~m) ( 1000 g~) Difference (HP) (HP) Difference (%) 
52 34.38 35.00 -1.79 550 549 .18 83.4 
(") 53 35.07 34.40 l. 95 563 550 2.36 83.6 
N 
56 33.68 32.60 3.31 552 550 .36 84.1 l 62 28. 13 28.60 -1.66 543 537 1.12 84.2 
70 23.96 21.40 11.95 509 495 2.83 77.2 ~ 
1 
~ 
* 
72 19.79 20.40 -2.98 503 490 2.65 75.6 i ~ 
* 72 20.49 20.40 .42 509 490 3.88 75.6 ~ ~ 
* 
74 16.84 17.20 -2.09 476 470 l. 28 71.0 
* 74 16. 15 15.00 7.64 476 460 3.48 69.3 
* 77 13.19 10.80 22.17 469 440 6.59 62.4 
* Pumps 1 and 2 operating in combination. 
-· ~1"CK~ 
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Table C2 
Field Test Results for Dalecarlia PumEin~ Station, PumE 2 
MODEL II 30MC1VEHT CLEAR WELL 134.5 FT RATED FLOW 34800 GPM 
SERIAL II 14b137'i PUMP ELEV 106 FT RATED SPEED 514 RPM 
RES ELEV 170 FT RATED HEAD 50 FT 
DATE LTRVE DEVELOPED: NOV. 10, 1955 
CUI\\'E It RY 115347 
0) en (3) (4) ( 5) ( 6) ("1) (8) 
Efficiency 
Measured Measured Flow from Measured EHP from from 
Head Flow Curve Percent EHP Curve Percent Curve 
(ft) (1000 ~ (1000 &Em) Difference (HP) (HP) Difference (%) 
54 34.72 33.20 4.59 550 550 .oo 82.2 
n 
....., 56 33.33 32.00 4. 17 543 550 -1.27 82.4 
61 31. 25 28.80 8.51 523 542 -3.51 81.8 
66 2!).86 25.40 17.56 52 3 527 -. 76 80.2 
70 24.31 21.60 12.53 485 505 -3.96 75.6 
* 
7') 20.49 20.40 .42 496 497 -.20 73.6 
* 74 l6.H4 17.20 -2.09 472 480 -1.6 7 68.2 
* 77 1]. [ 9 10.80 2 2. 1 7 449 468 -4.06 63.0 
* Pumps 1 and 2 operatin~ in comblnation. 
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'i l 
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:>A r f.. i l "' \ · r. . I r- , ~- . , I : r . --- F } · : 
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' . I', I (h) (7) (B) 
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~ ~ O'oi u r·;~ r "rlt'f\t F t~ f' Curv" Percent Curve 
'·. 
\;1· ~Em 1 .''I[ Q£ID 1~r~r~nce \ hf ) (HP) Difference (%) 
~ .... ,_. I rr r, h ~ I s.:.J 3. 51 83.6 
'~. '' ~ ... . • a.;,.., ' ~) t) ',I )-<' ~. 77 83.6 
"' ' 
I 
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_.,.qq 
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• ~ L 73.9 
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* Pumps 4 and 6 operating in combination. 
-~ F'l 
l ~ ,' , I 
.. ~--- r"i 
\h) 
~~edsured t.hl' t n'm 
EH!' Curve 
I HI·) (HI') 
1 r '>J 11 j() 
1 (' 3!) 10..'5 
S'iU 535 
j(l )'-i l l 5 () 
ii 3 1 kW 
LAT 1-.l I F l.Ol..' 
kATEU SPEED 
I<XJT!J HEAIJ 
(7) 
Percent 
[I if terence 
:'.04 
.4<-J 
2.80 
-7.91 
• 12 
34350 GPM 
600 RPM 
145 FT 
(8) 
Efficiency 
from 
Curve 
C'O 
84.2 
82.2 
U!';D 
85.2 
74.8 
~ 
I, 
~ 
~ 
~ 
l 
l 
(") 
0' 
MODEL II 
SERIAL II 
(l) 
Measured 
Head 
(ft) 
116 
132 
'! ab 1 e C: ') 
Field Test 1\esults tur kdecarlia l'umping Stdtiun, l'ump ') 
26NA43VRT 
1461378 
DATE ClJR.\'E DEVELO!'Ell: 
CURVE it E-175566 
( 2) (3) 
Measured Flow from 
Flow Curve 
( 1000 gpm) (1000 ~ 
.ou .00 
30.56 31.80 
''LEAKWELL 
PUMP E!.EV 
kES F..LEV 
JU\E 20, l95Y 
( !; ) 
Percent 
Difference 
.00 
-3.91 
134.~ FT 
106 F1 
246 FT 
(5) 
Measured 
EHP 
(HP) 
53b 
1153 
(h) 
EHP from 
Curve 
(HP) 
460 
1132 
KATED FLOW 
KATED SPEED 
kATED HEAD 
(7) 
Percent 
Difference 
16.52 
l. 86 
34350 GPM 
600 l<J>M 
145 FT 
(8) 
Efficiency 
from 
Curve 
( %) 
UNO 
86.6 
Table ':h 
field Test Results tor Dalecarlia Pumping Station, Pump 6 
~ODEL 11 .26~A!~3VKT CLEAR WELL 134.5 FT RATED FLOW 34350 GPM 
SEK I AI. II 10:.tli 377 I'~J~U' EIEV 106 FT RATED SPEED 600 RPM 
RES ELE\' 246 FT RATED HEAD 145 FT 
DATE CLKVE DEVELOPED: DEC. 2, 19 59 
CCK\'E II E-17">770 
( 1 ) (.2) \'>l (4) (5) ( 6) (7) (8) 
Efficiency 
:-leasu red ~easured Flow from Measured EHP from from 
~~e:i~ Flow Curve Percent EHP Curve Percent Curve 
(f t) (1000 ~ ( 1000 gpm) Difference (HP) (HP) Difference ~) 
1'Hl 30. 5h ~9.30 4.29 1092 1115 -2.06 85.1 
n 
-.... lfd 21 • SJ 2 1 . 00 2.51 1005 1003 .20 84.6 
lH6 11. 11 9.00 23.46 684 685 
-. 15 66.0 
* 158 22.57 22.00 2.59 1046 1022 2.35 85.2 
* 180 12.85 13.40 -4. 13 811 810 • 12 74.8 
* Pumps 4 and 6 operating in combination. 
... · .. · .... : ...... ·-.·:·;1•:-
Table C7 
Field Test Results for Dalecarlia PumEing Station, PumE 7 
MODEL il L8~A33\'RT CLEAR\.' ELL 134.5 FT KATED FLOW i3900 GPM 
SERIAL if 146 l J1:!2 PUMP ELEV 106 FT KATED SPEED 900 RPM 
H.ES ELEV 329.7 FT RATED HEAD 220 FT 
DATE CURVE DEVELOPEJ: MARCH ll, 1959 
CURVE tl E-175493 
(l) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6) (7) (8) 
Efficiency 
Measured Measured Flow from Measured EHP from from 
Head Flow Curve Percent EHP Curve Percent Curve 
(ft) (1000 gpm) ( 1000 gpm) Difference (HP) (HP) Difference (%) 
198 18.40 16.20 13.60 925 1110 -16.67 69.6 
n 
00 260 9.03 .00 UND 382 363 5.23 UND 
* 221 14.58 14.90 -2.13 891 990 -10.00 84.2 
* Pumps 7 and 9 operating in combination. 
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'able CH ~ ,, 
'I 
Field Test Results for Dalecarlia Pumping S_tation, Pump 8 •, 
~ 
' ., 
MODEL II 18NA33VRT <:LEAPI.'ELL L34. 5 FT RATED FLOW 13900 GPM ·1 
SERIAL II 1461381 PUMP ELEV 106 FT RATED SPEED 900 RPM ~ 
RES ELEV 331.2 FT RATED HEAD 220 FT ~ 
·l j 
DATE CURVE DEVELOPED: MARCH 12, 19 59 ~ 
CURVE II E-175494 l ~ 
·~ 
(I) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6) (7) (8) j 
Efficiency 
Measured Measured Flow from Measured EHP from from 
Head Flow Curve Percent EHP Curve Percent Curve 
(f~ ( 1000 ~n~m) ( 1000 gpm) Difference (HP) (HP) Difference (%) 
198 18.40 ln. 70 10.20 912 1015 -10.15 82.2 
(") 
:1 
\C) 251 13.89 JO.HO 28.60 771 840 -8.21 81.6 
265 10.42 .00 UND 429 365 17.53 UND 
* 214 15.28 15.)0 -1.43 885 9'14 -10.97 84.6 
* 258 7.29 7.60 -4.06 402 690 -41.74 72.0 
* 263 5. 21 .00 UNO 349 365 -4.38 UND 
* Pumps 8 and 9 operating in combination. 
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Table Cll 
Field Test Results for Dalecarlia Pumping Station, Pump 11 
MODEL 11 
SERIAL II 
(1) 
Measured 
Head 
(ft)_ 
281 
350 
* 295 
** 309 
*** 325 
24NA38VRT 
1461384 
CLEARWELL 
PUMP ELEV 
RES ELEV 
DATE CURVE DEVELOPED: JUNE 18, 1959 
CURVE IJ E-175568 
(2) (3) (4) 
Measured Flow from 
Flow Curve Percent 
(1000 gpm) (1000 gpm) Difference 
23.61 22.90 3. 11 
11.46 6.60 73.61 
12.85 21.90 -41.34 
15.28 20.10 -23.99 
10.42 17.30 -39.79 
* Pumps 10 and 11 operating in combination. 
** Pumps 11 and 15 operating in combination. 
*** Pumps 10, 11, and 12 operating in combination. 
134.5 FT 
106 FT 
423.2 FT 
- (5) 
Measured 
EHP 
(HP) 
1903 
1019 
1877 
1810 
1649 
RATED FLOW 
RATED SPEED 
RATED HEAD 
-(6) --- (7) 
EHP from 
Curve Percent 
(HP) Difference 
1900 • 16 
1130 -9.82 
1860 .91 
1790 1.12 
1680 -1.85 
18750 GPM 
900 RPM 
300 FT 
(8) 
Efficiency 
from 
Curve 
(%) 
84.9 
UND 
85.9 
85.6 
84.2 
n 
..... 
w 
Table C12 
Field Test Results for Dalecarlia Pumeins Station, Pume 12 
MODEL # 24NA38VRT CLEARWELL 
SERIAL # 1461383 PUMP ELEV 
RES ELEV 
DATE CURVE DEVELOPED: JUNE 19, 1959 
CURVE fl E-175569 
(l) ( 2) (3) (4) 
Measured Measured Flow from 
Head Flow Curve Percent 
(ft) < 1000 ~em) (1000 ~em) Difference 
288 24.31 21.70 12.01 
* 302 15.28 20.30 -24.74 
** 302 15.28 20.30 -24.74 
*** 325 10.42 17.00 -38.73 
* Pumps 10 and 12 operating in combination. 
** Pumps 12 and 15 operating in combination. 
*** Pumps 10, 11, and 12 operating in combination. 
134.5 FT RATED FLOW 
106 FT RATED SPEED 
422.5 FT RATED HEAD 
(5) (6) (7) 
Measured EHP from 
EHP Curve Percent 
(HP) (HP) Difference 
1850 1870 -1.07 
1810 1818 -.44 
1810 1818 -.44 
1676 1657 1.15 
18750 GPM 
900 RPM 
300 FT 
-- t8) 
Efficiency 
from 
Curve 
(%) 
84.8 
85.3 
85.3 
84.7 
(") 
-~ 
Table C13 
Field Test Results for Dalecarlia PumEin~ Station, PumE 15 
MODEL II 24NA38VRT CLEARWELL 
SERIAL II 1461386 PUMP ELEV 
RES ELEV 
DATE CURVE DEVELOPED: JUNE 24, 1959 
CURVE II E-175572 
(1) --(2}- ---- (3) (4) 
Measured Measured Flow from 
Head Flow Curve Percent 
(~ ( 1000 &Em) ( 1000 gpm) Difference 
306 24.31 19.30 25.94 
353 10.42 .00 UND 
* 309 15.28 18.90 -19.17 
** 302 15.28 19.80 -22.84 
* Pumps 11 and 15 operating in combination. 
** Pumps 12 and 15 operating in combination. 
134.5 FT RATED FLOW 
106 FT RATED SPEED 
422.5 FT RATED HEAD 
(5) (6) (7) 
Measured EHP from 
EHP Curve Percent 
(HP) (HP) Difference 
1875 1770 5.93 
885 720 22.92 
1810 1757 3.02 
1810 1790 1.12 
18750 GPM 
900 RPM 
300 FT 
-~) 
Efficiency 
from 
Curve 
_(%) 
84.5 
UND 
84.4 
.. 
84.7 
APPENDIX D: FIELD TEST RESULTS FOR BRYANT STREET PUMPING STATION 
1. The field test results for pumps in the Bryant Street pumping sta-
tion are summarized in Tables Dl-Dll. 
Pump 1 was not tested individually.) 
(Because of operational conditions, 
Each table summarizes the physical char-
acteristics of each pump, along with the field test results, which are pre-
sented in eight columns. 
2. Column 1 contains the values of the pump head measured during the 
test. These values represent the difference in pressure across each pump 
expressed in feet of water. The pressure on the discharge side of the pump 
was obtained using a calibrated Bordon tube pressure gage. The pressure on 
the suction side of the pump was calculated using the elevation of the clear-
well, the elevation of the suction line, and the head loss through the suction 
line. Column 2 contains the corresponding values of flow rate expressed in 
units of 1,000 gallons per minute (gpm). Column 3 in each table contains 
measured values of current, expressed in amperes. Column 4 contains measured 
values of power expressed in kilovolts-ampere reactive (kvars). The current 
1nd power readings were obtained directly from instrumentation in the control 
room. For an associated voltage drop, the corresponding electrical power in 
kilowatts may be obtained using the following equation: 
Power (kW) ="(kVA) 2 - (kvar) 2 
where kVA = current (amps) * voltage (volts) The resulting values of elec-
trical power expressed in units of horsepower are given in column 5. 
3. Column 6 contains values of wire-to-water efficiency associated with 
the head, flow rate, and power readings in columns 1, 2, and 5. Column 7 
contains values of wire-to-water efficiency obtained from the manufacturer's 
pump curves using the measured pump head values in column 1. The percent 
difference between the calculated wire-to-water efficiencies and the manufac-
turtr's wire-to-water efficiency is shown in column 8. 
Dl 
t:l 
N 
Table D1 
Field Test Results for Bryant Street Pumping Station, Pump 1 
MODEL II 
MODEL # 
(1) 
Measured 
Head 
(ft) 
* 96 
26NAS43VT 
26NAS43VT 
(2) 
Measured 
Flow 
( 1000 gpm) 
25.00 
(3) 
Measured 
Current 
(AMPS) 
150 
CLEARWELL 
PUMP ELEV 
RES ELEV 
(4) 
Measured 
Power 
(KVARS) 
10 
* Pumps 1 and 3 operating in combination. 
156.5 FT 
118 FT 
250 FT 
(5) 
Measured 
Power 
(HP) 
597.47 
(6) 
Computed 
Efficiency 
(%) 
75.86 
RATED FLOW 
RATED SPEED 
RATED HEAD 
RATED POWER 
(7) 
Efficiency 
from 
Curve 
(%) 
N/A 
24300 GPM 
514 RPM 
110 FT 
800 HP 
(8) 
Percent 
Difference 
N/A 
Table D2 
Field Test Results for Br~ant Street Pum2ins Station, Pum2 2 
MODEL # 26NAS43VT CLEARWELL 156.5 FT RATED FLOW 24300 GPM 
SERIAL I 1346786 PUMP ELEV 118 FT RATED SPEED 514 RPM 
RES ELEV 250 FT RATED HEAD 110 FT 
RATED POWER 800 HP 
-(1) ( 2) (3) (4) -- -rs f - - - <6)- -- (7) (8) 
Efficiency 
Measured Measured Measured Measured Measured Computed from 
Head Flow Current Power Power Efficiency Curve Percent 
(ft) (1000 ~ (AMPS) (KVARS) (HP) (%) (%) Difference 
93 25.76 175 20 696.86 64.93 N/A N/A 
94 24.17 
0 102 22.84 
w 
132 18.14 
135 14.68 130 160 492.55 75.71 N/A N/A 
136 11.54 
142 8.25 
* 98 24.22 172 80 680.51 65.77 N/A N/A 
* 104 20.90 
* 116 18.44 165 100 649.66 62.23 N/A N/A 
* 129 15.80 
* 132 11.79 130 200 477.71 61.61 N/A N/A 
* Pumps 2 and 3 operating in combination. 
c 
l:-
Table D3 
Field Test Results for Brxant Stre~t PumEing Station, PumE 3 
MODEL I 26NAS43VT CLEARWELL 
SERIAL # 1346784 PUMP ELEV 
RES ELEV 
( 1) (2) (3) t4)-
Measured Measured Measured Measured 
Head Flow Current Power 
(ft_)- (1000 gEm) (AMPS) (KVARS) 
93 27.78 170 80 
141 .00 240 85 
* 
96 26.39 150 140 
** 
98 41.04 155 30 
** 
104 42.71 
** 
132 51.39 160 30 
* Pumps 1 and 3 operating in combination. 
** Pumps 2 and 3 operating in combination. 
156.5 FT RATED FLOW 
118 FT RATED SPEED 
250 FT RATED HEAD 
RATED POWER 
(5) (6) (7) 
Efficiency 
Measured Computed from 
Power Efficiency Curve 
(HP) (%) (%) 
672.49 72.55 N/A 
952.31 .00 N/A 
580.93 82.35 N/A 
616.75 76.98 N/A 
636.69 95.31 N/A 
24300 GPM 
514 RPM 
110 FT 
800 HP 
(8) 
Percent 
Difference 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
Table D4 
Field Test Results for Br~ant Street PumEing Station, PumE 4 
MODEL II 30MClVRT CLEARWELL 156.5 FT RATED FLOW 24300 GPM 
SERIAL II 1346781 PUMP ELEV 118 FT RATED SPEED 514 RPM 
RES ELEV NONE FT RATED HEAD 45 FT 
RATED POWER 325 HP 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Efficiency 
Measured Measured Measured Measured Measured Computed from 
Head Flow Current Power Power Efficiency Curve Percent 
(ft) (1000 ~ (AMPS) (KVARS) (HP) (%) (%) Difference 
11 37.50 60 25 237.71 33.20 N/A N/A 
77 .oo 49 50 188.69 .oo N/A N/A 
0 
VJ 
* 24 31.25 66 10 262.74 53.52 N/A N/A 
* Pumps 4 and 5 operating in combination. 
Table DS 
Field Test Results for Brxant Street PumEing Station, PumE 5 
MODEL II 30MClVRT CLEARWELL 156.5 FT RATED FLOW 24300 GPM 
SERIAL II 1346782 PUMP ELEV 118 FT RATED SPEED 514 RPM 
RES ELEV NONE FT RATED HEAD 45 FT 
RATED POWER 325 HP 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Efficiency 
Measured Measured Measured Measured Measured Computed from 
Head Flow Current Power Power Efficiency Curve Percent 
(f;L_ ( 1000 SEID) (AMPS) (KVARS) (HP) (%) (%) Difference 
11 37.50 35 69 121.16 65.14 N/A N/A 
45 27.78 74 100 277.32 84.33 N/A N/A 
0 79 .00 64 140 213.08 .oo N/A N/A a-
* 24 31.94 72 70 278.15 51.68 N/A N/A 
* Pumps 4 and 5 operating in combination. 
Table [)~ 
Field Test Results for Br~ant Street PumEins Station, PumE 6 
MODEL II 30MC1VRT CLEARWELL 156.5 FT HATED FLOW 24300 GPM 
SERIAL II 1346783 PUMP ELEV ll H FT 1\ATED SPEED 514 RPM 
RES ELEV NONE FT 1\ATED HEAD 45 FT 
HATED POWER 325 HP 
DATE CURVE DEVELOPED: JULY 19, 1951 
CURVE If E-121814 
(1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6) (7) (8) 
Efficiency 
Measured t-leasured Measured Measured Measured Computed from 
Head Flow Current Power Power Efficiency Curve Percent 
(f!L_ ( 1000 gEm) (AMPS) (KVARS) (HP) (%) (%) Difference 
12 38.89 60 bO 231.37 39.04 37 5.50 
0 
--.J 1 7 37.57 60 70 228.54 52.49 41.5 26.49 
38 32.28 66 50 258. l3 88.94 78 14.02 
54 30. 13 
63 23.19 
84 .00 56 80 208.25 .00 0 UND 
', 
~· .... a e « 2 .e~ -.r_..-~.---~____. 
Table D7 
Field Test Results for Brlant Street PumEins Station, PumE 7 
MODEL II 24MA38VRT CLEARWELL 156.5 FT RATED FLOW 17350 GPM 
SERIAL If 1346787 PUMP ELEV 118 FT RATED SPEED 720 RPM 
RES ELEV 332.5 FT RATED HEAD 210 FT 
RATED POWER 1100 HP 
DATE CCRVE DEVELOPED: DEC. 15, 1950 
CURVE II E-121303 
{l) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6) (7) ( 8) 
Efficiency 
Measured Measured Measured Measured Measured Computed from 
Head Flow Current Power Power Efficiency Curve Percent 
(ft) ( lOOO gpm) ( A."1PS) (KVARS) (HP) (%) (%) Difference 
-
183 16.20 210 -130 826.42 67.73 85 -20.32 
0 186 16.07 210 -110 829.32 67.78 82.5 -17.84 CD 
188 17.79 200 -110 789.11 79.85 83 -3.79 
253 3.92 flO 110 299.11 62.34 46.5 34.07 
c 
'-C 
~IUD E I. 'I 
SE!\ I ,\J. t 
(l) 
~1ea su red 
Head 
(~ 
!76 
l'iO 
Table llh 
Field Test k .. sults tor Hrvant Str-eet l'umping Station, Pump b 
.·:.~G\ 'f;\'i{T 
I \"'t' 7HS 
DATE l:L'KVE DEVELOP EO: 
CUb:VE II E-U IJ4 7 
U) (3) 
Heasured l'!easured 
Flow Current 
(lOOU gprn) (AMPS) 
15.:..'8 230 
.00 160 
CLEAR.\-.' ELL 
I'UMP ELEV 
RES ~:u:v 
JAN. 4, 1':)51 
(4) 
~Ieasure 
Power 
(KVARS) 
150 
370 
I 5'•. 'i FT EATED FLOW 
llH FT !~'\.TED SPEED 
13:.:. r) FT RATED HEAD 
I<ATED POWER 
( 5) (6) (7) 
Efficiency 
Heasured Computed from 
Power Efficiency Curve 
(HP) (%) 
_(%) 
9()). 89 56. 18 79.3 
51':).01 .00 N/A 
17350 GPM 
720 RPM 
210 FT 
1100 HP 
(8) 
Percent 
Difference 
-29.15 
N/A 
Table 09 
Field Test Results for Br~ant Street PumEing Station, PumE 9 
MODEL II 18NA37VRT CLEAR WELL 156.5 FT RATED FLOW 10040 GPM 
SERIAL II 1346789 PUMP ELEV 118 FT RATED SPEED 900 RPM 
RES ELEV 420. 7 FT RATED HEAD 310 FT 
RATED POWER 1000 HP 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Efficiency 
Measured Measured Measured Measured Measured Computed from 
Head Flow Current Power Power Efficiency Curve Percent 
(fE.l_ (1000 sEm) (AMPS) (KVARS) (HP) ( %) ___G) Difference 
269 11.81 200 120 787.65 75.93 N/A t\/A 
343 3.47 185 200 709. )3 31.62 ':>/A N/A 
t:1 352 .00 110 340 276.45 .oo 'N/A N/A 
-0 
Table D10 
Field Test Results for Brlant Street PumEing Station, PumE 10 
MODEL # l8NA37VRT CLEARWELL 156.5 FT RATED FLOW 
SERIAL f1 1346790 PUMP ELEV 118 FT RATED SPEED 
RES ELEV 420.7 FT RATED HEAD 
RATED POWER 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) ( 6) (7) 
Efficiency 
Measured Measured Measured Measured Measured Computed from 
Head Flow Current Power Power Efficiency Curve 
(f!L_ ( 1000 gEm) (AMPS) (KVARS) (HP) ( i.) (7.) 
273 10.82 210 160 821. 14 67.90 N/A 
280 10.72 205 190 794.25 71.28 N/A 
t;:) 317 10.28 190 ,._ 210 727.19 84.58 N/A 
,._ 
343 6. 14 140 300 470.16 84.34 'I./A 
350 3.23 130 300 422. 14 50.41 N/A 
352 2.43 lOS 320 269.38 59.8') N/A 
10040 GPM 
900 RPM 
310 FT 
1000 HP 
(8) 
Percent 
Difference 
ti./A 
N/A 
':'./A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
• l 
I 
I 
.· .. -., 
Table D1l 
Field Test Results for Br~ant Street Pum£ing Station, PumE 11 
MODEL II SIZE 20x18 TYPE SG CLEARWELL 156.5 FT RATED FLOW 13900 GPM 
SERIAL II 23564 23565 PUMP ELEV 118 FT RATED SPEED 720 RPM 
RES ELEV 420.7 FT RATED HEAD 155 FT 
AATED POWER 325 HP 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Efficiency 
Measured Measured Measured Measured Measured Computed from 
Head Flow Current Power Power Efficiency Curve Percent 
(!&___ (1000 gpm) (AMPS) (KVARS) (HP) (%) ~) Difference 
283 11.81 240 210 932.74 67.42 N/A N/A 
387 .00 iSS 400 470.40 .oo N/A N/A 
0 
-N 
-.;::.-. f '!.4;_ !$:i~p:.&i?.1ih?:£?£?R' b(,"•c">,"•iAt?) &e3$(55'$ff&lfit?f'Tr'?"G3?!5TEG« ifzd•rnr r NfY"•nm 7 5 R l 
APPENDIX E: PCP - Pl~P COMBINATION PROGRAM 
1. The pump combination program enumerates and ranks the various feasi-
ble pump combinations required to meet a specified system demand for a given 
average tank level (over time) and may be used to develop cost operation 
curves for use with the tank ope1ation program (TOP). To rank the various 
pump combinations, five main types of input data are required: the physical 
description of the controlling tank, the initial and final tank levels, the 
time interval, the average system demand, and a set of pump operation curves 
for each pump combination. 
2. Two sets of three pump operation curves are required as input for 
each pump combination. The firsc set of curves (TLF curves) is used to 
approximate the hydraulics of the system for each different pump combination. 
Each curve describes the variation in pump flow for an associated tank level 
and system demand. The second set of pump operation curves (TLC curves) is 
used to approximate the pump operation costs associated with each different 
pump combination. Each curve describes the variation in cost for an associ-
ated tank level and system demand. In the computer program, each curve is 
obtained by fitting a quadratic curve through three different data points 
supplied by the user. 
3. The pump combination program is written in Fortran and is run in a 
batch mode. Input to the program is read from a user-supplied data file, and 
output is directed to a user-supplied output file. Data input instructions 
for PfP are given in Table El. The first card identifies the duration of the 
specified operating period, the electric rate and average system demand for 
~he period, and the number of pump combinations to be considered. The second 
card is used to specify the tank area, the initial and final tank elevations, 
and the three system demands that correspond to the three pump operation 
curves. 
4. Cards Nl, Ql, Ci, Q2, C2, Q3, and C3 are repeated for each pump 
combination. Card Nl identifies each pum? combination with a set of numbers. 
For each combination, the associated pumps are indicated by inputing a nonneg-
ative number in the corresponding data field. 
5. The next three sets of cards are used to describe the pump operation 
curves (TLF and TLC curves) for each pump combination. Cards Ql and Cl are 
El 
Data InEut 
Card 
Group Format Column 
C1 2X 1-2 
F8.0 3-10 
F10.0 ll-20 
F10.0 21-30 
IlO. 0 31-40 
I10.0 41-50 
C2 2X 1-2 
FlO. 0 3-10 
FlO.O 11-20 
F10.0 21-30 
F10.0 31-40 
F10.0 41-50 
F10.0 51-60 
N1 2X 1-2 
I3.0 3-5 
I5.0 6-10 
I5.0 11-15 
I5.0 16-20 
I5.0 21-25 
Table E1 
Instructions for PCP 
Descri;Etion 
Card Group Identifier 
Time Interval (hr) 
Electric Rate (¢/kWhr) 
System Demand (gpm) 
Number of Pump Combinations 
Debug Flag 
Card Group Identifier 
Total Area of Tanks (sq ft) 
Initial T&nk Elevation (ft) 
Final Tank Elevation (ft) 
Maximum System Demand (gpm) 
Medium System Demand (gpm) 
Minimum System Demand (gpm) 
Repeat Cards Nl, Q1, Cl, Q2, 
C2, Q3, C3 for each pump 
combination I = 1, NCOMB 
Card Group Identifier 
Pump ID II 
Pump 2 ID fl 
Pump 3 ID fl 
Pump 4 ID n 
Pump 5 ID n 
(Continued) 
E2 
Variable 
Name 
DTIME 
PKWHR 
QDEM 
NCOMB 
IBUG 
A TANK 
ETANK 
FTANK 
QMAXD 
QMIDD 
QMIND 
NNPC(I,l) 
NNPC(I,2) 
NNPC(I,3) 
NNPC(I,4) 
NNPC(I, 5) 
(Sheet 1 of 4) 
Table El (Continued) 
Card Variable 
Group Format Column Description Name 
IlO. 0 26-30 Pump 6 ID II NNPC (I, 6) 
IlO.O 31-35 Pump 7 ID l/ NNPC(I, 7) 
IlO.O 36-40 Pump 8 ID II NNPC (I, 8) 
Static Head vs. Flow Rate 
Curve for QMAXD 
Ql 2X 1-2 Card Group Identifier 
FB.O 3-10 First Static Head (ft) Xl 
FlO. 0 11-20 First Flow Rate (gpm) Y1 
FlO.O 21-30 Second Static Head (ft) X2 
FlO.O 31-40 Second Flow Rate (gpm) Y2 
F10.0 41-50 Third Static Head (ft) X3 
FIO.O 51-60 Third Flow Rate (gpm) Y3 
Static Head vs. Unit Cost 
Curve for QMAXD 
C1 2X 1-2 Card Group Identifier 
FB.O 3-10 First Static Head (ft) Xl 
FlO.O 11-20 First Unit Cost (¢/kgal/hr) Yl 
FlO.O 21-30 Second Static Head (ft) X2 
FlO.O 31-40 Second Unit Cost (¢/kgal/hr) Y2 
FlO.O 41-50 Third Static Head (ft) X3 
F10.0 51-60 Third Unit Cost (¢/kgal/hr) Y3 
(Continued) 
(Sheet 2 of 4) 
E3 
c .. rd 
Group 
Q2 
C2 
Q3 
Format 
2X 
FB.O 
F10.0 
F10.0 
F10.0 
F10.0 
F10.0 
2X 
FB.O 
F10.0 
F10.0 
F10.0 
F10.0 
F10.0 
2X 
FB.O 
FlO. 0 
Table E1 (Continued) 
Column 
1-2 
3-10 
ll-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
1-2 
3-10 
ll-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
1-2 
3-10 
11-20 
Description 
Static Head vs. Flow Rate 
Curve for QMIDD 
Card Group Identifier 
First Static Head (ft) 
First Flow Rate (gpm) 
Second Static Head (ft) 
Second Flow Rate (gpm) 
Third Static Head (ft) 
Third Flow Rate (gpm) 
Static Head vs. Unit Cost 
Curve for QMIDD 
Card Group Identifier 
First Static Head (ft) 
First Unit Cost (¢/kgal/hr) 
Second Static Head (ft) 
Second Unit Cost (¢/kgal/hr' 
Third Static Head (ft) 
Third Unit Cost (¢/kgal/hr) 
Static Head vs. Flow Rate 
Curve for QMIND 
Card Group Identifier 
First Static Head (ft) 
First Flow Rate (gpm) 
(Continued) 
E4 
Variable 
XI 
Y1 
X2 
Y2 
X3 
Y3 
X1 
Y1 
X2 
Y2 
X3 
Y3 
X1 
Y1 
Name 
(Sheet 3 of 4) 
Table E1 (Concluded) 
Card Variable 
Gro~ Format Column Description Name 
F10,0 21-30 Second Static Head (ft) X2 
FlO.O 31-40 Second Flow Rate (gpm) Y2 
F10.0 41-50 Third Static Head (ft) X3 
F10.0 51-60 Third Flow Rate (gpm) Y3 
Static Head vs. Unit Cost 
Curve for QMIND 
C3 2X l-2 Card Group Identifier 
F8.0 3-10 First Static Head (ft) Xl 
F10.0 11-20 First Unit Cost (c/kgal/hr) Yl 
F10.0 21-30 Second Static Head (ft) X2 
FlO.O 31-40 Second Unit Cost (¢/kgal/hr) Y2 
FIO.O 41-50 Third Static Head (ft) X3 
FlO. 0 51-60 Third Unit Cost (c/kgal/hr) Y3 
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used to describe the tank level versus discharge and tank level versus unit 
cost curves for the operating condition corresponding to ~ maximum svstem 
demand of Q~~xn. These cards are used to describe the top curv~ of the three 
n.F and TU' curves associated with each pump combination. Cards 1'.' and C~ are 
11sed to describe the tank level versus discharge and tank level versus unit 
cost curves for the operating condition corresponding to an average system 
demand of i.l~IDD. These cards are used to describe the middle curve of the 
rl~!'"<>P :·r F and TLC curves associated with each pump combination. Finally, 
car,ls ~3 and CJ are used to describe the tank level versus discharge and tank 
level versus unit cost curves for the operating condition corresponding to an 
average svstem demand of QMIND. These cards are used to describe the lower 
curve of the three TI.F ~nd TLC curves associated with each pump combination 
(see Figures El and E2). 
6. A complete listing of the program is provided as Figure E3. A typi-
cal input data file is shown in Figure E4. A typical output data file is 
shown in Figure ES. 
E6 
TANK LEVEL. FT 
Figure El. Tank level versus pump discharge (TLF curves) 
TANK LEVEL. FT 
Figure E2. Tank level versus unit cost (TLC curves) 
E7 
c 
c 
c 
c 
201 
202 
c 
2 
3 
c 
c 
********************************** 
* PCP - PUMP COMBINATION PROGRAM * 
* • 
* AUTHOR - LINDELL E. ORMSBEE * 
* * 
* LATEST REVISION 12/1/86 * 
********************************** 
THIS PR~GRAM ~ILL L~TERMINE THE MOST EFFICIENT COMBINATION 
OF P~MPS REQUIRED TO SATISFY A GIVEN SYSTEM DEMAND AND AVG 
STATIC HEAD. 
FOR EACH COMBINATION OF PUMPS A STATIC HEAD VS DISCHARGE 
AND A STATIC HEAD VS UNIT C8ST CURVE ARE REQUIRED. THESE 
CURVES MAY BE GENERATED USING THE PROCEDURES GIVEN IN 
APPE~W I X C. 
CCMMCN!EL~l/ XO,VO,Xl,V!,X2,~2,Cl,C2,C3 
DIMENSICN NNPC1100,61,QP11001 1 CPI!OOI~CCSTI1001 
C!"':::',SIC~J ax <21. 311 ex 121,31, CM( 21,31 ~CM< 21 I 31 ,QN<21, 31 ,CN<21 ,::n 
D!ME~~S;CcJ QBI 1001 ,CBI !COl ,CA< 1001 ,CAl 1001, !API 1001, !BPI 1001 
D!r'~E';SIC'J !ACI 1001, IECI 1001 ,CCA< 1001 ,DCBI 1001 ,FCAI 1001 ,FCBI 1001 
C·!ME~<S!C:'J CCAI 1001 ,CC::BI 1001 ,C:RAI 1001 ,CRB< 1001 
CHARACTE~•14 F!LDT,FILlN 
REAL xo' YO I X 1, 'II' X2' Y2 
FCR~ATI!10l 
FORMATIF10.01 
WRITE<•, 1 l 
FORMAT<'/ INPUT NAME OF INPUT F!LE'/l 
READ I •, 3 l FILl N 
~RITE1•,2l 
FORMAT<'/ INPUT NAME OF OUTPUT FILE'/) 
READ<•,3lF!LOT 
FORMATIA14l 
OPEN15,FILE=FiliN,STATUS='OLD'l 
OPEN16,FILE=F4LOT,STATUS='NEW'l 
c **************** 
C • READ IN DATA * 
c **************** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
DTIME = TIME INTERVAL IHRSl 
PKWHR ELECTRIC RATE (C/K~HRl 
ODEM = SYSTEM DEMAND 
NCOMB = NUMBER OF PUMP COMBINATIONS 
DEBUG = DEBUG FLAG <O=NORMAL OUTPUT, 
REAO<S,41DTIME,PKWHR,QOEM,NCOMB,I8UG 
!=EXTENDED OUTPUTl 
Figure E3. Program listing for PCP (Sheet 1 of 7) 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
4 
5 
FOR~AT<2X,F8.0,2F10.0,2Il0l 
A TANK AREA OF CONTROLLING TANK 
ETANK INITIAL TANK ELEVATION 
FTANK = FINAL TANK ELEVATION 
QMAXD MAXIMUM SYSTEM DEMAND 
QMIDD ~EDIAN SYSTEM DEMAND 
QMINO MINIMUM SYSTEM DEMAND 
REA0<5,5lATANK,ETANK,FTANK,QMAXD,QMIDD,QMINO 
FCR~ATI2X,F8.0,5FlO.Ol 
HAVG=<ET;.~;K~FTANKl 12.0 
GSTR=<FT;.\(-ETANKI•ATA~~·~~8.8/IOTI~E•3600.0l 
QREO=QD:;:~~·CSTR 
IF(CRED.-E.O.OJGCTO 200 
Cl=O.O 
C2=0.0 
C3=0.0 
DO 7 ! = l, 6 
NNPCIJJ,!l=O 
7 COI\T I :'Jt..:E 
READ lN STATIC HEAD VS DISCHARGE CURVES X = H, Y 
STATIC HEAD VS UNIT COST CURVES X = H, Y 
~CR F~CW VAL~ES CF CMAXD, OMIDD, QM!ND 
8 FORMATI2X,!3,7!5l 
9 FORMATI2X,FB.0,5FlO.Ol 
DO 12 I= 1 , rJCOMB 
READI5,8l INNPCI I ,Jl ,J=I ,Sl 
READ I 5, o > XO, YO, X 1, Y 1, X2, Y2 
CALL SC~RVEIIBt..:G> 
QXII,ll=CI 
QXI I ,2>=C2 
QXII,3l=C3 
READ< 5, 9 > XO, YO, X 1, Y I, X2, Y2 
CALL SCCRVE<lBUGl 
CXI!,ll=CI 
CXI!,2l=C2 
CX<I,3l=C3 
READ\5,9>XO,'iO,X\ ,Y!,X2,Y2 
CALL SC~RVE<!BUG> 
QM I I, 1 l =C l 
QM< I, 2 l =C2 
QMI I ,31=[3 
READI5,9lXO,YO,Xl,Yl,X2,Y2 
CALL SCCRVEI!BUGI 
Figure EJ. (Sheet 2 of 7) 
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a 
c 
·. 
12 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
CM (I I 1) =C 1 
CM< I 12 l =C2 
CM< I 13l=C3 
READI5 19lX0 1Y0 1X1 1Y1 1X2 1Y2 
CALL SCURVE<ISUGl 
QNIII1l=Cl 
QNIII2l=C2 
QNIII3l=C3 
READI5,9lXO,YO,Xl,Yl,X2,Y2 
CALL SCURVE<ISUGl 
CN (I I 1 ) =C 1 
CN<I,2l=C2 
CN (I I 3) =C3 
CONTINUE 
• DETERMINE FLOW AND COST FCR • 
* EACH PUMP COMBINATION • 
******************************* 
HAV2=HAVG**2 
C QDELT=<QDEM-QMINDl/IQMAXD-QMINDl 
c 
c 
c 
DO 16 I=l,NCOMS 
OSUM=v.O 
CSUM=O.O 
QPN=QN<I,ll+(QN(!,2l•HAVGl+IQNII,3l•HAV2l 
QPM=QM I I , 1 l + (QM <I , 2 l •HAVG l +I OM\ I , 3 l •HAV2 l 
QPX=QXII,lJ+(QXII,2l•HAVGl+IQXII,3l•HAV2l 
C SET X'S AND Y'S TO DEMAND AND FLCWRATE 
XO=QMAXD 
YO=QPX 
Xl=OMIDD 
Yl=QPM 
X2=QMIND 
Y2=QPN 
c 
C CALL CURVE FITTING ROUTINE 
CALL SCURVE<IBUGl 
QP<Il=C1 + C2•DDEM + C3•DDEM•DDEM 
C QPIIl=QPN+(IQPX-QPNl•QDELTl 
c 
'= 
CPN=CN<I,ll+ICNII 12l•HAVGl+ICN<I,3l•HAV2l 
CPM=CM < I, 1 l + < Ct"' <I , 2 l •HAVG l + < CM < I , 3 l •HAV2 l 
ePx=eX <I, 1 l +I ex< I, 2 l •HAVG l +I ex< I, 3 l •HAV2 l 
C SET X'S ANDY'S TO CEMAND AND FLOWRATE 
XO=QMAXD 
YO=ePx 
Xl=OMIDD 
Y1=CPM 
Figure EJ. (Sheet 3 of 7) 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
G9 
c 
lb 
c 
c 
X2=Q:'1I~JD 
Y2=CPN 
CA~L CURVE FITTING ROUTINE 
CALL S~URVE< !BUGl 
CP<I>=Cl + C2•QDEM + C3•0DEM+QDEM 
CP <I l =CP~J+ < < CPX-CPN l +QDEL T l 
IF< ;s:~G.GE.l lWH!TE<6,99l I ,C:REQ,QP< I l ,CP< I l 
C'Cn~AT1' : ,c;REJ, C:P< l l, CP< I) ', I5,3Fl0.2l 
CCNT! ~~l.JE 
!A=O 
!2=1 
G3(!l=0.0 
CS\ll=O.C 
I ::;;o (I l =·.::"2+: 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C • SE;oARATE c:~SJ~ATICNS INTO TWO • 
c • GRCLPS; TM:SE ~ECVE A~D T~OSE * 
C * EELCW T~E CFERATI~G POINT • 
c 
c 
c 
******•··························· 
DO 20 I= 1 , ~<C:~.B 
IF<QP<Il.LE.QREQlGOTO 19 
IA=IA+l 
I AP < \A l =I 
QA<IAl=QP<!l 
CA<IAl=CP<ll 
GO TO 20 
18 IB=IS•l 
I 8P < I 8 l =I 
08 < I 8 l =QP < l l 
CB< !Bl=CP( I l 
20 CCrH !NUE 
JF<IA.LE.OlGD TO 300 
c ················~········· C + ENU~ERATE THE POSSIBLE • 
C + COM8l~JAT!CtJS OF PUMP • 
c • CCMBl.'JATrC;S * c •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c 
!C=O 
CCJ 24 I= 1 , l A 
CO 22 J=l,JB 
JC-=!C+l 
F 8 = ( r; '-<. E J- 0 A ( l ! ! I ( ::; El ( ] I -::; (, r ! l l 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
97 
96 
95 
22 
24 
26 
FA=< 1-FBl 
lAC< I l==lAP! I l 
I 8': I I C >"I SP <J l 
\:iC~! IC:>'=OA< I> 
"CB<IC>==OS<J> 
FCA< lCl'=FA 
FCB< IC>==FB 
CRA!IC>=CA<I> 
CRB<IC>==CS<J> 
CCA: !C> = .O·;:J06•0T !ME•PKI.iHR•FA•CA< I l •O·<~: l 
CCB<lC>=.0006•0TI~E•PK~HR•F8•C8<J>•OB<Jl 
COST! IC>=CCA< IC>•CCB< ICl 
IF< :au3.GE. l l:..:RI TE < 6,97> IC,COST< IC 1 
IF< l3UG.GE.l11-1R!TE<6,96l !.:OC< !Cl ,CC.:'d !Cl ,FC~( !::' .:::.:. :::: ,::;;.-.< ICJ 
IF< IEUG.GE. I ~~RITE< 6,95 > IEC< IC l ,:;C!;I !C l .FCE '·::: l, :::;:; 1! C.,:~.:: I l C l 
FORMAT< 'I C, C8S T' , !5, F 10.2 l 
FOR~~T<'l~C,GCA,FCA,CCA,C~A',!S,4Fl0.21 
FORMAT<' ISc,;:;:aJCB.CCB.CRB', !5,o..F!0.21 
CONT !NUE 
CONTINUE 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
• SORT AND RANK THE • 
• COMBINATIONS • 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
JUMP = !C 
JUMP=JUMP/2 
IF!JUMP.ED.O>GU TO 90 
J2=IC-JUt'IP 
DO 30 J=l,J2 
I=J 
28 J3=l+JUMP 
IF<COST!ll.LE.COST<J3llGO TO 30 
CALL SWAP<COST<Il,COST<J3ll 
CALL SWAP<OCA!ll,QCA<J3ll 
CALL SWAPCQC8!ll,QCB<J3ll 
CALL SWAP<FCA<ll,FCA<J3>> 
CALL SWAP<FCB<I>,FCB<J3ll 
CALL SWAPCCCA<I>,CCA<J3JJ 
CALL SWAP<CCB<ll ,CCB!J3ll 
CALL SWAP<IAC<Il,IAC<J3ll 
CALL SWAP<IBC<Il,!BC<J3l> 
CALL SWAP<CRA!ll,CRA<J3Jl 
CALL SWAP!CR8C!l,CR8<J3ll 
I=I-JUMP 
IF<I.GT.O>GO TO 28 
30 CONTINUE 
GOTO 26 
c •••••••••••••••••• 
C • OUTPUT RESULTS • 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
•••••••••••••••••• 
90 I.IRITE < 6,401 
I.IRITE<6,41 lHAVG 
WRITE<6,42lODEM 
I.IRITE<6,51lOREQ 
WRITE!6,43lPKWHR 
WRITE<6,44lDTIME 
40 FOR~AT <' PUMP EFFICIENV PROGRAM • I) 
41 
42 
51 
43 
0:.4 
FC:Rr-<;.T \' AVG STATIC HEAD 
FCRMHT <' S'ISTEM DEMAND 
FCRMAT < ' PUMP DEMAND 
FCR~AT < ' KILCWATT RATE 
FC::;MAT (' TI:"'E !NTERVAL 
CO~J:=t,IC 
~R!TE<6,45li,:OST<ll 
<GPMl 
<GPM> 
45 FORMAT!//' SCLUTION NUMBER 
J=IA:< I l 
K=!EC<!l 
= 
. 
1 Fl0.2> 
= 
. 
,F10.2l 
= • ,Fl0.2l 
= 
. 
,F10.2> 
= 
. 
,F10.2/l 
',IS,' TOTAL COST ',F!0.21l 
wRITE<6,46l <~.'<PC<J,Jl l ,Jl=l ,6l ,D:::A< I l,FCA< I l ,CPA< I l ,CCA< I l 
wRJTE<6,47J <~;NPC<K,Kl l ,Kl=l ,61 ,O:E< I l ,FCS< I l ,CR8 1 I l ,C:S< I l 
(.6 F:R~AT(' FL;~FS = ',612,' FL~~ ',F8.2,' P ',F4.2,· C ":;HI,_ 
•6.2,' CCST = ',F9.2l 
47 FORMAT<' PUMPS= ',6!2,' FLC~ 
•6.2,' C8ST = ',F8.2> 
50 CO~H I ''L:E 
GO TO 500 
200 WRITE< 6,48 l 
',F8.2,' P 
48 FORMAT!' SYSTEM DEMANDS SATISFIED BY TANK- NO PUMP NECESSARY') 
GO TO 500 
300 WRITE<6,49l 
49 FORMAT!' ALL PUMP CAPACITIES TOO LOW FOR REQUIRED DEMAND'l 
500 CONTINUE 
END 
c ••••••••••••••••••• 
C • SUBROUTINE SWAP • 
c ••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE SWAP<A,Sl 
REAL A,S,!-'GLD 
HOLD-=A 
A=B 
B=HCLD 
RETUR~J 
EtJO 
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c 
c ••••••••••••••••••••• 
C * SUBROUTINE SCURVE • 
c ••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE SCURVE<IBUGl 
COHMON/BLK1/XO,YO,Xl,Yl,X2,Y2,C1,C2,C3 
REAL XO,YO,Xl,Yl,X2,Y2 
DOUBLE PRECISION RO,Rl,R2 
IF< IEL!G.GE.l HJRITE<6, 1 l 
FORMAT<' ENTER SCURVE 'l 
IF ( I BUG. GE. 1 l WRITE< 6, 2 l X 0, YO, X 1 , Y 1 , X2, Y2 
2 FORMAT<' XO,YO,Xl,Yl,x2,Y2 ',6F14.6l 
XXO=<XO-X1l•<XO-X2l 
RO=YO/XXO 
XX1=<X1-XO>•<X1-X2l 
R1=Y1/XX1 
XX2=<X2-XO>•<X2-X1l 
R2=Y2/XX2 
Cl=RO•Xl•X2+R1+XO+X2+R2•XO•X1 
C2= < -RO• <X 1 +X2 l l- < R 1 * < XO+X2 l l- ( R2 * < XO +X 1 l l 
C3=RO+Rl+R2 
3 FORMAT<' EXIT SCURVE 'l 
IF<IEUG.GE.llWRITE<6,4lXXO,XX1,X~2 
4 FORMAT<' XXO,XX1,XX2 ',3F12.6l 
IF<IBUG.GE.llWRITE<6,5lRO,Rl,R2,Cl,C2,C3 
5 FORMAT<' RO,Rl,R2,Cl,C2,C3 ',6F12.6l 
IF<IBUG.GE.llWRITE<6,3l 
RETURN 
END 
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C1 2.95 38000.0 1 1 0 
C2 114861. 327.8 327.2 60000. 35000. 10000. 
N1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
01 335. 19224. 326.5 19795, 318. 20373. 
C1 335. .7674 326.5 .7713 318. .7792 
02 335. 16898. 326.5 17574. 318. 18240. 
C2 335. .7816 326.5 • 7731 318 . .7681 
03 335. 15433. 326.5 16032. 318. 16629. 
C3 335. C.8112 326.5 0.7972 318. 0.7858 
N1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
01 335. 33194. 326.5 34234. 318. 35250. 
C1 335. .7864 326.5 • 7785 318 . .7726 
Q2 335. 29289. 326.5 30307. 318. 31240. 
C2 335. .8320 326.5 .8186 318. .8065 
03 335. 24304. 326.5 25465. 318. 26525. 
C3 335. 0.9028 326.5 0.6854 318. 0.8702 
N1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 
01 335. 42368. 326.5 43529. 3!8. 44651. 
C1 335. 0.8470 326.5 .8362 318. .8260 
Q2 335. 35627. 326.5 37036. 318. 39350. 
C2 335. 0.9116 326.5 0.8968 318. 0.8839 
03 335. 27147. 326.5 28679. 318. 30107. 
C3 335. 1. 0311 326.5 1. 0041 318. 0. 0 816 
N1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
01 335. 21734. 326.5 21988. 318. 22232. 
C1 335. .6744 326.5 .6654 318. .6555 
02 335. 18225. 326.5 18729. 318. 19205. 
C2 335. .7443 326.5 . 7380 318 . .7314 
03 335. 15312. 326.5 15912. 318. 16464. 
C3 335. 0.7793 326.5 0.7714 318. 0.7647 
Nl 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
01 335. 38937. 326.5 39781. 318. 40622. 
C1 335. .7281 326.5 .7228 318 .7185 
02 335. 34355. 326.5 35586. 318. 36770. 
C2 335. .7677 326.5 .7592 318 .7523 
03 335. 29444. 326.5 30599. 318. 31690. 
C3 335. 0.8088 326.5 0.7968 318. 0.7866 
N1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 
01 335. 52551. 326.5 53906. 318. 55239. 
C1 335. .7607 326.5 .7515 318. .7434 
02 335. 46317. 326.5 47811. 318. 49198. 
C2 335. 0.8069 326.5 0.7965 318. 0.7865 
03 335. 36513. 326.5 38204. 318. 39771. 
C3 335. 0.8818 326.5 0.8664 318. 0.8533 
N1 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 
01 335. 61584. 326.5 63183. 318. 64656. 
C1 335. 0.8068 326.5 0.7971 318. 0.7878 
02 335. 51647. 326.5 53506. 318. 55245. 
C2 335. 0.8688 326.5 0.8571 318. 0.8466 
03 335. 38518. 326.5 40510. 318. 42373. 
C3 335. 0.9816 326.5 0.9593 318. 0.9405 
Nl 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 
01 335. 33302. 326.5 34228. 318. 35136. 
C1 335. .7625 326.5 .7571 318. .7502 
Figure E4. Example input for PCP (Continued) 
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Q2 335. 27680. 326.5 28562. 318. 29386. 
C2 335. 0.8031 326.5 0.7952 318. 0.7884 
Q3 335. 18954. 326.5 19868. 318. 20731. 
C3 335. 0.9509 326.5 0.9267 318. 0.9063 
N1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 
Q1 335. 49515. 326.5 51082. 318. 52656. 
Cl 335. .7715 326.5 .7657 318. .7610 
Q2 335. 43566. 326.5 45076. 318. 46520. 
C2 335. 0.8014 326.5 0.7921 318. 0.7849 
Q3 335. 32445. 326.5 33870. 318. 35206. 
'J 
C3 335. 0.9167 326.5 0.8955 318. 0.8773 I 
Nl 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 
01 335. 63253. 326.5 65354. 318. 67371. 
C1 335. 0.7879 326.5 0.7790 318. .7715 
Q2 335. 54547. 326.5 56311. 318. 57948. 
C2 335. 0.8327 326.5 0.8221 318. 0.8126 
03 335. 38626. 326.5 40517. 318. 42204. 
C3 335. 0.97% 326.5 0.9557 318. 0.9353 
N1 2 3 1 2 0 0 0 
01 335. 71740. 326.5 73933. 318. 76014. 
c·. 335. 0.8255 326.5 0.8165 318. 0.8083 
02 335. 59195. 326.5 61277. 318. 63206. 
C2 335. 0.8874 326.5 0.8752 318. 0.8647 
Q3 335. 40349. 326.5 42497. 318. 44502. 
C3 335. 1.0748 326.5 1 .0445 318. 1 .0189 
Fi~ure E4. (Concluded) 
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PUMP COMBINATION PROGRAM 
AVG STATIC HEAD <FTJ 327.50 PUMPS <PUMP COMBINATIONS> 
SYSTEM DEMAND <GPMl = 38271.00 FLOW <GPMl 
PUMP DEMAND <GPMl = 29679.75 p = <PERCENT OPERATION TIME> 
KILOWATT RATE <CJHRl 2.95 U COST <LENTS/1000 GALLONS/HRl 
TIME INTERVAL <HRS> = 1.00 COST = <DOLLARS> 
SOLUT I C::~J "JUMBER = TOTAL COST 39.38 
PL.;MPS 7 0 0 7 0 0 FLOW 36040. 16 p = .63 u COST .76 COST = 30. 12 
PUMPS 0 0 0 7 0 0 FLOW 19075. 12 p = .37 u COST .73 COST 9.26 
SOLU7ION NUMBER = 2 TOTAL COST 39.6a 
P~MPS 7 0 0 .., 0 0 FLOW 36040.16 p .82 u COST .76 COST = 39.68 I 
PUM 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0 FLOW .00 p . 18 u COST .00 COST .00 
SOLUTION NUMBt:R = 3 TOTAL COST 39.86 
PUMPS 7 0 0 7 0 0 FLOW 3CJO.:.o. 16 p .65 u COST .76 COST = 31 .43 
PUMPS = 7 0 0 0 0 0 FLOW ::: 17747.33 p = .35 u COST .77 COST = 8.43 
SOLUTION NUMBER = 4 TOTAL COST = 40. 15 
PUMPS 7 0 0 7 8 0 FLOW = 45981.86 p .39 u COST . 79 COST = 25. 19 
PUMPS = 0 0 0 7 0 0 FLOW ::: 19075. 12 p . 61 u COST .73 COST = 14.96 
SJLUTION NUMEER = 5 TOTAL COST 40.25 
PUMPS 7 8 0 7 0 0 FLOW 48640. 10 p .36 u COST .79 COST 24.41 
PUMPS 0 0 0 7 0 0 FLOW 19075. 12 p = .64 u COST .73 COST 15.84 
SOLUT !Dr< rJUMBER = 6 TOTAL COST 40.70 
PUMPS 7 8 0 7 8 0 FLOw ::: 57674.90 p .27 u COST = . 81 COST 22.78 
PUMPS 0 0 0 7 0 0 FLOI.J = 19075. 12 p = .73 u COST = .73 COST 17.91 
SOLUT!OtJ tJUMBER = 7 TOTAL COST 41 .01 
PUMPS = 7 0 0 7 8 0 FLOW '+5981.86 p .42 U COST = .79 COST = 27.01 
PUMPS 7 0 0 0 0 0 FLOW 177'+7.33 p .58 U COST .77 COST 14.00 
Figure ES. Example output from PCP 
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APPENDIX F: TOP - TANK OPERATION PROGRAM 
1. The tank operation program (TOP) may be used to generate an optimal 
tank trajectory for the controlling storage tank in a given pump service area. 
The optimal tank trajectory is a curve that indicates the optimal tank level 
at a given time during a specified operating period. The controlling storage 
tank is that tank which controls the hydraulics of the associated pumping sta-
tion. The tank operation program is based on dynamic programming. A summary 
of the theoretical basis for the program is provided in Appendix E. 
2. Once the optimal tank trajectory has been determined, the optimal 
pump combinations can be obtained by applying the pump combination program 
(PCP) to each time interval. To determine the optimal tank trajectory the 
following data are required: the physical characteristics of the tank, the 
range and number of allowable tank levels, the number and length of the time 
intervals in the desired trajectory, the electric rate schedule, the system 
demand pattern, and a set of three cost operation curves. 
3. The cost operation curves are used by the program to determine the 
cost associated with a particular tank transition (the transition from one 
water surface elevation to another over a specified period of time) and 
required pump flow, and are developed by applying the PCP (described in Appen-
dix E) for a range of system demands and tank transitions. Three different 
cost operation curves are required to describe the system dynamics. The first 
curve represents the cost associated with a given pump discharge when the tank 
is filling at a rate of :-.; feet per hour. The second curve represents the 
cost associated with a given pump discharge when the tank is neither draining 
nor filling. The third curve represents the cost associated with a given pump 
discharge when the tank is draining at a rate of ~ feet per hour. 
4. The tilnk operation program is written in Fortran .1nd is nm in a 
hatch mode. Input to the program is read from a user-supplied data file, and 
output is directed to a user-specified output file. Instructions for data 
preparation fnr TOP are given in Tahle Fl. The first card is used to specifv 
the nmnber 11f time intervals in thP operating perfnrl .1nd the length of e0ch 
t1me interva 1 in hours. The second c<1rd is used to spec i fv the averagP cross-
sectional area nf the controlling tank, the initial tank le\·e1, the maximum 
tank level, the minimum tank level, :md the numher of interrwdL1te tank 
levels. The next three cards are used to specifv the three CPst operation 
Fl 
Card 
Group 
K1 
K2 
C1 
Format 
2X 
I8 
I10 
IlO 
2X 
F8.0 
FlO.O 
F10.0 
FlO.O 
IlO 
2X 
F8.0 
F10.0 
F10.0 
Table F1 
Data Input Instructions for TOP 
Column Description 
TIME DATA 
1-2 Card Group Identifier 
3-10 Number of Time Intervals 
11-20 Length of Each Time 
Interval (hr) 
20-30 Debug Flag 
TANK DATA 
1-2 Card Group Identifier 
3-10 Tank Area (sq ft) 
11-20 Initial Tank Elevation (ft) 
21-30 Maximum Tank Elevation (ft) 
31-40 Minimum Tank Elevation (ft) 
41-50 Number of Intermediate 
Elevations 
FIRST COST OPERATION CURVE 
1-2 
3-10 
11-20 
21-30 
Card Group Identifier 
Tank Filling Rate F (ft/hr) 
First Flow Rat!:! (gpm) 
First Unit Cost ($/hr) 
(Continued) 
F2 
Variable 
~arne 
NST 
IDHR 
IBUG 
A TANK 
EINT 
EMAX 
EMIN 
NES 
F 
xo 
YO 
(Sheet l of 3) 
Table Fl (Continued) 
Card Variable 
(;re>up Format Column Description Name 
c l FlO.O 31-40 Second Flow Rate (gpm) Xl 
FlO,O 41-50 Second Unit Cost ($/hr) Yl 
FlO.O 51-60 Third Flow Rate (gpm) X2 
FlO.O 61-70 Third Unit Cost ($/hr) Y2 
SECOND COST OPERATION CURVE 
C..' 2X 1-2 Card Group Identifier 
F8.0 3-10 LEAVE BLANK 
F!O.O ll-20 First Flow Rate (gpm) xo 
FIO.O 21-30 First Unit Cost ($/hr) YO 
Flfl,O 31-40 Second Flow Rate (gpm) Xl 
FlO.:! 41-50 Second l!nit Cost ($/hr) Yl 
F1 o. n ~ 1-60 Third Flow Rate (gpm) X2 
FlO.O 61-70 Third l'nit Cost ($/hr) Y2 
THIRD COST OPERATIO~ CURVE 
r: l ..'X 1-2 Card Group Identifier 
FR.O 3-10 Tank Draining Rate (ft/hr) n 
FlO,O 11-20 First Flow Rate (gpm) xo 
Fin.n 21-30 Firf':t l'ni t Cost ($/hr) YO 
FIO.n 31-40 Second Flow Rate (gpm) XI 
F I (). (I 41-'10 Second l'n it Cost ($/hr) y I 
(Continued) 
(Sheet .:' of 3) 
F3 
Card 
Group 
C3 
Ql 
Tl 
Format 
FlO.O 
F10.0 
2X 
F8.0 
F10.0 
2X 
F8.0 
F10.0 
F10.0 
Table Fl (Concluded) 
Column 
51-60 
61-70 
Description 
Third Flow Rate (gpm) 
Third Unit Cost ($/hr) 
PUMP CONSTRAINT DATA 
1-2 
3-10 
11-20 
Card Group Identifier 
Maximum Pump Discharge (gpm) 
Minimum Pump Discharge (gpm) 
SYSTEM DEMAND AND ELECTRIC RATE SCHEDULES 
1-2 
3-10 
11-20 
21-30 
Repeat for Each 
Time Interval I, I 
Card Group Identifier 
Time (hr) 
Demand (gpm) 
Electric Rate (~/kh~r) 
1, NST 
Variable 
Name 
X2 
Y2 
QMAX 
QMIN 
TYME(I) 
QD(I) 
RKWD(I) 
(Sheet 3 of 3) 
F4 
curves. Each curve is described using three different data points. Each data 
point is defined by a unit cost and an associated pump discharge for a given 
tank transition. The final card is repeated for each time interval in the 
simulation. For each interval, the time (ending hour), average system demand, 
and electric rate are specified. 
5. A complete listing of the program is provided as Figure Fl. A typi-
cal input data file is shown in Figure F2. A typical output data file is 
shown in Figure F3. 
FS 
c 
c 
c 
******************************** 
* TOP - TANK OPERATION PROGRAM * 
* * 
* AUTHOR - LINDELL E ORMSBEE * 
* * 
* LATEST REVISION 12/1/86 * 
* * 
******************************** 
DIMENSION TYME<25l ,E<25,5! l, IP<25,51 l ,C3<25,51 l ,CC<25,51 l ,QT<25,51 
1 l ,QP!25.51 l 
DIMENSION TYME ( 25 l , E < 25, 101 l , I P < 25, 101 l , C3 ( 25, 101 l , CC < 25, 101 l 
DIMENSION OD<2Sl,RKWD<25l 
COMMON /BLK1/ XO,YO,X1,Yl,X2,Y2 
COMMON /8LK2/ COEJ,COE2,COE3 
COMMON /8LK3/ DMAX,DMIN,CX1,CX2,CX3,CM1,CM2,CM3,CN1,CN2,CN3 
CHARACTER+l4 FILOT,FILIN 
C REAL XO,YO,X1 1 Yl,X2,Y2 
c 
201 FORMAT<I10l 
202 FORMAT!F10.0l 
c 
W'RITE<•.l l 
FORMAT< 'I INPUT NAME OF INPUT FILE'/) 
READ<•,3JFILIN 
WRITE!+,2l 
2 FORMAT ('I INPUT NAME OF OUTPUT FILE'/) 
READ<+,3>F!LOT 
3 FORMAT!A14l 
c 
OPEN<S,FIL.E=FILIN,STATUS~·oLD'l 
OPEN!6,FILE=FILOT,STATUS~·NEW'l 
c 
c **************** 
C * READ IN DATA * 
c **************** 
c 
C NST = NUMBER OF TIME INTERVALS 
C IOHR : LENGTH OF EACH TIME INTERVAL !HRSJ 
C IBUG =DEBUG FLAG !0 =NORMAL OUTPUT, 1 =EXTENDED OUTPUTl 
c 
READ!5,4JNST,IDHR,I8UG 
4 FORMAT<2X,I8,2I10l 
c 
C ATANK = TANK AREA !FT2l 
C EINT = INITIAL ELEV <FTl 
C EMAX = MAXIMUM ELEVATION OF TANK 
C EMIN = MINIMUM ELEVATION OF TANK 
C NES = NUMBER OF INTERMEDIATE ELEVATIONS 
c 
REA0!5,5JATANK,EINT,EMAX,EMIN,NES 
Figure Fl. Program listing for TOP (Sheet 1 of 8) 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
COE ~ =''. ·:} 
CCE2=0.0 
COEG=C. ~· 
KP 1 =C' 
QPl=O.O 
PTl=O.O 
X = Q, y 
C~AX ~AX SELTA H 
Ml~J C·EL-:-.:. ~-1 
c 
8 FCF~ATI2X,FB.O,t=!O.OI 
REAOIS,SIDMAX,XO,YO,x: ,Yl ,X2.~2 
DMAX=SMAX•ICHI'l 
XO=X0/10000.0 
X 1 =X 111 0000. 0 
X2=X2/10000.0 
CALL SCUR~EIIB~GI 
CXl=COEl 
CX2=COE2 
CX3=COE3 
READC5,8JODUM,XO,YO,~I,YI,X2,Y2 
XO=X0/10000.0 
Xl=Xl/!0000.0 
X2=X2/10000.0 
CALL SCURVEIIBUGl 
CMl=COE1 
CM2=CGE2 
CM3=CCJE3 
READI5,8lDM!N,XO,YO,X!,Y!,X2,Y2 
DMIN=DMIN•IDHR 
XO=X0/10000.0 
X1=X1/10000.0 
X2=X2/10000.0 
CALL SCURVE<IBUGl 
CN!=CCEl 
CN2=COE2 
CN3=COE3 
( +, :) , -) 
C READ IN PUMP CONSTRAINTS 
c 
READI5,9JQMAX,QM!N 
9 FORMATI2X,F8.0,Fl0.0l 
c 
C RE'D IN DEMAND AND RATE SCHEDULES 
c 
DO 12 I=\,NST 
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1 1 
12 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
30 
c 
40 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r:: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
READ< 51 11 > TYME < r > I oo' r > I RK'-'D < r > 
FORMAT<2X 1 FB.0~2F!O.Ol 
CONTINUE 
* GENERATE STATE SPACE • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DE~=<EMAX-EMIN>I<NES-1 > 
DO 40 K=l,NES 
DO 30 :=l 1 NST 
TANKC=ATANKI<!JriR+3600l 
* VARIABLE DESCRIPTION * 
IP<l,Kl = OPTIMAL STATE UPSTREAM FRCI~1 .3TATE K 
QT (I, K l :: TANK FLOW 
C3< I, Kl :: COST FOR TRANSITION ENDING 
CC<I,Kl = CUMMULATIVE COST FOR STATE 
QP< I ,Kl = PUMP DISCHARGE FCR 
* EVAL~ATE INITIAL STAGE • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IFLAG=O 
DO 60 K=!,NES 
C3<1,Kl=9999.0 
CC<1,Kl=9999.0 
STAGE r 
IN STATE 
K 
STATE K 
DE=E< 1 ,KJ-EINT 
IF<ASS<DEl.GT.DMAX.OR.ASS<DEl.GT.DMINlGO TO 45 
QTT=DE+TANKC+448.8 
QR=OD < 1 J +QT T 
151=1 
H~VG=<E<!,Kl+EINTJ/2.0 
ERATE=RKWD<ll 
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K 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
OOEM:Q0<1l 
IF< I BUG. GE • l l wR I T E I 6, 5! l IS I , I 51 , 1< , HI)VG , G D < 1 l , 0 TT , CR 
51 FORMAT(!' STAGE" ',15,' CEC: ',2!5,' H,:iC,QT.CR ·, .. Fl2.2tl 
IF<OR.GT.Q~IN.ANO.CR.LT.CMAX>GO TO 50 
IF<IBUG.GE.1>WRITE<6,5?l 
52 FORr-<AT<' DEC!S!O~~ Ir~FEAS!SU CLE TO CR C'..JTS:::E :;::..;•;:JS' l 
GO TO 60 
45 IF< IBUG.GE.2lwRITE<6~c5?l 
652 FCPMAT<' DECISI'::~l 1~ • .-E.:.S!t::LE Dt..:E TO CE C'JTSICE E:,;•;::;s• l 
GO TO 60 
IF< I8t..:S.GE.1 >WRITEr c,63i IS! 1 :s: ,K,C:ST 
63 FC=<~AT<' STAGE= ',15,' CEC" ',2!5,' C2ST:: •,r:0.2! 
C3< 11Kl=OCST 
CC<l,Kl=OCST 
IP< 1,1<1=1 
60 CQ:"jT I ~<UE 
IF< IFL.AS.LE.Olt.;RJT:C<6,c2J 
62 FCq~AT<' Hl!TA:... s;.:.:;E !r~;-E;.S:ELE'' 
I~fiFLAG.LE.O>GO TO 120 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C • EVALUATE REMAINING STAGES • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
DO 90 I-'2,NST 
J:T-1 
DO b0 K=! ,r;ES 
SCST=9909.0 
IP< l, K I= I 
C3< I 11<1=9999.0 
CC< ) 1 Kl=9999.0 
DO 70 L = 1 , rlES 
C IF LJPSTPEAM STATE :~;FU•SlDLE GO TO tlEXT ST~~TE 
c 
c 
IF ( i E'~ J. :::iE. I . At lD. cc ' . .:;. L) . GE . t; '7?9. (i 1'-.R I T E I 6 I 7! ) I I L • K. L 
71 FC~~C.Tt' SH'•CiE ',!S1' DEC '~2!'3,' t:E::: '1!51' l'li=T.:.SIKE'l 
!F<CC<J 1 Ll .GE.9999.01GO TC 70 
C CETE~~:·E CHAt,GE !~I T.'"<'W ~·'-'•EL 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
DE=E< I ,Kl-E<J,Ll 
IF<ABS<DEl.GT.CMAt.CR.ABS,:::C:l.GT.C~:~•IGQ TQ -.5 
DETERMINE REQUIRED FLC~RATE 
QTT=DE•TANKC•4~8.8 
QR=OD<Il+QTT 
HA\.'G = ( E ( I I K ) + E ( :: • L.) ) I 2. ) 
ERATE=RKW:)(! l 
C::E"=C~D (I l 
IF( !EC.::i.C:E.l ll.o.R!TE<e,":'Jl !,l._,l(,,.;..:..:;,.;::::~.:;~· ,__;;:; 
73 FC~~.:.T(;' STA:3E: = ·,:~.· :E·: = ·,::::,· -..;,::.JJ··~·· ,~--. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
IF c:lR<'J 7A"<K FLC:..l ExCEE:::S S•STE .. ::: ... ~·.: 
At-<C :::E::s:c~~ IS PJFE.:.S!Sc.E - G:J r~ •.t:,· ·• :~ 
!F' !BUG .GE. 1 l '"'RITE 16, ..,2 l 
72 FCR"AT<' t:'EC!S:C:cJ ;•,:::E.:.s:s_E :,_E 
GO TO 70 
75 IF<l8UG.GE.2lWRITE(6,7~2l 
772 FOR~AT<' DEC!S!CN !~;FE;.SlBc.E C'-E r:::: ~::. 
GO TO 70 
....... -::·-:-
-.J- -. ~ ·-
65 CALL COST<IBUG,DE,!DHP,QR,QDEM,EPATE,CCST, 
c 
C DETERMINE CUMMULATIVE COST - CC8ST 
c 
CCOST=OCST+CC<J,Ll 
c 
IF<IBUG.GE.llWR!TE!6,74JI,L,K,OCST,CCCST 
~·- - I-:..: 
74 FORMAT<' STAGE= ',!5 1 ' DEC= ',2!5,' C,CC ',2Fl0.2l 
c 
C IF NEW TRANSITION IS BETTER THAN OLD ONE uPCATE VARIA8~ES 
c 
IF<SCST.LT.CCOSTlGO TO 70 
c 
C UPDATE BEST CUMMULATIVE COST 
c 
IP <I, K l =L 
C QT<I,Kl=QTT 
c 
SCST=CCOST 
C3C I ,Kl=OCST 
CC< I ,Kl=SCST 
70 CONTINUE 
80 CONTINUE 
90 CONTINUE 
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c 
DO 110 K=1,NES 
~RITE<6,13lEINT,E<NST,Kl,CC<NST,Kl 
13 FORM~TU'INIT!AL E = ',F10.2,' FINALE:: ',F!0.2,' TOTAL COST 
c 
1= ',F10.2/l 
IF<CC<NST.Kl.LT.9999lGO TO 95 
WRITE<6,14lK 
14 FCR~AT<I'SrATE',[5,' IS r~:cu,SIBLE'/l 
GO TO 110 
c 
05 :..;RITE< 6, ~ 5 l 
c 
L=K 
c 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C • CETE~~INE OPTJ~Al PAT~ • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c 
,-
l-
CCJ 100 J=l.~ST 
l=NST+!-J 
LL=!P< r.u 
IF<LL.LE.·:)JWR!-E!6,!El I ,L, 
IF<LL.LE.OlGO TO JCO 
QTTT=<E:!,Ll-E!NTl•TA~KC•449.8 
I F i I . •; E . : ' T:' T T = < E ! I , U - E < I - 1 , L L. ) ) • T A~~ K C • " 4 9 • 8 
QPr:::?=CJ;)(!)•QTTT 
c 
c •••••••••••••••••• 
C • CUTPUT RESULTS • 
c •••••••••••••••••• 
c 
15 FOR1"'A T < I ' I J K TIME RATE EtKl 
• QP < l l COST' I l 
OD <I l QT <I l 
WRITE<6, 16> I ,LL,L, TYME< I l ,RKWO< I l ,E< I ,Ll ,OD< I l ,QTTT ,QPPP,C3< I ,Ll 
16 FORMAT<3!2,FB.2,F8.2,FB.2,3F12.2,F10.2l 
17 FORMAT<3!2,3F8.2l 
18 FORMAT<' ALL STATES HJFEASIBLE FOR STAGE ::: ',IS,' STATE '.15/l 
c 
L=LL 
c 
100 cern r NL;E 
110 CQ,"JT! NUE 
120 cern IMcE 
c 
CLOSE<Sl 
CLOSE<6l 
END 
c 
c ••••••••••••••••••••• C • SUBRCUTINE SCURVE * 
c ••••••••••••••••••••• 
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c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE FITS A QUADRATIC CCRVE THROUGH 
C THREE SUPPLIED POINTS USI~G LAGRANGIAN POLYNOMIALS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE SCURVE<IEUGJ 
COMMON /BLK!/ XO,YO,Xl,Yl.X2,Y2 
COMMON /8LK2/ COE!,COE2,COE3 
REAL XO,YO,Xl,Yl,X2,Y2 
DOUBLE PRECISION RO,Rl,R2 
XXO=<XO-Xl )+(X0-X2) 
RO=YO/XXO 
XX!=<Xl-XO)+(Xl-X2l 
Rl=Yl/XX 1 
XX2=<X2-XOJ•<X2-Xll 
R2=Y2/XX2 
COE!=RO+Xl+X2+Rl+XO+X2+R2+XO+Xl 
COE2=<-RO+<X1+X2ll-<Rl+<XO+X2JJ-<R2+<XO+Xlll 
COE3=RO+Rl+R2 
IF<IBUG.GE.2lWRITE<6,10lCOE1,COE2,COE3 
10 FORMAT(/' CO,C!,C2 ',3F!0.6/l 
RETURN 
END 
c ******************* 
C + SUBROUTINE COST • 
c ••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE COST TO 
C HOVE FROM ONE STATE (ELEV> TO ANOTHER 
C STATE <ELEV> BY INTERPOLATING BETWEEN 
C THE THREE COST OPERATION CURVES 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE COST<IBUG,DE,IDHR,QREQ,QDEM,ERATE,OCSTJ 
COMMON /BLKl/ XO,YO,Xl,Yl,X2,Y2 
COMMON /BLK2/ COE1,COE2,COE3 
COMMON /8LK3/ DMAX,DMIN,CX!,CX2,CX3,CM!,CM2,CM3,CN!,CN2,CN3 
OCST=999999.0 
RREQ=QREQ/10000.0 
RREQ2=RREQ+RREQ 
CPX=CX1+CCX2+RREQJ+<CX3+RREQ2l 
CPM=CMl+<CM2+RREQl+<CM3+RREQ2J 
CPN=CN1+<CN2+RREQl+<CN3+RREQ2l 
IF<DE.LE.O.O>GO TO 10 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
OCST=CPM+<<CPX-CPMl•DE/DMAXl 
GO TO 20 
10 OCST=CPM+<<CPM-CPNJ•OE/DMINl 
20 OCST=OCST•IDHR•ERATE 
IF<IBUG.GE.llWRITE<6,30lDMAX,DMIN,IDHR,ERATE 
30 FORMAT<' X,N,T,R ',4Fl0.2l 
IF<IBUG.GE.llWRITEC6,40>DE,CPX,CPM,CPN,OCST 
40 FORMAT<' DE,CPX,M,N,OCST ',5F10.2l 
RETURN 
END 
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K1 24 1 0 
K2114861.0 327.80 334.0 326.0 101 
C1 1.0 20000. 9.56 30000. 14.3::JO 40000 !9.7500 
C2 10000. 4.65 35000. 16.020 60000. 27.8200 
C3 1.0 10000. 4.49 35000. 15.200 60000. 27. 1900 
Q1 10000. 60000. 
Tl 1.0 38271.0 2.95 
T1 2.0 38827.0 2.95 
T1 3.0 17700.0 2.95 
Tl 4.0 1311.0 2.95 
T1 5.0 15625.0 2.95 
T1 6.0 18580.0 2.95 
T 1 7.0 21358.0 2.95 
T1 8.0 27500.0 2.95 
T1 9.0 30710.0 2.95 
T1 10.0 32141 .0 2.95 
T1 11.0 33850.0 2.95 
Tl 12.0 36922.0 2.95 
T1 13.0 33850.0 2.95 
Tl 14.0 32766.0 2.95 
T1 15.0 31953.0 2.95 
T1 16.0 30286.0 2.95 
T1 17.0 35347.0 2.95 
T1 18.0 38457.0 2.95 
T 1 19.0 27276.0 2.95 
T1 20.0 29498.0 2.95 
T 1 21.0 29151.0 2.95 
T1 22.0 35386.0 2.95 
T1 23.0 1834G,O 2.95 
T1 24.0 16096.0 2.95 
Figure F2. Example input for TOP 
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I J K 
242327 
232023 
222::,20 
212q26 
2·:C 1620 
10 116 
1'3 8 1 
" •• - ... -· ..j 
1 ! : ~ 
TIME 
24.00 
23.00 
22.00 
2! .00 
20.00 
!9.00 
13.00 
:-.oo 
1o.OO 
15.00 
\4.00 
13.('0 
12. = 0 
11. :o 
1). :0 
q.: J 
'""'.00 
c. ·~·U 
c:.co 
~. :o 
3. ·'<) 
i'. ~ !) 
TOTHL COST <DOLLARS> = 908.59 
INTIAL ELEVATION IFTl 327.80 
FINAL ELEVATION IFTl 328.08 
STAGE INDEX 
J PREVIOUS STATE INDEX 
K CURRENT STATE INDEX 
TIME IHRSl 
<CENTS/HRl RATE 
E<Kl 
QD< 1 l 
QT (I l 
QP <I l 
COST 
= ELEVATION ASSOCIATED WITH STATE K <FTl 
PATE 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.05 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.05 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
= SYSTEM DEMAND ASSOCIATED WITH STAGE I <GPMl 
= TANK FLOW (+ INFLOW, - OUTFLOW> IGPMl 
PUMP FLOW <GPMl 
= <DOLLARS> 
E<Kl 
328.08 
327.76 
327.52 
::28.0::: 
328.24 
J27.20 
~26.00 
326.56 
327.04 
327.20 
327.44 
327.76 
328. 16 
328.64 
329.04 
329.36 
329.60 
328.40 
328.24 
328.00 
327.68 
326.88 
326.56 
327.20 
QD< I l 
16096.00 
18349.00 
35386.00 
29151.00 
29498.00 
27276.00 
38457.00 
35347.00 
30286.00 
31953.00 
32766.00 
33850.00 
36922.00 
33850.00 
32141.00 
30710.00 
27500.00 
21358.00 
18580.00 
15625.00 
1311.00 
17700.00 
38827.00 
38271.00 
QT I I l 
4581.86 
3436.94 
-6873.44 
-3436.50 
14891.80 
17183.38 
-8018.79 
-6873.44 
-2291.15 
-3436.50 
-4582.29 
-5727.65 
-6873.44 
-5727.65 
-4581.86 
-3436.94 
17183.38 
2291. 15 
3436.50 
4582.29 
11455.30 
4582.29 
-9164.59 
-8591.25 
QP< 1 l 
20677.86 
21785.94 
28512.56 
25714.50 
44389.80 
44459.38 
30438.21 
28473.56 
27994.85 
28516.50 
28183.71 
28122.35 
30048.56 
28122.35 
27559. 14 
27273.06 
44683.38 
23649.15 
22016.50 
20207.29 
12766.30 
22282.29 
29662.41 
29679.75 
Figure F3. Example output from TOP 
Fl5 
COST 
28.22 
29.64 
37.74 
34.33 
61.20 
61 .44 
40.20 
37.69 
37.51 
38.09 
37.53 
37.34 
39.80 
37.34 
36.70 
36.42 
61.73 
32.07 
29.96 
27.58 
17.47 
30.41 
39.05 
39. i3 
APPENDIX G: TI~!E-NETERED GE~ERAL SERVICE SCHEDt:T.E "GT" 
1. This appendix presents the Potomac Electric Power Company electric 
rate schedule* applicable to the Dalecarlia and Bryant Street pu~ping 
stations. 
Availability - Shall be applicable in the llistrict of Columbia portion of the 
Company's service area to customers whose maximum 10-minute demand equals 
or exceeds 1000 kw during two or more billing months per year. Any 
customer presentlv on Schedule DC-CT whose maximum 30-minute oemand is 
less than GOO kw for twelve consecutive billing months in a calendar 
vear mav at the customer's option elect to continue service on this 
schedule or elect to be served under anv other applicable schedule. 
Available for low voltage electric service. 
Available for auxiliarv or emergencv sPrvice when modified by Rider No. 
"rT<'," for primary service when modified by Rider No. "GT-3A" or Rider 
~o. "i,T-3'-'·," and for heating servir:e when modified by Rider ~o. "GT-4." 
\ot avnilable for tenporarv service, supplementary loads metered 
separately from lig~ting and other usage in the same occupancy, or 
railwav propulsion service. 
Character of Service -
* 
Secondary Service - The service supplied under this schedule will be 
alternating current, sixty hertz, normally three phase, four wire, 
120/208 volts or 2AS/460 volts. 
Primary and llfgh Voltage Service - The service under this schedule, when 
modified by Primary Service Rider "CT-3A," normally will be 
~lternating current, sixty hertz, three phase, three wire, at 
!Jate of Issue: April 2, 1985; Date Effective: April 2, 1985. 
Tssued hy ~illiam F. Schmidt, Vice President, 1900 Pennsvlvania Avenue, NW, 
Washington, DC 2006R. 
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13.2 KV or 33 KV, and when modified by High Voltage Rider "GT-38," 
will be 69 kv or above. Primary service voltage levels will be 
specified by the Company on the basis of its available facilities 
and the magnitude of the load to be served. 
Schedule of Monthly Charges -
Summer 
A. Customer Charge 
Energy Charge 
On-Peak Period 
$285.00 per month 
B. 
Intermediate Period 
Off-Peak Period 
C. Production and 
Transmission Charge 
On-Peak Billing Demand 
D. Distribution Charge 
$0.06235 per 
$0.04618 per 
$0.02947 per 
$9.80 per kw 
$6.00 per kw 
E. ~inimum Charge - the Customer 
Charge and the Distribution Charge 
kwhr 
kwhr 
kwhr 
Winter 
$285.00 per month 
$0.05226 per kwhr 
$0.04617 per kwhr 
$0.02947 per kwhr 
$6.00 per kw 
Season Designation - Summer months, for purposes of application of this rate 
schedule, are the billing months of June through September; winter months are 
tre hilling months of January through May, plus October through December. 
Rating Periods -
Weekdavs (Excluding Holidays) 
On-Peak Period 
Intermediate Period 
Off-Peak Period 
Saturdays, Sundays, and Holidays 
Off-Peak Period 
f1ol idays 
12:00 noon 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
12:00 midnight 
All Hours 
to 8:00 p.m. 
to 12:00 noon 
to 12:00 midnight 
to 8:00 a.m. 
\ew Year's Day, Rev. Martin Luther King's Birthday, Washington's 
Rirthday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Columbus Day, 
Veterans' Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day. 
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RilliPg Demands -
Production and Transmission (Summer Nonths Only) - The billing demand 
shall be the maximum 30-minute demand recorded during the on-peak 
period of the billing month. 
Distribution (All Months) - The billing demand shall be the maximum 
30-minute demand recorded during the billing month, but shall not 
be leFs than the highest such demand established during the 
previous eleven months, except as modjfied by Rider ~:o. "GT-4." 
:Cue I ..\d ;ustment ''harge - The rates stated above include a base fuel cost 
c0~ponent oi S0.02319R5 per kilowatt-hour for secondary service and 
~0.0224[9il per kilowatt-hour for primary and high-voltage service 
including adjustment for losses. Incremental charges for fuel and 
interchange, computed in accordance with the provisions of "Fuel 
Adjustment Charge Rider FA," combined with monthly charges under the 
provisions of this schedule, constitute the total charge for the 
services which the Company furnishes. 
\:eter Reading - Watt-hour meters will be read to the nearest multiple of the 
meter constant and bills rendered accordingly. 
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